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To Parties about to Build.
Plans, Specifications and Estimates made, and
Buildings Superintended by
OHIO. B. PELHAM, Architect.
Oitice Canal National Bank Building, Middle st.
Portland, April 20, 1808.
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Ward. Southerland & Co, Wholesale Agents,
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Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.
Advertisfment.
Army Medica' Board, to consist of Surgeon
J. B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Gen’l U. S A., Surgeon JH. R. Wirtz, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A., Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U. S. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, Brevet Lieut. Col.,
U. S. A., will meet in New York City on the 1st ot
May next, for the examination ot Assistant Surgeons,
U. S. Army, for promotion, and of candidates tor
admission into the Medical Staff of the U. S. Army.
Applicants mustbe between 21 and 30yearsot'age,
physically sound, and graduates of a regular medical college
Applications for permission to appear before the
Board should be addressed to the Surgeon General,
U. S. Army, and must state the full name, rosidence,
and date and place of birth ot the candidate.
Testimonials as to character and qualifications
must I e furnished. If the applicant has been in the
medical service of the Army during the late War,
the fact should be stated, tegether with his former
rank, and date and placeof service, and testimonial* from officers with whom he has served should
also be tor warded.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persona
undergoing examination, as it is an indispensible
prerequisite to appointment. The number of vacancies now existing in Ibe Medical Corps of the Army
is thirty-nine.
J. K. BARNES,
Surgeon General, U. S. A.
Mar 6—till june Ft.
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Senator Fessenden’s Opinion intuit.

peachment, on Monday, May 11, Mr. Fessenden said:
The House oi

Representatives have,

under

the Constitution of the United
States, presented to the S'nate eleven distinct articles
of impeach men.’: for high crimes and misdemeanors against the Prcsidenr.
Each Sena-

tor has solemnly sworn, as required
by the
Constitution, to do impartial justice accordto
the
Constitution and the [laws upon
ing

the tria'. It needs no aigument to show that
the President i« op trial lor the specific offences charged and none other. It would be
contrary to every principle of justice, to the
clearest dictates of right, to try and condemn
any man, however guilty he may be thought,
for any offence not charged, of which no notice has been given to him,and against which
he has no opportunity to defend himself. The
question then, as proposed to every Senator
acting as a judge, aud sworn to do impartial
justice, is: Is the Piesideut guilty or not
guilty of a high crime or misdemeanor as
charged in alt or either of the articles exhibited against him ?

$7,000,000.

STRICTLY
MUTUAL,—it has no “Leech-like
Stockholders”—pays no bonuses to officers, nor immoderate commissions
to Agents.
Care in the selection of risks, and economy in expenditure, are the
distinguishing features of its management.
2C^“Every desirable or advantageous feature, new or old, has either
been introduced or adopted by this Company.
Dividends can remain with the Company to accumulate and be paid
with the policy. After a tew years it will thus become sell sustaining.
It has always made Annual Dividends.
This Company is

„It never hazards principal tor interests, and lias never lost a dollar
from in vestments.
It expenses ot management have been for a series ot years lower, while
its ratio of surplus has been and still is, proportionably larger, than any
oilier Company; from which it necessarily and mathematically follows:
1st—That this Company having the largest ratio of surplus affords

THE

PRESIDENT'S POWER OF REMOVAL.

The first article of the series substantially
charges the President with having attempted
to remove Edwin M. Stanton from the office
of Secretary ol War which he held, in violation of the law and of the Constitution of
the United States. Granting that an illegal
and unconstitutional attempt to remove Mr.
Stanton, in the manner alleged in the article,
whether suceesstul or not, is a high misdemeanor in office, the first obvious inquiry presents itself, whether, under the Constitution
and the laws, the President had or had not a
right to remove that officer at the time such
an attempt was made, the Senate then being
in session. To answer this inquiry, it is necessary to examine the several provisions of
the Constitution bearing upon the question,
and the laws of Congress applicable thereto,
together with the practice, it any, which lias
prevailed since the foundation of the Government on the subfeet of removals from office.
The provisions of the Constitution applicable
to the question are very few. The first is as
folio its:
Akt. 2—Sect- me Executive power snail De vested in a President of tin* United States of America.
Akt. 2—Sec. 2—He {the Piesideut) shall nominate,
aud by and with the advice and consent ot the Senate,
shall appoint Ambassadors and other public Ministers and Consuls, .1 udt.es ol'the Supreme Court and
other officers ot the United States whose appointments are not hetein otherwise provided lor, and
which shall be established by law.
Same Section—The President shall have power to
till all vacancies that may happen during the recess ot the Senate by giamiiig commissions which
shall expire at the end of their next session.

Terms $8.00 per annum, in ajranee.

tbnuly held that a vacancy occurring in the
time of session can
only be filled during the
session by and with the advice and consent
ot the Senate, and cannot
lawlully be filled
during the recess, but I am not aware that
the President’s power of removal,
during the
session, lias ever been seiiously questioned.
While I have been a member of the Senate
the custom has
undoubtedly been to make
the nomination of a successor the lirst
stop
in the removal, so that the two acts were
substantially one and the same, but instances have not unfrequently occurred during the session where the President thought
itpioperto remove an officer at once before
sending the name ol his successor to the
Senate, and during my term of service, previous to file act'of March 2. 1807,1 never
found his right to do so seriously questioned.
The passage of that act is indeed in itself an
admission that such were understood to he
the law and the practice. I will not
attempt
to discuss the question here whether the construction of the Constitution thus
early
adopted is sound or unsound. Probably it
was thought that while the
restraining power
of the Senate over appointments was a sufficient protection
against Executive usurpation from this source, the President’s refor
the
execution of the laws
sponsibility
required a prompt and vigorous check ii|K>:i
liis subordinates.
Judging horn the short
experience we have had under the act ol
March 2, 18(J7, the supervisory power of the
Senate over removals is poorly calculated to
secure a prompt and vigorous correction ol
abuses in office, especially upon the modem
claim that when offices are of a local character the Representative has a right to
designate the officer, under
which claim this
branch of the Executive authority, instead
of being lodged
where the Cot stitution
placed it, passes to one of the legislative
branches ot the government.
THE

TENUBE-OF OFFICE ACT.

Such as I have described was the
legislative construction of the Constitution on the
subject of removals from office, and tbe practice under it, and such was tbe statute establishing -be Department of War, distinctly
recognizing the President’s power to remove
the principal officer of that department at
pleasure down to the passage of tbe act
regulating the tenure of certain civil offices,
which became a law March 2, 1807. Although that act did not receive my vote originally, I did vote to overrule the President’s
veto, because 1 was not then, and am not
now, convinced of its unconstitutionality,
although I doubted its expediency and feared
that it would be productive of more evil than
go^d. This is not the occasion, however, to
criticise the act itself. The proper inquiry is
whether the President, in removing or attempting to remove Mr. Stan-on Irom the
office of Secretary ot War, violated its provisions; or in other woids, whether, if the
President has a legal right to remove Mr.
Stanton before the passage of that act, as I
think he clearly had, he was deprived of that
right by tbe terms of the act itself. The
answer to this question must depeud
upon
the legal construction of the first section,
which reads as lollows.
Be it enacted, ffc,, That every person holding any
civil office to which he has been appointed by anil
with the advice and content of the Scnaie, and
every
person who shall herealler be appointed to any such
office, arid shall become duly qualified to act therein,
is and shall be entitled to hold such office until a successor shall have been in like manner appointed and
duly qualitied, except as herein otherwise provided.
Prodded, That the Secretaries of State,oi the Treasury, of War, ol the Navy, aud of the Interior, the
Postmaster-General and Attorney-General slia'I hold
their offices, respectively, for and during the term ot
the President by whom they may have been appointed, and for one month therenlter, subject to removal
bj and with the advice and consent ol the Senate.

In considering liow far these provisions apply to the case ot Mr. Stanton, the state of
existing facts must be caietully borne in
mind. Mr. Stanton was appointed by President Lincoln during his first tern, which expired on the 4th of Match, A. D. 1805 By

the tenure of his commission he was to hold
during the pleasure of the President for the
time being. President Lincoln took the oath
of office and commenced ltis second term on
the same 4tfi of March, and expired ou the
14th day ot the succeeding April. Mr. Johnson took the oath of office as President on
the day succeeding tlie death of President
Lincoln. Mr. Stanton was not reappointed
Secrctaiy of War by either, hut continued to
bold trader his original commission, not having been removed. How, under these circumstances, did the act of March 2, 1807, affect
him ? A preliminary question as to the character under whiclt Mr. Johnson administered
the office of President is worthy of consideration, aud may have a material bearing. The
fifth clause of section 1, article 2 of the Constitution, provides as follows, viz:
In case ot the removal oi the President from otiiee,
ot his death, resignation or inability to discharge
the powers and duties ot the said oilice, the home
shall devolve upon the Vice-President.
or

What shall devolve upon the Vice-President? The powers aud duties simply, or the

than untenable, The
used in the proviso, when
considered in connection with the obvious design to allow to each person holding the
Presidential office the choice of his own confidential advisers, must, I think, reler to the
period of actual service. Any other construction might lead to strange conclusions.
For instance, suppose a President and VicePie iient should both die within the fiist
year of the term for which they were elected:
as the law now stands, a new election must
he held within thirty-tour days preceding the
first Wednesday of December then next cu-
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more

and

word

“term,”

worse
as

suing.

A new term of tour years would comwith the inauguration of the new
President
before
the term ol the premence

ceding President had expired. Do the heads
ol departments appointed by that preceding

President hold their offices lor three years ol
the term of the new President and until one
month after the expiration qi the term lor
which such preceding President was elected
Such would be the consequence of giving to

ihe word ‘•term’' any oilier meaning than the
term ol actual service.
It must be evident,
therefore, that the word term” of the President, as used in the proviso, ;s inseparable
from the individual, and dies yvitli him.

II11

right in this conclusion, Mr. StanSecretary ol War, comes neither within the body of the section nor within the
proviso, unless he can he considered as having been appointed by Mr. Johnson. Words
used in a statute must, by all rules of construction, he taken and understood in their
ordinaly meaning, unless a contrary intention clearly appears. As used to the Constitution, appointment implies a designation, an
act; and wi'h legard to certain officers, including the Secretary of War. it implies a
ton,

am

as

nomination to the Senate and a confirmation by that body. A sSeeretary of War can
be appointed in no other manner. This is
the legal meaning ol the word “appointment.”
Is there any evidence in the act itself that the
vvord, appointed,”as used in the proviso,was in
intended any other meaning t* The same word
occuis
three Limes in tiie
body of the
section, and in each ease of its use evidently
has its ordinary constitutional and legal signification.
There is nothing
whatever to
shoyv that it had or was intended to have any
other sense when used in the proviso. It so
then it cannot be contended that Mr. Stanton was ever appointed Secretary of War by
Mr. Johnson, and lie cannot,therelore, be considered as included in the proviso. The result is that lie is excluded trom (he general
provision because expressly excepted Irom
its operation, and from the proviso by not
coming within the terms of description.
It not unfrequently happens, as every lawyer
is aware that a statute
tails to accomplish
all the purposes of those who named it,
from an inaccurate use of language, or an
imperfect description. This may be the case
here. But when it is considered that this
proviso was drawn and adopted by eminent
lawyers,accustomed to legal phraseology, who
perfectly well knew and understood the position in which
certain members of Mr.
Johnson’s Cabinet stood, not appointed by
but
him,
only suffered to remain in office under their original commissions liom President
and
when it is further considered
Lincoln,
that the object of that proviso was to secure
to each President tire right of seiectiug his
own Cabinet officers, it is difficult to
suppose
the inteution not to have been to leave those
olticers who had been appointed by President
Lincoln to hold under their original commission and to be removable at pleasure.
Had
they intended otherwise it was easy so to provide. That they did not do so is in accordance with the explanation given when the
proviso was reported to the Senate,anJ which
was received with unanimous acquiescence.

It lias been argued that Mr. Johnson lias

Mr. Slaulon as coming within the
first section of the act of March 2,1807, by
suspending him under the provisions of the
second section. Even if the President did so
believe it by no means follows that he is
guilty of a misdemeanor in attempting to
remove him.
It that view was erroneous the
President is -not impeaches! for acting contrary to his belief, but for violating the Constitution and the law, and it may be replied
that if the President did entertain t hat opinion, testimony was offered to show that
his Cabinet entertained a different view.
Whatever respect tha opinion of either may
be entitled to, it does
not settle the question of construction. But a sufficient answer to the argument is that whether Mr.
Stanton comes within the first section of the
statute or not, the President had a clear right
to suspend him under the second section.
That section applies to all civH officers, except Judges ot lue United States Courts appointed as aforesaid—that'Ts, by and with
the advice and consent ol the Senate, and
Mr. Stanton was such an officer, whatever
might have been his tenure of office. The
same remark applie 1
to the eighth section,
in relation to the designation of General
I hat section covers every person
Thomas.
designated to perform the duties of any
office without the advice and consent ol
the Senate. Both ot these sections are gtn'T_i—a «avar :)! 1
ei.il. m tneir their
nelsons
provisions, whether incoming within
first
section or not.
1 concluded in the
clude, then, that as Mr. Stanton was apthe
hold
to
during
pointed
pleasure of the
President, for the time being, and his tenure was not affected by the act of March 2,
1807, the President had a right to remove
him from office on the 21st of February, and
consequently cannot be held guilty under
the first article.

recognized

office itsclt? Some light is thrown upon this
^-“wtinn bv the remainder of the same clause,
making prdvtsiui.
,iuuti, &e
of both
President and Vice-President, anff mvuuig
Congress to provide by law tor such a contingency, and to declare what officer shall then
act as President, and that such officer shall
act accordingly. A very striking change of
phraseology. The question has, however, in
2d—That as it consumes the least of its income in running expenses,
two previous instances, received a practical
IT HAS THE MOST LEFT EOll ITS MEMBERS, and is therefore
construction. In the case of Mr. Tyler, and
!
to
The
again in that of Mr. Fillmore, the Vice-PresiArt. 2—Sec 4—The President, Vice-President,and
dent took the oath as President—assumed the
all civil officers of the United States shall be removmuch
it
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ors.
and nowhere else but in Life Insurance would they ever be disregarded.
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ail
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Deaccess
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adoption
as fully and completely and to all
tills Country, are invited to call at my
intents as
ports of the Insurance Commissioners, and every possible facility for ob- Constitution, and was much discussed by the it elected to that office. Mr. Johnson then
able
men
of
that
whom
were
sevbe
will
test
of
day,
stand
among
President.
he
will
became
Hid
have
a
term
Ihe
of ofcoming years
taining such information as
eral who took prominent part in framing that
fice? Was he merely the tenant or holder of
cheerfttlly and freely turnished.
instrument.
It was noticed by them that the term of another, and that other his
predthe only provision which touched in express
Hid Mr. Lineeessor. President Lincoln ?
terms upon the subject of removal from office,
coln’s term continue after his death, as has
was found in the clause which related to
imbeen argued? It is quite manifest that two
preachraent, and it was contended that con- persons cannot be said to have one and the
was
there
no
other
mode
of
remosequently
and New Brunswick.
same term of the Presidency at the same
New
For
val.
This idea, however,found no favor at
time. If it was Mr. Lincoln’s term, it was
April 23-dtf
that time, and it seems never since to have
not Mr. Johnson’s. If it was Mr. Johnson’s,
been entertained. It is quite obvious that as
it was not Mr. Lincoln’s. If Mr. Johnson
such a construction would lead to a life-tenhad no term, when do Secretaries appointed
ure of office,a supposition at war witli the naFITZGERALD
by him go out of office under the act of
MA N UFA c ro n Y.
ture of our Government, and must of necessiMarch 2,1867? Wheu does the one mouth
ty, involve insufferable difficulties in the con- after the expiration of the term of the PresiT 11 E
duct of affairs, it could not be entertained. dent by whom they have been
appointed exBut it was equally obvious that
power of pire ? A President without a term of office
!
removal must be found somewhere, and is it
would, under our system, be a singular anomare manufacturing and selling
was not expressly given, except in the imaly, and yet to such a result does this arguFITZGERALD
the
it
must
exist
clause,
among
ment lead. I am unable to give my assent to
peachment
implied powers of the Constitution. It was such a proposition. If Mr. Stauton was leAT
conceded by all to he in its nature an execu- gally entitled to hold the office of Secretary
Nos. 184 and 186 Fore Street, tive; power, and while some, and among them of War on the 21st of February, 1868, as
Mr. Madison, contended that it belonged to
averred in the first article, he must have been
!
AT
the President alone, because lie alone was iu- so entitled
by virtue of his original appointLOW
PRICES!
vi sted with executive power,and that from the
ment by President Lincoln, for he had reFITZGERALD
nature ol his obligations to execute the laws
ceived no other appointment. If the act of
B3P*Tliey can supply dry painters’ sand and ground and to defend the Constitution he ought to March
2,1867, terminated his office, he must,
slate for patent roofing.
have the control ot his subordinates,and others
to be legally in office ou the 21st of February
€. C. WHITNEY. Ageiil.
officers
as
he
could
that
have
been appointed and confirmed by
only appoint
thought
1868,
April 30. dim
by and with the consent ot the Senate, the the Senate. He must, therefore, be.assumed
!
advice and consent ol the Senate should be
to have held under the commission by the
required to authorize their removal. The terms of which he held during the pleasure
FITZGERALD
first of these constructions finally prevailed, of the President lor the time being. Alter
51 & 53 Middle
as those who have read the debates of that
the death of President Lincoln, then, he held
Johnperiod will know. This was understood and at the pleasure of President
OFFER TO THE TRADE AVERY LARGE AND
conavowed at the time to be the legislative
son, by his permission, up the passage of the
the
which
struction of the Constitution, by
act of March 2.1867, and might have been
power ot removal from the office was tecog- removed by him at any time. Did that act
OF
as exclusively vested in the President,
nized
change his tenure of office without a new apFITZGERALD
BROADCLOTHS,
whether right or wrong, wise or unwise.—
pointment, and transform what was before a
FANCY CASSI MERES,
Such
was the decision, and several laws were
tenure at will into a tenure for a fixed periCOATINGS,
CASHMEKETTS,
immediately enacted in terms recognising od ? Granting that this could be legally done
DOUBLE AND TWIST CASSIMERES,
The
this construction of the Constitution.
by an act of Congress, which may be, and
TWEEDS,
debate referred to, arose upon a bill for estabwill be, questioned, the answer to this inquiry
KENTUCKY JEANS, and
COTTON A DES.
lishing what is known as the Department of must depend upon the tenure of the act itFITZGERALD’S
ALSO A GOOI> ASSORTMENT State. In accordance with the decision of self. Let us examine it.
that first Congress, the right and power of
It is obvious to my mind that the object
OFthe President to remove tlie chief officer of was to provide lor two classes of officers; one,
are
BLACK and COLORED ALPACAS,
that
department was expressly recognized the heads of departments, and the other comCHENE POPLINS,
in the second section, as lollows:
TAKKO CLOTHS,
prising all other officers appointed by and
MOUSSELINE DE LAINES, &c, &c.,
Sectiok 2—Ami be it lurtber t'liii ltd (bat tliere
with the advice and- consent of the Senate.
be in he s lid Department an interior officer,
shall
ol
Line
with
a
Full
The act provides for a distinct tenure lotTogether
FITZGERALD’S
Ac.,who whenever tlie saiil principal officer shall be
WHITE GOODS,
each of these classes: for the heads of the deremoved front office by the Presi .out ol the United
MARSEILLES QUILTS,
a fixed term, ending in one month
partments
States, or in any oilier ease ot vacancy, shall dining
CL
PIQUE
THS,
such vacancy have tlie charge, Ac.
after the expiration of the term of the PresiDAMASK CLOTHS and NAPKINS,
the
dent by whom they were appointed; for all
The act was approved July 2i,li»9.
PLAIN, CHEKED ami STKI FED CAMBRICS.
Street.
270
SWISS MUSLIN,
others an indefinite term, ending when a suesame provision
is lound, totidem verbis, iu
BISHOF LAWN,
cessor shall have been appointed and duly
the act establishing the Department of War,
BRILLIANTS,
approved Aug. 7,1789, and terms equally defi- qualified. These two provisions are wholly
BOSOMS, HDKFS., and CRASH.
unlike eacli other. Both are intended to apnite are found in the act to establish the
FITZGERALD
Also, a Complete Stock ot
Treasury Department, approved Sept. 2, ply to the present and the future, and to inBuys bis goods from importers and manufacturft89. These several acts have continued in elude all who may come within their scape.
SHEETINGS,
This coupled
eis, thereby saving one pbofit.
SHIRTINGS,
Does Mr. Stanton, by any fair construction,
force to the present day, and although the
with light expenses enables him to undersell any
TICKS,
IIow can lie be included
come within either?
correctness ol the legislative construction
DEMMS,
store in the State. Alll goods marked in plain figin the general clause, when the Secretary ol
then established has more than once been
STRIPES,
111 cs;—we ignore the Jew
system, and sell at
FLANNELS, &c„ &c.,
questioned by eminent statesmen since that War is expressly excepted from its operation?
ONE PRICE.
early period, yet it has been so uniformly The language is, “Every person holding any
Which they Will Sell at the
recognized as to give it the force of constitu- ciyil office,” &c., “shall be entitled to hold
tional authority. A striking illustration of such office, except as herein otherwise pro‘The
Mart.’
of
Proprietor
vided.” Then follows the proviso in which
this practical construction arose in the ad28-dtf
April
ministration of John Adams, who, when the the Secretary of War is specifically designatMAINE
AGENTS FOR THE STATE OF
ed, and by which another and a different
Senate was in session, removed Mr. PickerFor the celebrated
ing from the otiice of Secretary of State, tenure is provided for the Seen tary of War.
Surely it would be violating every rule of conwithout asking the advice and consent of the
MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,
struction to hold that either an office or an
to that body for appointSenate,
nominating
Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers in
ment, ou the same day, John Marshall in the individual expressly excluded from the operGoods I Collars and
place of Timothy Pickering, removed. Mo ation of a law can be subject to its provisquestion seems to have been made at the ions? Again, does Mr. Stanton come within
Gloves, Hosiery, Coraefa, Varna, Small
the proviso? What is the tenure therein
THE BEST IN THE MARKET.
time of this exercise of power. The form ol
Wares, Trimmings, Ac.
all the commissions issued to the heads ol fixed and established lor the Secrctaiy of
April 21—dim
^
NO, 146 MIDDLE ST., OVER LANE & LITTLE
departments aud to other officers, whose ten- War? Specifically the term of the President
mai6dtf
Tilton «fi McFarland,
by whom he was appoiuted and one month
ure was not limited by statute, has been durPORTLAND, ME.
Desire to cali the attention to the fact that more than
ing the pleasure of the President tor the thereafter. He was appointed by Prisident
Lincoln, and the term of President Lincoln,
time being, and the right to remove lias been
4 O
existing at the time of his appointment, exexercised without restraint, as well upon
AND
Of their Safes gave AMPLE PROTECTION In the
officers who were appointed lor a definite pired on the 4th of March, 1865. Can any
late tire. Parties desiring a
one doubt that had a law been inexistence
term as upon those who held during the
on that day similar to March 2, 1867, Mr.
FIRST RATE SAFE,
pleasure of the President.
Stanton would have gone out of office in one
It has been argued that even il this right
At a MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
All new and juat manufactured, and to be
month tbeieafter? The two terms of Mr.
EMERY & WATERHOUSE,
of removal by the President may be supLincoln w'tre as distinct as if held by differMiddle Street. Portland.
posed to exist during a recess ot the Senate,
ent persons. Had he been then reappointed,
it is otherwise when that body is in session.
Or at IIO Nndbury Wired, llostou.
by Mr. Lincoln and confirmed, anil a law
I am unable to perceive the grounds ot this
OT“Second-hand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
atsimilar to that of March 2,18*17, been then in
that it lias
Sanborn’s
Steam
Parties
improvement
desiring
find
to
cr
proof
any
AND
CALL
distinction,
EXAMINE
he
tached to Tilton & McFarland’s Safes, can order ol
been recognized in practice. The Constitu- existence, is it not equally clear that
our goods and learn our prices.
Finery, Waterhouso & Co.
as
it says
would have again gone out of office in one
tion
distinction,
time
such
makes
no
of
in
each
15—sNlstw
mo&advremainder
Jan
expiration of Mr. Lincoln’s
nothing.of removal iu either ot the clauses, month alter? the
If so, the only question would
&
second term
while making distinct provisions for appointhave been whether Mr. Lincoln's term exments during the recess and when in session.
170 Fore Street.
pired with him or continued, notwithstandthis idea had its origin in the fact
Probably
May 2. dlf
ing his death, until the 4th of March, 1869
& SONS* Raw Bone Super Phosphate ol
that in recess the President could appoint
PARLOR SUITS,
Lime in Barrels and Sacks, for sale by
although he could no longer hold and execute
for a definite period without the advice and
the office, and although his successor must
consent of the Senate, while in the other
l.oaaara, Upring Beds and lirildiug,
G. LOVE
J.
be held to have no term at all ? To my apcase no appointment could be made without
Manulactured to order at short nolice.
st.
33 Commercial
that advice and consent. It has been uni- prehension, such a construction of the lew is
No. 31 Free SMreel.

JOT,

and

James F, Clark.
John Benson.
A. G. Lebroke
E s. J. Nealev.
James Beli,.
S. L. Mn,liken.
Cuaui.es E. Payne.

IMPEACHMENT.

Annual Dividends 50 per ct. in Three Years.
Dividends Declared to Members,

Powers
N. A. Foster
H. B. Prescott.
N. K. Sawyeii.
Geo. W. French.
-S.S. Ma .blk.

Lincoln,
Oxford,
Penobscot,
Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc,Somerset,

$0,000,000.

over

Llewellyn

Knox.

CO., Agents

&

LITTLE

D.

A.

In the secret session of the Court of Im-

MUTUALBENEFIT

Fancy

USE OF

in

Issued upon London and Paris,
Available in all the cities ot Europe and the East,
by

A

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

No

Travelers

Board

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing,
PACKING
SHIPPING
AND

FOlt THE

their former

orders as usual.

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
O.

superintendence of MR. GEO. L. DAMON, junior member ot the firm, formerly Superintendent of the Tremont Safe and Machine Company, Boston,
Works 415 Commercial Street, Portland Maine.
HTWe would refer to the Sa'es n the First National Bunk, Portland Savings Bank, Hon. Geo. W.
Woodman’s Block, and Norway Savings Bank, as
specimens ot our work.
March 2, 1867. d3ra
Under the

NEW YORK.

(Opposite the Market.)
Whore they will be pleased to see all

WORLD.

THIS

Broad (street,
Freeman, l

Can be found in their
NEW Ul'ltDINU «N 1,'ME

and

STEAM FJME-FJiOOF SAFES !

1521

J

Mhattem

Safe has been tested with safes of every other manufacture, and the result has been to^al
destruction to contents of all save the Steam FireProof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manufactured to order of any size, with or without Steel Burglar Proof Boxes, and fitted up to suit

S. FREEMAN & CO.,

Samuel
E. D. Appleton.

Safes !

Doors,

ChealM. Vault

JNE.

Office No. SO Exchange Street,
Joseph Howard, j,9’67-1y
Nathan Cleaves.

Commission

Proof
Money Boxen.

Law,

& Counsellors at

FOUTLAND,

739.12
584,50

show such results.
Voting Tien especially are requested to exanine the system and workings of this Great Company, which
are worthy the attention ol all who propose to insure; anil none should Insure without first examining
the advantages afforded over all the various plans presented by tho small Companies now iu the field, some
of whose features will not bear a very close scrutiny.
Many of the Policy holders of this Company have recently largely increased their insurance, for the reason they find it the Brut liiveitmeut they now have.
We respectfully invite all who are proposing insurance to call on us be foe completing arrangements, and
those who are desirous ol information as to the condition ol the various Life Companies, may have access to
the Reports ol the Insurance Commissioneers of the diffeient States, which give the most important facts,
necessary for the public to have ou the subject by calling at our office,

Prices

-AND

HOWARD A CLEAVES,

Attorneys

HOUSE

BANK,

beck &
M

1

can

W.

Convention.
O. Morgan.

Androscoggin,
AroostooK,
Cumberland,
Eranklin,Hancock,

1,500
2,231.65
We invite our friends to call and see
The Policies of this Company arc Non Forfeiting in the irue sense ot the term and always have a
cash VALUE, on surrender, while with some other Companies it is not so.
Endowment Policies payable at any given age, or with Five or Ten ¥car payments issued on
more favorable terms than by any other Company.
All Policies Non-Forfeiting* iu the true sense of the.term.
The lutercst alone, so tar received by this Company the past vears on its ^invested funds, considerably exceeds the amount of Claims by Death,—the amount paid for claims by Death being $914*3.17; the
Interest on investments iu 18h7 b.:iug $1,913,791, showtng an excess of $190,000. No other Compa-

Apparatus. Keeps all

Simple, Economical!

For

J. SCHUMACHER,

:{0.{ f owyit

Age

A

BATH, ME.,

FltFSCO

of the

ZIMMERMAN’S

Cheap,

a. & J. T. DONNELL.

C.

St.,
BUCK.

T HO VI AS

Portland, April 1st, i868.-dtf

Silver Plated Ware, Ac.,
*9S

and customers

DEALER IN

AND

Successors to William H. Elliott wholesale dealers In

&

see his friends
at the store of

Flour and

d6m

Watches

BROTHERS,

£i. C. Briggs & Co,
WHOLESALE GROCERS,

Also agents for the sale ot

L. DRESSER &

HARRIS,

Senior partner of the late firm of

description,

18.

111.94
179.61

l-£ Commercial Street,

Willard T. Brown, )
Portland.
Walter H. Brown, J
Sole Wholesale Agents tor the Boston Match Co.
tor Maine.
By permission refer to Dana & Co., J.
W. Perkins & Co., Josiah H. Drummond, Burgess,
Fobes & Co.
j une26dtt

Kettles,
Tinmen'siurnish’ggoods, Iron Wire, &c., &e.

February

M95.12

903 54

1,726.90
1,142.40
731.65
442,55
the Policies for th *mselves.

3.000

over

and prompt-

W. T. BROWN & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

OF

Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Imitai ion and French Polished Sheet Iron,
Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway and Swedes iron Sheet Copper and Zinc
and Shapes,
Banca, Scraits& Eng Tin.
N orway Nail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass

Steel ot every

5,483.23

1,741.61
13,483.23
8,510.12
4,726 90

3.510.12

2,771.00

5.000

$6,447.57

Convention, lor the purpose of receiving the credentials of
De'egates, and
to hear and determine all cases ot
contested elections
subject to ratification by the

dividends
payments.

May 14-dtf____

OFFFB FOR MALE
Best Refined Bar Iron,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls,
Plate, Angle and T Iron,
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Ship and Railroad spikes,
Oval and liall round Iron,
Shoe Shapes, HorseNa ls,

8.000

10 793
12 410

$2,947.57

403 54
741.61

291 60
562 00
8.816.89

1,000

Street,

C.

April 23,1868. d6w

may properly come before llio Convention.
basis of representation will be
qs follows: Each
city, town and plantation will be entit'ed to one delegale and one additional delegate for
every seventylive votes cast for Joshua L.
Chamberlain at the
Gubernatorial Election ol 18C0. A fraction ot
forty
votes will be entitled to an
additional delegate.
The State Committee will be in session at
the Reception Room of the City Hall, from 9 to 11 o’clock
A. M., on the day of the
The

Am’t ot

ly filed.

mar26dtl

ness as

40 1-S. Exehauge Street.

EASTERN CUSTOMERS
jFill find it to their advantage to examine oir stock
before purchasing elsewhere.

IRON,

AN I)

Straw

BOSTON.

&

4.478
7,767
7,*62

Ain’t of Policy
and Dividends.

Dividends.

$2,452.45

500

GOODS!
No-

IRON , STEEL,
TIN PLATES,
SHEET

OF

and

$22,000,000
than those

Policies of about

Amount ot

Premiums
paid.

$3,500

518
63C

ny

dtt

Millinery

BUCK* YII.I.K, N. C.
in Yellow Piue Timber and Bliip
pvEALEKS
1
JLJ block. Orders solicited.
ItEEEBEHCEa—K. P. Buck & Co., New York:

Lsq., Searsport; Ryan

9, 1868.

JOBBERS

andJ^ondon.

Wm. McG livery.

Making,

ORDWAY BROTHERS & CO.

DEPOSITS of GOLD and CIJRBENCY
received, subject to draft at sight, and interest
allowed.
ADVANCES made on Consignments to Liverpool
Ieb27d6m

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood

Millinery

163 Middle Street, Portland, Me.

No*

LONDON and i*A It IS.

on

MRS. M. A. BOS WORTH,

Amount
insured,

o

Policy.

PORTLAND,.MAINE.

-AND-

Hired, JBomiou.

No.

Law,

April 15-dtf

Dress

to their

were larger, both in amount and iu proportion to premiums paid,
by any other Life Iusurauce Company.
The phrase Aunual Dividends iu this Company means dividends made annually from the start.
on the first ami every subsequent premium; and not at the expiration of three, tour or tive years and
only then annually. It also means that the dividends are available immediately to increase the insurance,
or as CASH in reduction of the premium of the current year; and not merely tocaucel notes and accrued
interest on premiums three, tour, or five years old. These dividends being added to the sum insuied give
such results as are sli iwn in the fallowing examples, bv which it will be seen the Policies referred U> have
nearly doubled in amount, the additions being from 30 ro 50 per cent, more than the premiums paid thereon.
The following are cases of Policies now in force at this Agency:

Next Door above Cusoo Bank.

Merchants,

consideration in Life Insurance.

EXAMPLE.

for

PAGE, RICHARDSON & Co.,

Cash, {

FRANK,

Fashionable

oiilzens of Ibis State tv bo rejoice that our great
civil war Las
happily terminated in the discomfiture
of
rebellion; who would hold fast Ihe unity and integrity ot the republic, nud maintain its piu amount
right to defend to its utmoBt Its own existence while
imperilled by secret conspiracy or armed
force; who
aro in favor or an
economical administration ol the
State and National
expenditures, ol the complete extirpation or the principles and
policy ol slavery, ami
the speedy
re-orgenizaUon ol those Slates whose
governments were destroyed by the
rebellion, and
the permanent restoration to their
proper-practical
relations with the United States in
accordance with
the true principles of republican
government, are requested to send Delegates lo a Convent imi to be bidden in City
Hall, Portia ail, on tciliic-dny,
July Nth. at II o’clock A M., for tlio purpose ot
nominating a candidate tor Governor, two candidates
lor Electors at
laige, and to transact sucli ether busi-

Company being purely mutual, it has NO stockholder, (like some others,) who receive large
are thus consuming the earnings, which should go to the assured.
It* KlUtory of twenty-live years is best told by the twenty-live hundred families of deceased members
who have received nearly tea millions ot dollars in return for the premiums paid iu annual sums, olten in
amount insignificant, but in beneficial results incalculable in value.
It is the Cheapen! Company to in»ure with, and exceeds all otberson the following points:
I u Security Ofleieil;
In Age; Amount Insured ; Assets; In Dividends; Number of
Policy Holder*; Low Kate of Expenses and Claims, Are.
The effect ot all these favorable conditions lias been that in the past twenty-three years the company has
paid to its Policy-Holders iu dividends the large sum of

NO. 99 MIDDLE STREET,

Agents
Singers' Sewing Machines, aud
Sanborn’s Patent Steam Fire Proot Sates.
April 4tli-d4m

tion.
All

This

in

1868.

Union Republican State Conven-

ever

filurdivant B lock,(IOO Exchange fil.

Pry Croods, Woolens,

Tuesday Morning, May 19,

Established iu IS43.

These
declared

Agent

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
HAS REMOVED TO
No. 1

do,

nearly $26,000,000 all Cash.

SECURITY is the paramount

$10,176,338
Dividends

STEVENS,

State

now

YORK,

Pioneer Life Company of this Country*

The

19, 1868

PORTLAND.

dividends and

83ERIDAN & GRIFFITHS,

U.

DECEIVED!

Mutual Life Insurance Company.
OF' NEW
Assets

85^*Houses fitted with Pipes for Gas, steam or
Water, in a workmanlike manner, and satisfaction
warranted.
mayl dtt

H.

NOT

MAY

daily press.

THE TIME IS COMING when hundieds will regret, as many
that they DID NOT insure with the Great

41 Union Hired, Portland.

No.

April 3-d&wtf

Importers and Dealers in

Also

Plaster,

Commercial

33

lyOfflce

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,
Corner

Cement and

Lime,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Bonnell & Pelham.

And Small

BE

PLASTERERS,

BUSINESS CARDS.

AND

OVFJOY,

L

Wholesale Commission Dealer in

tion.

K.VftHVEEK’S

G.

MISCELLANEOUS.

each subse-

lor

mare

per
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BeUMUhea June 23,1862.

Men, however,

it l

were

not

satisfied

ot

the construction given herein ot the act of
March 2,1807,1 should still hesitate to convict the President of a high misdemeanor
lor what was doue by him on the 21st ot
February. The least that could be said of the
application of the first section of that act to
the case of Mr. Stanton is that its application is doubtlul. II in fact Mr. Stanton
comes witbin it, the act done by the President did not remove him, and he is still Secretary of War. It was at most, an attempt
on the part
of ttie President, which he
might well believe he had a right to make.
The evidence utterly fails to show any design on tlie part of the President to etl'ect his
purpose by force, or violence. It was but
the simple issuance of a written order which
(ailed of its intended effect. To depose the
constitutional Chief Magistiate of a great nation, elected by the people, on grounds so
slight, would, in my judgment, be an abuse
of the power conferred upon the Senate,
which could not be justified to the country or
the world. To const, ue such an act as a
high crime, or misdemeanor, within the
meaning of the Constitution would, when
the passions of the hour have time to cool, be
looked upon witli wonder it not with derision.
Worse than this, it would inflict a wound upon the very structure of our government
which time would fail to cure, and which
It may be
might eventually destroy it.
further remarked that the President is not
charged in the first article with any otience
punishable or even prohibited by statute. The
removal of an ottieer contrary to the provisions of the act o! March 2,1807, is punishable under the sixth section as a high
misdemeanor.
The attempt
so
to remove is
not
declared to be
a
crime.
The charge is tiiat the President issued the
order of Feb. 21, 1868, with intent to violate
the act. by removing Mr. Stanton. If, therelore this attempt is adjudged to be a high
misdemeanor, it must be adjudged, not because the President has violated any
law or
constitutional provision, hut because, in the
judgment of the Senate, the attempt to violate the law is in itselt such a misdemeanor
as
was contemplated by the Constitution,
and justifies the removal of the President
Ivom his high office.
APPOINTMENTS

AI) INTE1UM.

The second article is founded upon a letter
of authority, addressed hy the President to
Gen. Lorenzo Thomas, dated Pel). 21, 18<!8.
The substantial allegations of the article are
that th;s letter was issued in violation of the
Constitution, and contrary to the provisions

provided that in ease of a vacancy in either
of tlie several Departments ot state, War or
the Treasury, or any office of either, it shall
he lawful lor the President, in ease he shall
thiuk it necessary, to authorize any person or
persons at his discretion to perform the duties ol the said
respective offices until a successor be
appointed, or such vacancy shall be
in
supplied
manner ahuesaid lor a .onger
term than six months. This
act, it will he
obsei v< d, applies only to
vacancies, and does
not touch temporary
disabilities, leaving tlie
latter to stand as belore under the Act of
1192. it still leaves to tlie President his
choice of the person without restriction to
supply a vacancy, and while it provides for
all vacancies arising (rom whatever
cause,
like the law of 1792, it makes no allusion to
tlie Senate, or to whether or not that
is
body
in session; hut this act differs from its
predecessor in this, that it
specifically limits tlie
time during which
any one vacancy can he
to
six
months.
supplied
I bus stood tlie law down to Hie
passage of
the Act of Fell. 20,(Statutesat
Large
Vol. 12, page Oofi.) In the meantime other
Departments had been treated, to neither ot
which were the provisions belore cited
applicable, and yet It appears trom the record,
that about every President in office since
the creation of these departments, had in repented instances exercised the same power
and authority in supplying temporary vacancies and disabilities in the new
departments,
which they were authorized to exercise in
those originally, created without
objection,
and even without remark. Tlie act of Feb.

20,1803, provides:

that in ease of death,
resignation, absence from
tin- seat of (Jovernwent cr sickness o' the bead ot
any executive eparllnent, or ol anv officer cf either
ol the said
departments, *<-, it shall be lawful lor
the President to authorize the head ol
any other exccutive depaitmcu-, or any officer in cither of the
s Oil departlin-nts whose
appointment is verted in tlio
President, to perform the duties until a successor lie
appointed, or until socb absence or inability shall
cease, provided that no one vacancv shall be supplied m llie manner aforesaid for a longer term than
six

month-.

Sc-e.ion 2 repeals ail acts or
parts of act* inconsistent, See. This act, it will be observed,
covers in terms the cases provided lor in the
act of1792, and one more, a
vacancy by resignation. it limits the
range of selection bv confining it to certain specific classes of persons.
It limits tlie time lor which any
vacancy may
be so supplied to six months, and it extends the
power of so supplying vacancies and temporary absences and disability to all the Departments
Clearly, therefore, it repeals the act of
1792, covering all the cases therein enumeratand
ed,
being in several important particulars
inconsistent with it. There was nothing lett
for the act of 1792, which was not regulated
and controlled by the act of 18(>3. How was it
wim me act oi liuu.'

mat

act covered all cases

of vacancy. Had it repealed the prior act of
1792? It had applied the limitation of six
month for any one vacancy, and to that extent
was inconsistent with the act of 1792 so
far as
a vacancy by death was
concerned; but it left
the cases of sickness aud absence untouched.
The power conferred by tne act of 1792, iu these
cases
remained and was exercised without
question in a multitude of cases by all of the
Presidents down to the passage of the act of
1863. In like manner, the act ot 1863, while it
took out of the operation of the act ot 1795 the
case of a vacancy by
resignation and made a
new provision tor it, left untouched vacancies
by removal and by expiration ot a limited tenure of office.
Suppose the act ot 1863 had
provided in terms for only the two cases of absence and sickness specified in the act of
1792,
will it be contended that in such a case the
power conferred in that act in case of death
would have been repealed by the act ot 1863?
If not, by parity of reason, the enumeration
of the vacancy by resignation in the act of 1863
would extend no further than to take that case
out ot the act ot 1795,
leaving the cases ol removal and expiration of time still subject to its

operation.
The conclusion, therefore, is, that whatever
power the President had by the act of 1795 to appoint any person ad interim iu case of removal

remaius unaffected by the act of 1863. It has
been argued that the authority vested in the
President by the act of 1795 is repealed by the
sixth section of the act of March 2, 1867, which
prohibits and punishes “the making, signing,
countersigning or issuing of aDv commission
or letter ot authority for or in
respect to any
such appointments or appointment.” If the
act of 1793 is repealed by these section, it must
operate in like manner upon the act of 1863.
The consequence would be that in no case, neither in recess, or in session, neither iu case of
vacaucy, however arising, in absence or sickness, would the President have power^veu for
a day, to authorize any
person to discharge
the duties of any or officer, iu any of
the departments which is tided by Presidential appointment. All must remain as \hey
are, and all business must stop during session
or in recess, until they can be
tilled by legal
appointment. This could net have been intended.
1 lie words above cited from the sixth section
of the act of 18t>7 are qualified b.v the words
“Contrary to the provisions of this act.” The
language is, “Commission or letter ol authority tor or in respect to any sucli appointment

employment,” to wit, removal, appointment
employment made, had or exercised contraiy to the provisions of this act. If, therefore, the removal is not contrary to the act,
neither is the designation of a person to discharge the duties temporarily, and a letter of
autborityjssuod in such a case is not prohibited. In conformation of this view, it will be
or

or

iWHiMUiC

£Llf

of the President, without the advice and consent of the Senate, to designate, authorize or
employ persons to perform the duties of cer
tain offices temporarily, thus confirming the
authority conferred by the piecediug acts.
My conclusion therefore is, that as the President had a legal right to remove Mr. Stanton,
notwithstanding the act of Starch 2,1867, he
had the right to issue the letter of authority
to Gen. Thomas to discharge the duties of the
Department of War, under and by virtue of
the act of 1795 It has been urged, however,
that the sixth months’ limitation in the act of
17113, had expired before the 21st of February,
1863. in consequence of the appointment of
Geueral Grant as Secretary of War ad interim
on the l‘2th day of August, 1867.
I am unable
to see the force ot this argument.
Whatever
may have been the opinion of the President
as to his power of suspending au officer under
the Constitution, and 1 am of the opinion that
he had no such power, he clearly had the
right to suspend Mr. Stanton under the second section of the act of March 2,1867, and
must be lield in law to have acted by virtue of
the lawtul authority thereby conferred, more
especially as he saw tit to conform in all respects to its provisions. The action ot the
Senate upon that suspension restored Mr.
Stanton to his office of Secretary of War. This
suspension cannot be considered as a removal,
and the subsequent removal, on the 21st of
February, created a vacancy in the office from
that date. The designation of General Thomas cannot, therefore, be considered as a continuation of the original designation of Gen.
Grant on the 12th day of August, 1867. But
even if 1 am wrong in this conclusion, and the
President had no power by existing laws to
appoint a Secretary ot War ail interim, yet, if
Mr. Stanton did not come within the first section of the act of 1867, the second article fails.
The gravamen of that article is the violation of
the Constitution and the act of Maroh 2, 1867,
by issuing the letter ot authority with intent
to violate the Constitution, &c., there being
no vacancy in the office of Secretary of War.
If a legal vacancy existed, the material part of
the accusation is gone. A letter ot authority,
such as that issued to Thomas, is in no sense
au appointment to office, as understood by the
Constitution. If it lie, then the’power to isoio
such a letter in an.v case without the assent ot
the Senile cannot be conferred "by Congress. If
it be, the acts ot 1792,1795 and 1863 are unconstitutional. The sixth section of the act of
Match 2, 1867, recognizes the distinction between an appointment and a letter of authority. Thepiactice has been frequent and unbroken, both with and without authority of
statute law, to issue loiters of authority in
cases of vacancy and temporary disability, almost from the formation of the Government.
It has been called into use here by the necessity of always having some one at the head of a
department. There s no law prohibiting such a
designation in case of a vacancy iu a department. If the President had no authority to issue the letter in this individual case, it was, at
most, a paper having no force and confirming
It was no violation either of the
no power.
Constitution or the law. The fact th.i> on the
very next day a nomination was actually sent
to the Senate, though as the Senate bad adjourned it was not communicated until the
succeeding day, goes to show that there might
have been no design to give anythin', but the
most temporary character to the appointment.
To bold that au act of such a character, prohibited by no law, having the sanction of long
practice, necessary tor the transaction of business, and which the President might well be
justified in believing authorized by cxistiug
law, was a high misdemeanor, justifying the
removal of the President of the Gnitel States
from office, would, in my judgment, be in itself a monstrous perversion of justice, if not
of itself a violation of tbo Constitution.

of the act regulating the tenure of certain
civil offices, without the advice and consent
of the Senate, that body then being in cession, and without the authority of law,
there bei ig at the time no vacancy in the otficeof Secretary of War. In the view J have
taken of the first article, there was legally a
Mr.
vacancy in the Department of War.'
Stanton having hgen removed on that same
day, and the letter of authority so states the
It is a well
tact, and is predicated thereon.
established principal of law, that where two
THE PRESIDENT S THREATS.
acts are done at the same time, one of which
The first two articles failing, the third,
in its nature precedes the other, they must fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth must
be held as intended to lake effect in their
tail with them. The third differs from the
natural order. The question is, whether a va- second only in allegation, that the President
cancy existed which the President had a legal
appointed Lorenzo Thomas Secretary ad inright to fill by a designation of some person terim without the assent of the Senate, that
to act temporarily as Secretary ad interim.
body being then iu session, and there being no
to this alThe answer to this question will depend to a
vacancy in said office. The answer
not an appointment regreat extent, upon an examination of the legation is, it wasof
but
a simthe Senate,
quiring the consent
statutes.
and secple authority to act temporarily;
The first provision of statute law upon
m tho office
Olid there was a legal vacancy
this subject is found in section eight of an
Of article four, it is >utexisting at the time there is no evidence
act approved May 8, 1792, entitled an act
to susficient to say tl*at
making alterations in the Treasury and War t iin it There is nothing bearing upon it, exDepartments. That section empowers the rW the idle talk ol Mr. Thomas himself, of
President, ‘‘in case of the death, absence from wli It he intended to do, and he testifies under
(pat the President never authorized or
the seat of Government or sickness of the
of foiee. What was said by
Secretaries of State, War or the Treasury; or su'r(,ested the use said
out of doors, not to Mr.
Mr.xhoroas was
to any officer of 'eitlier of said
communicated
Departments,
to him by mesnor
Stanton,
whose appointment is not in the head thereof,
between Gen. Thomas
sage. The interviews
incase he shall think it
necessary, to authorize ami Mr. Stanton were of the most pacific
any person or [tcrsons.at his discretion,to percharacter. The reply of Mr. Stanton, when
form the duties of the said
the letter of the President was delivered to
respective offices
until a successor can be
or such
was of a nature to repel the idea of resisthim,
appointed
cease.
absenoe by
ance, and the testimony of General Sherman
or sickness may
inability,
It W’ill be noticed that this act provides lor shows that the President did not anticipate
resistance. It is essential to the support ot
one case of
of temporary
vacancy and two
of article six,
(fourth) article, and also
disability, making the same provision lor each this
that intimidations anil threats tliould have
case.
In neither case docs it require auy
the
parties charged with
been contemplated by
of July 31,1861.consent of the Senate, nor makes auy alluunder the act
conspiracy
it
is
or
is
not
in
whether
fails with them in
sion to the question
These failing the charge
mere
a
fifth
and seventh aras
the
to
Session. It is viewed
temporary both article” As
made to sustain them Unarrangemeut in each case, and fixes no spe- tieles the attempt is
passed Feb. 27 1804, exlaw of
cific lhnit of time to the exercise of the auder
criminal laws ot Maryland over
thority thus conferred, nor docs it restrict the tending the
as was part of thit
District
the
ot
President in his choice ol a person to whom so much
law was, so
State, inasmuch as the common
he may confide such a trust.
far as it had not been changed by the statute
By an act approved February 13, 17'.I5, of
the law of Maryland, on conspiracy or mischapter 21, to amend the act before cited, it is

“l,

*a

Congress,

both articles.
Outside ot any of these consideration?, 1
have been unable to look upon either i*l these
..

loui articles as justifying a charge of conspira
acy. The legal ideafacts conspiracy is totally
proved. The PresiInapplicable “to the intends
to remove a perdent, if you please,
an
office
son from
by
open exercise of power,
the
oi
a
provisions
against
law, eon to tiding
th.it lie has a right so to do, notwithstanding
the law, and temporarily to supply the vacancy thus created. He issues an order 10 that effect, and at the same time orders an flier per
on to take charge of the office, who agrees to
iio so. How these acis, done under claim of
Tight, can be tortured into a conspiracy, in
the absence of any specific provision of law
declaring them to be such, is beyond my com-

PHESIDJSKT'g SPEECHES.
With regard to the tenth article, the specifications are established by proof. Tin y are
ten in number, and are xtrac s from spe dies
of the President on different occasions. It is
not protended that in-peaking anv ol tlies
words, the President violated th Constitution
ora iy provision of the statute or common law,
either in letter or spirit. If such utterances
were a tnisdemc nor, it must be sound iu the
nature of the words themselves.
to

say tint tin* President

might not within the meaning of the Constitution, be guilty of a misdemeanor in the use
of words. Being swore “to preserve, protect,

and defend the Constitution,” if he should in
words psisisientiy deny its authority, and endeavor by derisive and contemptuous language to bring it into contempt, and impair
the respect and regard of the people for ill ir
form of government, he might, perhaps, justly
be considered as guilty of a high misdemeanor
in office. Other cases might be supposed of a
like character and leading to similar results.—
It remains to inquire what was the character
of the words proved.
Those spoken on the 18tli day of August,
18(56, eotilaiued nothing calculated to impair
the Confidence ol tile country in our form of
government, or iu our cherished institutions.
severe
reflections up'They did coat in
on tne couduct of a coordinate branch ot the
government. They were not an att. ck upon
Congress as a branch of the government, Inu
upon tli.* conduct ot the individuals composing the Thirty ninth Congress. He did not
speak of Congress generally us ‘hanging upon
the verge of the government, as it were,” but
of a particular Congress, of which he spolre as
assuming to be “a Congress of the United
Stales, while iu fact it is a Congress of only a
part of the States;” and which particular Congress i,e accused of encroaching upon constitutional rights, and violating the fundamental
principles of government.
It may be remarked that these words were
not official. They were spoken in reply to an
address made to him by a committee of his
iellow-citizeus—spoken of the Congress, and
not to it. The words did not in terms deny
that it was a constitutional Congress or assert
that it had no power to pa^s laws. He asserted what was true in point ol fact, I hat it was a
Congress of only pan ot tlio States. Granting that the words spoken would seem to im▼»ly that he had doubts, to some extent cf the
true character of that Congress, and the extent of its powt rs, so long as several States
were excluded from representation, lie did not
in fact or in substance, deny its constitutional
existence; while in all his official communications with that Congress lie lias ever treated it
as a
constitutional body. Is there another
man iu the Republic, in office or out of
office,
wiio had not ou that day a perfect right to say
what the .President said? Would any one
think of punishing any member ot Congress
for saying out of doors precisely the same
things ot the body of which he was a member? Is the President alone excluded from
the privilege of expressing his opinions of the
constitution o! a particular Congress, and of
denouncing its acts as encroachments upon
“constitutional rights” ami “the fundamental
principles of government?” In process of
time there might possibly be a Congress which
would be justly liable to the same criminations ol a President, in such a case, is he to
remain silent, and is he forbidden ty the Constitution, on pain of removal from office, to
warn the people of the United States of their

geutie

j

his

name

to

Portland and

weeks ago that he did not wish to be considered a candidate for the Presidency, his wise and
becoming determination was quite generally
applauded. Unfortunately he has reconsiuered bis resolution. He was waited upon last

Thursday by a couple of gentlemen representing the Citizens’ Conservative Association of
Philadelphia, one of them being the assessor
in Mr. Kelley’s Congressional District, the othnominee against Mr.
er the 'ate Democratic
Kellev for Congress. Both gentlemen were
delegates to the Doolittle Philadelphia Convention of I8ti(i, and both ore now in full felthe Democratic party. They told
the Chief Justice of the high respect they had
for him; said the people were all turning towards him to lead them out of the perilous

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Theatre—Deering

Hall.
Hall—Mammoth Minstrel

City

phrases

about sweeping the country from ocean
with his name. Mr. Chase responded
that lie was much gratified with their visit;
that his position forbade him from entering
much into politics; that he was, however, the
servant of the people, and should they call him
to

to preside for the next four years over the destimes ot the country lie should teel it Ins duty
to comply. Ho further said that the office of
tPiesiiient never is an agreeable one—would
now be necessarily agreeable—but be deeply felt tlie deplorable condition of tlie country,

not

and would do anything he could lo restore confidence, and so if the people called him to the

Presidency he should not feel at liberty to decline allowing them the use of his name. The
gentlemen said they were much pleased with
the talk of the Chief Justice, and after they
left him called on various leading Democratic
Congressmen to concert measures for placing
him in the field as tlie regular conservative
candidate against Gen. Grant. The account
of the interview has been lpadc public by one
of the iuterlocutors of the Chief Justice. The
Democratic party will not be likely to ratify
the doings of these Philadelphia gentlemen,
but that

was

probably the last tliiug they

an-

ticipated.
Tlie

Chicago Convention.
To-day the National Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Convention will assemble in the hall of
the German

Turner

Association at

Chicago.

The number of delegates is about fifteen hundred. It is now supposed that Gen. Sickles
will be the presiding officer of this Convention,
instead of tlie Republican Convention which
meets to-morrow.
In relation to the Republican Convention
“Perley” sends to the Boston Journal some interesting information. The chief interest centers in the selection of a candidate tor Vice
President, tlie nomination of Grant being a
foregone conclusion. The Maine delegation
will vote fo” Hamlin; mostot the New Hampshire men for Wade; Vermont for Hamlin,
Wade aud Colfax, according to individual preferences; Massachusetts "for Wilson; Rhode
Island for Sprague, and Connecticut lor Buckingham. New York, Pennsylvania and New

Jersey

will vote respectively for Fenton, Curtin and Colfax. There are double delegations
from Pennsylvania and Maryland. The South-

delegates, including several negroes, will
be admitted, making the whole number of delegates 640. Virginia goes for Wilson for Vice
President, while Georgia and Alabama are divided between Wilson, Colfax and Wade.
There is much discussion as to who shall be
ern

self-government.

«

^qjeak.
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made permanent President oi the Convention.
Hon. Galusha A. Grow ot Pennsylvania, formerly Speaker of the National House of Representatives, has been mentioned, hut as he is
not a member of the Convention he is ineligible. There has also been a demonstration in
favor of Hon. C. C. Van Zand t of Rhode Island,
whose commanding presence and ability as

presiding officer are much in his favor. Tlie
Connecticut delegates urge Gen. Hawley of
that State.
Much solicitude is expressed about the resolutions. The indications are that a discreet
committee will be appointed who will draft a

brief, well-worded and unmistakable set of
resolutions, to which no Union Republican
take

exceptions;

aud a general desire is
manifested to indorse the articles of the House
on impeachment of Andrew
Johnson, and to
appeal from the verdict of the Senato to the
American people.
can

The Saco

Courier, speaking of the Republimeeting in Portland Friday evening '-.Lo-*

can

for the Press
or tTie leading
Republicans of Portland to attempt to uphold Mr. Fessenden if he-votes for
tlie acquittal of Johnson.” We believe it is
quite useless for the Press or the Courier, or
the Republicans of Portland or Saco, to attempt either to uphold or pull down Mr. Fesf.,

....

.a

a

useless

senden. His future rests with himself alone.
H he is to leave the Republican party it will
be by his own act, because lie lias ceased to
agree with us on matters of principle, and not
because he has differed with the majority of
his friends oh a question of law. The Republican party has always been tolerant of differences on non-essentials.
When it ceases to be
thus tolerant it will cease to he a party with
which high spirited men can act. The speakat the meeting here last week took this
view of tlie matter with singular .unanimity.
“It is not my province,” said one, “to pass
ers

judgment upon these men.” “The influence
and

standing of
and record,”

of Fessenden’s character
said another, “are not to be
destroyed by a single misstep.” “Senator Fessenden,” said a third, “will he with us in the
future as he has been with us in the past," We
believe these expressions of confidence will be
justified by the event. It is inconceivable that
tlie author of the report of the Reconstruction
a man

Committee, which comprises the political creed
Republican party, should be uufaithful
policy which his own hand there traced.

of the
to the

The Vote in the Senate.—“Dixon” oi the
Boston Advertiser thus sketches the scene
when the vote was taken Saturday on the 11th
article of impeachment:
The eleventh article, confessedly the strongest in votes of any yne in the series, was taken
up at twenty minutes past 12 o’clock. Just at
that instant Mr. Grimes was brought into the
chamber by the side door at the right of the
Chief Justice. He looked pale and thin, weak
and nervous, and was unable to stand without
support. He did not go to his own seat but
sat in a great easy chair by the door at which
lie entered. The calling oi ttie roll occupied
fifteen minutes. Mr. Cameron was so eager to
declare the President’s i'.uilt that he answered
before the questiou was put; Mr. Fessenden,
as lie stood to give his
response, was such a
persence of true and firm and conscientious
manhood as one does not many times witness
in a life-time; Mr. Fowler, who was a rampant
impeachment mail up to the middle of February, spoke low and shamefacedly; Mr. Grimes
answered in clear tones from the chair where
he reclined ; Mr. Howard rose feebly, but responded plainly; Mr. Henderson made such a
full and sell-possessed answer that the whole
gallery heard; Mr. Nye, who strangely enough
had been down on the President’s list for acquittal, gave his “Guilty” with a tone of defiant indignation. Mr. floss seemed to stand
with great difficulty and was hardly heard in
his “Not guilty” by the clerk; Mr. Trumbull
took the excitement of the time with provoking coolness; Mr. Wade responded with his
usual careless and gruff intonation. Five hundred pencils had kept tally, and in twenty seconds after Mr. Yates had answered to liis natuo
nearly everybody in the galleries, to say nothing of tin; thousands in the Northern cities,
knew that by a vote of 33 to 19, the President
had been acquitted of the high misdemeanor
charged in the eleventh article of impeachment. There was nothing more to do hut to
ratify the decision of the caucus for an adjournment to Tuesday next. Then the people
went home and made up their teeord of praiso
or censure on each individual Senator.

Several important communications are
necessarily omitted this morning to make room
for Senator Fessenden’s

Supreme Judicial Court*

Political Notes.

The Maine delegates at
Chicago have chosen
Gen. George F. Sbepley as Chairman and S.
D. Lindsay Secretary.
They will vote for

the first ballot.
The Chicago Post advocates his nomination.
The Batesville (Ark.) Republican rejoices
over the fact—stated to he such—that every
member of the recently elected Legislature of
on

that State.can write his own name. Under
the old regime not all the legislators, even in
Virginia, could write their names.
Among the names mentioned to succeed
Col. Forney as Secretary of the Senate, are
ex-Senator Foster of Connecticut; Gen. Burbridge of Kentucky; Major McDonald, present Chief Clerk of the Senate; and Thomas
L. Tullock,

Secretary

of the

Republican

Con-

gressional Committee.
An old gentleman of the name of Franklin
Pierce, residing in New Hampshire, has written a letter in which he graciously gives his
assent to the nomination of either of these gentlemen at the Democratic National Convention1

Pendleton, Seymour, Hendricks,

Doolittle>

Hancock.
newspaper will he
started in Washington, in a lew weeks, in the
interest of Chief Justice Chase for the PresiA

story is afloat that

dency.

a

Superior Court.

$140 al-

to be due on a contract lor building a house
$75 for extra work done on said house. The defence is a I-real'll of the contract by plaintiff. Not
finished.
T. H. Haskell.
J. O’Donnell.

leged
and

City Alla rs.
An adjourned meeting of the Board of Common Couucil was held last evening.
Orders Passed in Concurrence—That C. R.
Goodell, City Engineer, be appointed to superintend the construction of Water Works—for
which service there shall be no additional compensation to his regular salary; changing and

establishing the line of Middle street.
Several reports were read and ordered to be
file in concurrence.
The report of the City Auditor on the expenditures and receipts of the present year,
referred to a joint special committee in
was

placed

on

concurrence.

The order establishing salaries of subordicity officers for the present year was taken up, and the Board concurred with the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen in establishing
the salaries as named in the order, with theexception of that of 2d Assistant Civil Engineer, a petition for the increase of which had
been referred to the Committee on Salaries.
Petitions Presented and Referred—Oi Wilnate

liam

Baldwin

giade Middle street

to

his lot

Cross

on

street

repaired.

CITY

order, which

passed, directing the Committee

was

on

New Streets to act upon the
ed early this year for the extension of Henry
street, and to report thereon at the next meet-

ing. Adjourned.
Notice.—Agreeable

to

the

re-

quest of several base ball clubs throughout the
State, which are of the opinion that the interests of base ball would be greatly promoted by
the formation of a Junior State Association,

and

make all necessary

to

ar-

u.

that of Handsome Jack, in which her trained
horse Aurora will appear, and the Proteau
farce of the Young Actress. As this is the
last week of the engagement of this charming

equestrienne, our citizens should govern themselves accordingly. Seats can be secured at
the box office from 10 A. M. till 1 P. M. every

C.

Hosiery

one

and all.

Thebe wi.l be
Iwentieth Maine

(Tuesday) evening,

a

special

Regiment
at

meeting

of the
Association this

half-past

at the office of Dr. A. O.
House, Congress street.

Shaw,

o’clock,
the Boody

seven

in

---#

Harper s Bazar.—The number fdr next
week, richly illustrated, has been received at
the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall. This journal of
a

In ball room, boudoir or
assembly how pleasing ’tis to inhale some delightful odor, grateful
and refreshing to the tired nerves. Woodworth’s delectable perfume, Flor del
Santo,
the most enchanting and delicious odor ever
distilled, is every one’s favorite. For sale by
all

druggists.

__

dealing,
superior workmanship. They
arc now opening a full line of
foreign goods,of
their own importation, which are well worthy
material and

examination.
Carpets.—'The lovely tints, fine durable
and fresh, novel and exquisite

patterns

housekeeper’s

Bcstou,

mouth water. Instead of
putting down the old carpets after “the Spring
cleaning,” one of the Axminsters, Moquettes,

English or Queen Victoria velvet, or a
heavy Brussels, from this enterprising establishment, will certainly have the preference.
extra

Skirts

TrimmingB,

MOTHERS.

Mothers! we also commend the NERVINE tor use
in the diseases which afflict children while Teething,
The
as certain to attorn quick and grateful relief.
•stupefying Syrups, of which Opium is the principal
are dangerous to life, impair the functions of the stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of your offspring. To
soiten the
cure Wind
gums, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will always
be tound safe and efficient.

ingredient,

Colic,‘regulate the*bowels,

Don’t Use Anything Else!
B3P* Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.

Humphrey, Liverpool.

Price One Dollar per bottle
H. B. STOKER & CO., Proprietors,
No. 75 Fulton Street, New York.
W. F. Phillips & Co., Wholesale Agents for Maine.
October 15, 1867. W&Sly

ITCH!

ITCH!!

[Per City ol Paris, at New York.!
Liverpool 3d inst, Thomas Freeman, Owen,
Callao; Ukraine, Melcher, New York.
Ent out 2d, Sardis, (junniugbam, Callao; Dirigo,
Hichborn, lor New York.
Cld 5th, Emma C Beale, Davis, Boston.
Ar at Deal 2d, Golden Horn, Rice, I'm London tor
Melbourne, and proceeded.
Off Beachy Head 4th, Jas O Baker, Miller, Philadelphia 22 days lor Hamburg.
Off Plymouth 1st inst, Corsica, Havener, Shields
for Bombay.
Sid ftn Bristol Pill 2d, Ida Lilly, Patterson, lor
New York.
Sid im Newport 4th, Sarah A Staples, Staples, for

ITCH!!!

SCRATCH !

SCRATCH !

SCRATCH I

in trom 10 to 48 hours.
Wheaton’** Ointment cures "1 he Itch.
W hen ton’s Oiu-inent
cures
Balt Kheum.
Wheaton’s Ointment cures Tetter.
IVbcatou’s Ointment cures Barbers Itch
Wheatou’sOintment cures Every kind
of Humor likelHacic.

Buy Me?

Havana.
Sid 1m Cardiff' 4th Canova Herriman, New York;
Gen Sheplev. Merriman, Calloa.
Oft' Waterford 4th inst, Kendrick Fish, Watts, tor
Callao.

Ar at Yokohama Mch 14, Ellen Hood, Neil, New
York.
Sid Mch C, Courser. Dickey, Ch^too; 16th, Sarali
March, Morton, Foo-chow,
Ar at Hong Kong Mch -6, J L Dimmock, Wincbell, Shangbae.
Sid Mch 14, Franklin. Burslev, Manila; 18th Malar. Dudley, do; 23th, Parsee, Soule, Sau Francisco;
24th, Endeavor, Doane, do.
Sid Im Manila Mch 14, Fearless, Drew, Boston.
Passed Anjier Mch 40, Ceres, Lorenzen, lrom llong

mid I’ll do you Good.”- DR.

They

do

ev-

good

Kong

for New York.
Ar at Akyab Apl 1, Eliplialet Greeley, Halcrow,
Aden.
Sid ftn Rangoon Moh 21, Susan A Biaisdell, Saw
yer, England.
Ar at Bombay Apl 4, S D Thurston, Snow, New-

port, E; 10th, Vicksburg, Scott, Galle.
Sid fm Malta 23d ult, F J Merriman, Allen, for

Ar at Genoa 2d inst, Nellie Cliford. Littlefield, fm
Richmond, Va.
Sid 30th. Hanson Gregory, Grogory. Philadelphia.
Ar at Leghorn 17th ult, Geo Treat, Ginn, from
Tene rifle.
Sid im Barcelona 25th ult, H S Emery, Fitts, for
Leghorn
Ar at Havre 30th ult, E A Kennedy, Hoffses, trom

New Orleans
Sid 2d, A G Jewett, Reed, Bordeaux and New Orleans
At at Antwerp 2d inst, C A Littlefield, Nichols, fm
Buenos Ayres; Hosea Rich. Pommy, do
4tb, <WO Long, ram-, do.
In Copenhagen Roads 1st inst, Henry A Litchfield,
Sleeper, from New Orleans lor Narva.

J

Good..

X,.

it will do its work.

It

re-

MORSE

lias removed to

HIS NEW RESIDENCE,
No 73 Free Street.
May 1. d&w2msu
Perry’s“Comciloiic anil Pimple IScmcdy.
Positively cures those disfiguring Diseases called
Comedones,—Black Worms, Gjrubs,— also, Acne, Sycosis (all pimply eruptions) on the face or other parts
of the body.—Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perky,
Dermatologist. 49 Bond Street, New York. Sold by
medical dealers, everywhere. Price $2,
£3r~Mossrs W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. II. Hay,
General Agents.
apr 24-d&wlmsn
Moth Patches, Freckles and Tan.
The only reliable remedy lor those brown discolorations on the face is ''Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion.'' Prepared only by Dr. B. G. Perry, 49 Bond
St., New Yatk. Sold everywhere mar2id&w6nisN

To Holders ot Government Bonds
AND OTHER

SE0UBIT1Ei ASD VALUABLE?,

Mtate

Assuror’*

‘

Office, JUoMtou, Ham,

here, in

the state in which it is

market,— for analysis.
an
excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing favorably with the choicest
of
was

found to be

samples

more more

tanzas 1st inst.
Sch Lookout, Bernard, Tangier, with
oysters.
Seh Bine Bird, (Br) Patterson, Boston, to load lor
St John, NB.
Sch Sparta, Hopkins, Salem tor Frankfort.
*
CLEARED.
Steamer Dii Igo, Johnson, New York
Henrv
Pox.
Barque A W Singleton, (Br) Guest, St John. NB—
Geo H Starr.
Sch H Prescott, Pieeman, Philadelphia—I & T
Berry, J I Lit.by, and J B Knight.
Seh Wentworth, (Br) McBurnie, St John, NB—
John Porteous.
—

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Matanzas 8th inst, barque Daring,
Matanzas.

“Sambuci Wine,” and containing even
ol the acid salts, astringent and valuable

DISASTERS.

FI SUE It TIEN.
Ar at Newport 13th, sch Ella L
Trelethen, from
Portland, bound West.
Ar at New York 15ib, scbs Highland
Queen, Buck
master, (with 10,000 mackerel, 48 hours out): Asto
lia, Thompson, (with 50 bbls. 8 days out )
Ar at Halifax 12th inst, sch
Kipley Ropes, DunLon,
from Western Banks.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th. ship
Rochester, Oliver*

Liverpool.

DinMnore^CardenaA

Mary

Respectfully,

20 State
15th

Street^Boston’f
Aug.. 1867.
}

*■

State As8ayer-

leblUUwttsN_S. DANA HAYES, Chemist
Castor and Cod Liver Oil I
Ftc., without

taste.

Dundas, Dick & (Vs Soft
The best in use.

A*>ril 27

Use no others. For
class Druggists.

ton to

THE

Capsules,

sale by all first
dietsn

our

Most of which was IMPORTED TO OUR OWN ORDER, and comprises all the

NEW DESIGNS
AND COLORS, many of which cannot be found elsewhere.

PRICES

REDUCED I!

Although the STYLE OP WORKMANSHIP ami
QUALITY OF TRIMMINGS will be kept at the
SAME HIGH STANDARD that has characterized
our Garments for the PAST 45 YEARS, we shall
make such REDUCTION IN PRICES as will satisfy
every

one

that wishes

-AT

vid

Ma,anZa8i

W^son^Jone^^^ B,aCk' Caibarieni
Ar

Da‘

Jams son, Portland.

ISth, brig

L M

Merritt, Eaton.
I!
Anoyc, PR;
Frank Walter ( orson, Mahoney, Collin,
Lavacca; Anna Cranier, < raWhite Rock,
JacksonidUe;
P®!;.
Kenney,
Eastport
Loduskia. Johnson, Franklin
Ellen Merriman
;
Hutchinson, Portland; Ariel,Surry; Adalln"lW
Mn’i»Lottr? ’. Clnati thport l°r Salem ; H M Waite
■

Apply

AS
On the

may 19_B^O S T O N

J. M.

of

Spring

Tailor,

Merchant

Ho. 137 Middle
supplied himself with the

Street,
choicest and

desirable
HAS

mos

CLOTHS !
FOB

Gentlemen’s

Spring

Over-CoaC,

BUSINESS and DEIS3 SKITS,
AID

Vests !

and

Pantaloons

found in the market.
Among these are several styles of Fabrics recen
imported, which are considered very tiue
2dP~Ali which will be made up at the very lowest
prices.
1 ^Particular attention paid to cutting garments
to be made ui* elsewhere.
may 12 d4w
That

can

be

GE1EB & CO.

PICTURE STOCK
—

AT-

CLOSE

CONCERN

THE

May 16,1888,

dlw

and Paint Store.

Drug;

Old Firm.

Store.

_New

We have secured the

large

new

store

IVIiclclle Nt.,

OppoHite Woodman. True A t'o’a,
And titte 1 it up tor our business, and shall give oar
whole attention to the WHOLESALE trade.
We have now in store as large a stock of Drugs,
Paints. Chemicals and Patent Medicines os can be
found in any Drug Store in New England, and our
Brokers in New York, Philadelphia and Bost n are
constantly sending us goods trom the importers.
With our present increased ia ilities ior doing
busiuess,we hope to have a conlinuance ol the liberal
patrouuge we have received from the Apothecaries,
Physicians and Store-keepers iu this city and
throughout the State for the past thirteen years.

W.

F.

PHILLIPS &

CO.,

URVCUIITN,

WHOLENAI.E
Nos. 4U St 48 middle

Ml..

(Donnell’s Block.

April 3-eodftw6w

STRAW GOODS!

eodlm

STRAW URORS !
^

-AND

MILLINERY.

llOLSTOA,

PAINTER!

INCLUDING THE

Linen

AH orders personally and
promptly attended to.
€«ooiln

PAPER HANGER,
PORTLAND,

vuT??*8»

Anna M Nash, Humphrey, Nassau,
MSchell, Salem.
KOVIDENCE—Sid 15th, sch Fred Warren, Richardson, Bangor.
0,™* barque James McCarty. McCarty, New

JOHN

May
tST Whitening, Coloring noil Tiuliug
Walls.
Wood nud Marble Imitated,
and Wood* tilled in Wax or Oil.
May 19. dlw

CARP E T S.
JUST RECEIVED, A FliESH ASSORTMENT OF

15.

Sailed 101b, schs Ariel, Treworgy, Surry lor New
York; G W Kimball. Hall, New York for Portsmouth; Caroline Grant, Grenlow, Elizabethport for
Boston; Nicola, Kellar, from Hoboken for Chelsea*

E.

Union

Mlraw

Mom.

PALMER,

dlwNeod

Family Flour,
Feed,

Corn,

O.

Y.
Offers

forsal^

«*

CHAM,

No. 150 Uominercinl 01,

Yellow anti Mixed Com.

Meal, Cracked Com,
FMd’ Sa"' **0*’ <*C'

May 18-dt.

Queen Victoria Velvets,

FISHER’S

Mandrake

invoice ol French Pattern*.

Aco.

Family Flour,

moqueites.

Extra Eng. Velvets,

Hitters ?

Extra Heavy Brussels

J.

10VEJ01 &

1

Lookout, Heath, Provi-

the

Fox boro',

No. 140 Middle Mtreet, Portland, Maine.

ME.

or

from

Worku,

No. SI UNION STREET,

French Axminsters,

Waterproof Paris Hat I

■ N NATALIE A YD FAWN.

Straw

Nu^vt

harnue^Fifpn
nCUiU,Vafor» *ussel1* San Francisco;
*en1uy®r* Leland, Cardenas; Caro. Beals,

PALMER,

A Pull I iue now in Store,

Also—Another

sch

Opening

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

WITH BORDERS TO MATCH.

NEWPORT—Ar I5(h,
dence for Philadelphia.

fJSUAIi

Nos. 18 & 20 School Street,

crowlcv^o to^Itock°

S£?«hi'&S

I'utK-u A C'o.’m Auction Rooms

K.

at

immediately, if you desire to secure them as there
but few left since the great tire, and their value
increases every day.
may 16-dJt

are

JOBBER OF

CHAS. A. SMITH & CO,

McRae, do lor Chelsea; Julia* Martha I)«»n
Harriet,

toj-Newhuryport;

At Private Sale.
VfEATLY bound vols. ot the “ I*ortlaud AilvcrJlV titter” from 1831-33-34-35-and 36 to June.

LOW PRICE!

of

14th-

Lewfc&’kr!&B&dC°lCOr"*

Is within less than two minutes walk
ot ihe Grand Trunk Depot, Liverpool Steamers,
Bostou Steamers and Halifax Steamers, and tho
Horse Cars pass its entrance. The location is very
desirable in every way for the accommodation ot
travelers and city boarders. Tlie lessee will have to
furnish the house. Proposals for lease will be received any time within two weeks from date. Address or apply to
E. GILLESPIE.
on the premises, or at 44 Atlantic St.
1868.
ma> lu-dti
Portland, May 18,

JOHN E.

A-

Staples,

Crockett, Providence.
?,r?.NH0rth
phi? hibJ g«uy,P.enon’ for Cardenas.
WilIie

Churkin.A_Ar

now

Parlors, *Vc.

40 &, 48

FOREIGN GOODS I

Parsons,1

Sid

Noyes

and furnished

improvements, is

ready lor lease. Sai i hotel cont ins thirty
s’eeping rooms, large and pltasant Office,

FINEST STYLES
OF

McCarty.
E

and enlarged,
filJHJjnconstrucied
rJrWMwith all the modern

WHOLESALE
We invite the attention of Gentlemen visiting Bos-

-AMD

KST0N_ld 12tb’ brlg
Oeorg<‘, Crossley,
Caibarien
Sid 13th, sch Myrover, Hughes, New York

Joseph”

Hotel for Lease.
The h >tcl in Portland, on tho corner of
Mi. I die and India streets, known as the St.
11
J‘diLaL:iwroU(0 House, having been entirely reX

COST!

Great Reduction in Prices!

FERNANDINA—Ar 10th, brig Prentiss
Hobbs,
Snow, New York, to load lor West Indies
SAVANNAH—Ar nth, sch Walton, Corbett, from

sch

STEWARD OF UNION CLUB.
dlt

19

AREALLY GOOD ARTICLE

Sch Elizabeth, from Boston for Calais, which was
run down off Cape Ann 15th and abandoned, was
lowed into Marblehead 16th.
Sch Coral, Kent, iroin Norwich, run ashore on the
Gridiron, below New York. 16th, bat came off without damage.

,5'h

May

to

AOVERTISEMEMT3.

Libby,

ol the berry, than that wine does.
It has the best properties ot Port
Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a beverage, it should replace the imported wines.

qualities

for Cardenas.

teras.

pWASHlNGTO^-Ar 1.1th,

Apply

paid

wages will be

to

Call and Learn Prices.

Sid i'tb, brie Jas Davis, Staples, Matanzas.
Ar at Cardenas 7th, brig E P Swett,
Lawrence,
Baltimore.
Sid 7th, brig Cliarlotte, Stupel port North ot Hat-

Cld lith, ship Alas’-a, Small.
Liverpool.
Towed to mi 2d, ship Wm
Woodoury.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9th, sch Island Delle,
New Orleans.

Oo<xl
a private lamily.
oue well recoimueuded.

IN

Notice to Gentlemen!

PORTLAND,

Monday, May 18.
ARRIVED.
Brig Martha A Berry, (ot Portland) Chase, Ma-

VORK

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

Has been receive*l
sold in the
It

M^KIJSTE NEWS.

Cook Wanted !

TO

Miniature Almanac.May 19.
Sun rises.4."4 I Moon rises.3.15 AM
Sun sets.7.19 | Hieh water.9.00 AM

BOTTLE OF

A

trom

Havre.

Hatteras, brig Claia M Goodrich, trom

LAB9E AND ATTRACTIVE ST00K

Portland.

Deposit Vaults,

St., Boston.
LEE, HIGGINSON & Co., offer for Bent. Safes
inside their Vaults, at. rates from $20 to $100 per
annum.
They also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees, securities of persons living in the
cou itry or traveling abroad, Officers of the
Army
and Navy, Masters ot Vessels, and others. Circulars
containing lull particulars, forwarded on application
to
HENRY LEE. Manager.
Boston, Mar 13, 186fi.-SNeo*l&wly
State

MEW

IMPORTS.

STREET,

gray hair to its original color, ami stops its
falling out. Recommended by Physicians. Sold by
all Druggists,
flee Uhcvalier’g Treaties on
the Hair, sent free by mail. SARAH A. CHEVALIER, M. D, No 1123 Broadway, New York.
May 16-T,T«&S hn ly

Union Safe

;
I

CLASS

FIRST

May 12, lat 37 10. loo 73, brig Eugene A Reed, lrom
New York lor Aspinwall.

[Corrected]

PORT OF

^AIK HEAIaTHV.—Get a bottle of Chrvalier’s l.ife for th** Hair at once.
See how

DR.

Philadelphia

for

for the United States.

Agent

barque Prima Donna, from

May 10. no lat. &c, ship Lady Blessiugton,

L. BAILEY.

Opposite First Natioual Hunk.
Residence 241 Congress St.
Portland, April 14th, 1868.
sseodlm*

rap'dly and pleasantly

New York tor Cuba.
May 9. lat 33 28, Ion 70,
New Orleans lor Cadiz.

London, Conn.,

A. BICHARDS, New

lor

New Orleans
May II, off

MATANZAS. Brig M A Berry—375 hhds 80 tes 2
bb's molasses, 119 hhds 63 boxes sugar, to order.

icine.

May 6, lat 29, Ion 79£, barque Andes,

nas

DIED.

HEALD,

105 MIDDLE

SPOKEN.
trom CardePortland.
May 7, lat 28^, len 70 30, brig ’Caroline Eddy, trom

and Ella M. Daggett, 0t A.
In china. May 2 William J. Rowe, of Vassalboro,
and Mary Ella Worth, of China.
In Albion, May 11, Alvin Sulley and Miss Mary
E. Handv.
In Skowhegan, May 10. Win. H. Graffam, of Lewiston, and Lydia J). Merrow, of S.

Removet 1 liis office to

Has

40

WcumUMm May *4, Vy Rev P. O. Ay or,
Ervine S. Leighton, of Gorham, and Miss Pam»lla
II. Jordan, ot C. E.
In Auburn, May 10, Edwin A. Soule, of Freeport,
and Josie 1». Rogers, of Durham.
in Auburn. May 11, Geo. F. Rollins, of Livermore,

years—formerly

and

Griping, Inflammation of the Bowels,
all complaints arising from the effects of
Teething. Call for Mother Bailey’s Quieting
are safe.
Syrup, and take no other, and you
Sold by Druggists and all dealers in Med-

Sicily.

For Coughs, Colds and Consumption, try the old
and well-known Vegetable Pulmonary
Balsam, approved and used by o’*r oldest and best
Physicians and families tor forty years. Get the genuine. REED, CUTLER <& CO.,Druggists, Boston,
Proprietors.
may 2eod-s*rlm

In this city, May 17, Fred Piper. sonofThos J.
and Amelia Hixon Little, aged 15 months and 10
days. (Bos'on papers please copy ]
in this c»ty, May 16, Mr. Samuel S. Webster,
aged 59 years.
In Fryeburg, May 17, Miss Mary J. Buswell, agjd
30 years ’0 months.
In Cliesterville, May 7. Elisha
Esq., aged 49
years,—Posimaster at Cliesterville.
In Comma, April 24, B. P. Merrick, Esq aged 82
of Pittsfield.
In Wilton. May 2, Mrs. Martha A., wife of Gilbeit
Miller. Esq., aged 37 years.
In Hancock, Dea. David McFarland, aged81 years
10 months
In E Is worth May 3, Peter Small, aged 31 years.
In Wilton April 16, Mrs. Betsey M., wife ol the
late Oliver T. Bean, aged 45 years.

The Great Quieting Remedy for Children.
Contains NO MORPHINE OR POISONOUS DRUG; sure to Regulate the Bowels ;
of the
allay? all Pain ; corrects Acidity
children
weak
and
sick
makes
Stomach;
healthy ; cures Wind Colic,
strong and

two

Sid tin

Perry,

eodtfsn

&

GILBERT

DR.

ma-

that distinguish the new assortment of Carpetings just received by J. Lovejoy & Co., Summer, corner of Washingten St.,
make
every

m

part of

REM O V

mayl6eodlw

Gentlemen will notice with pleasure the
announcement of reduction in
price for fine
clothing, made in our columns by the wellknown house of Chas. A. Smith & Co., School
street, Boston, which firm has won deserved
credit in years past for fair
excellent

terial,

in

Gloves, Hoop

and

mayl3-eod»rSN

my!6-3t

Dining Rooms, 117 Federal street
beef, veal, chicken pie aid a good old
fashioned boiled dinner served
to-day. Come

TO

ot Strength,
and painful

applied

Mpnrting
Headquarters, 45 Exchange St.

Those beautiful parasols and cashmere
shawls that Leach, Parker & Co. opened
yesterday are worth going to see, and the prices
are said to be very reasonable.

roast

public. Prostration
Hysteria—retained, excessive, irregular
menses—yield to its magic power.

tints. Remedies tlie ill eftects *»r Bad Dvvs Invigorates and leaves the hair solt and beautiful black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Pertumers: and
at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond
properly
street, New York.
jauUsxdly

stores

Albion

Remedy for Female Complaints
ottered to the

Rockland.

from do.
At Melbourne 1st ult, ship Geutoo, Freeman, from
Boston lor San Francisco.
Ar at Dunkirk 15th inst. barque Tbos Fletcher,
Pendleton, Callao.
Ar at Marseilles 14th inst, barque Chanticlear,
McLellan, Baltimore.
Ar at Callao 15th ult, ship Wm Leavitt, Leavitt,
Panama.
At Montevideo Mch 28, Annie M Palmer, Skolfleld, tor New York, ldg; sch Ward J Parks. Bogart,
lor do. do.
At Barbadoes 22d ult, brigs Susie J Sirout, Strout,
from New York, ar 18th. disg ;* Maria Wheeler,
Wheeler, from do, ar 18th, do; sch C A Farnsworth,
Sawyer, from New York, ar 21st.
At Ponce 30tli ult, sch S S Bickmore, Bickmore,
for North oi Hatteras.
At Anaska, PR, 2d inst, sch Naonta, Smith, for
New York, ldg.
Ar at Falmouth, J, 2lst ult, sch F G Davis, Coney,
New York.
At Baracoa 5th inst. sch S H Merrill, Rowe, from
New York, ar 5th.
At Havana 9th inst, brig Robin, (Br) Douglass, for
Portland; and others.
Cld at St John, NB, 15th inst, sch C O Whitmore,

Batchelor’s Bair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perlect Dye—Harmless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous

Goods!

I>ry

Gun., l*i»toN,Cutlery

Items*.

library.

This Medicine is a NERVE TONIC. It stops the
waste of vitality, braces the Nerves, aud quietiy
the system.
Sleeplessness, Irritability,
Loss of Energy, Loss of Appetite, -Dyspepsia, Couoii pat ion, local Weakness, and a general tailing of
the mental and bodily functions, are the common indication ot Nervous Disease.
Dodd’s Nervine and
Invigorator is a complete specific tor all troubles.—
It is also the best, as it is also tbe inost agreeable,

ever

tor

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fin Sydney, NSW, Mch 18, ship China, Weeks,
London.
At Newcastle, NSW, 1st ult, ship Flying Eagle,
Hayes, from Melbourne; barque Gen Cobb, Spear,

regulates

ery instance prove this motto true.

KKFP TUB HEAP COOL AND THE

Those volumes of tlie Advertiser, at
private
sale, at Patten’s auction rooms, will be a valuable acquisition to any mau’s
See

NERVINE

to every one who use* them for Jaundice, Headache,
Costiveness, Liver Complaints, Humors, ,mpure or
Bad Blood, General Debility, and all Bilious Diseases.
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
marlSdtjydsn
Boston, and all Druggists.

Bamboo Poles 50 cents each.
T.-out Flies, Lines, Hooks, Baskets, etc.
LIVE TROUT tri/ the Thousand !

be held in

Constitution Water is a certain cure for
Diabetes and all diseases of the Kidneys. For
sala by all druggists.
marl6eod3m

H.,Proprietors.

AND IN VIGOR ATOB !

“

Fishing Tackle.

meeting of the Maine

Solilottcrbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.
May 8. 2w

DODD’S

to
,m

NEWBURYPURT—Ar 161b, sch Cherokee, Hines,
Bangor.
M ACHIAS—Ar 10tb,scb Southern Rights,Thatcher. Portland.
Ar 11th. brig Mary C Mariner, Mariuer, Boston.
BATH—Sid 16th, brig Long Reach, (new) Aoild,
Jacksonville.

eod&weowlmsn

LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS in

Co.,

Next to Brown’s Hotel.

marl9

We are requested to call the attention of the
members of the Odd Fellows’ Relief Association to the meeting at their hall, on Exchange
•
street, this evening.

advertisement.

druggists.

Orrs & Mac naught, Hadley and other Spool Cottons,
Han 1 kerchiefs, Edgings, Ruillings, &c.f
No. 130 Middle, corner of Union
Street,

Charley Pettenoill’s Mammoth Minstrel
Troupe and Brass Band combined, composing
twenly-four performers, will give concerts in
City Hall on Thursday and Friday evenings of
this week. They have been favorably spoken
of in every place they have performed, and our
citizens may expect a capital entertainment.

use

New York

It keeps the Hair from falling out. It is the best
dressing in tbe world, making lifeless, stiff, brashy
hair, healthy, soft aud glossy.

call the attention of Traders to
their stock of

Dfess

It is cheap, easily worked
and durable. We have tried it, and do not
hesitate to recommend it to the public as a
machine which every household ought to have.
It was patented Sept. 12,1865, and we think
when its merits are known it will come into
general use in all families. Mr. Joseph Bradshaw is the agent for the sale of these machines.

tan, sunburn and eruptions

Restore Gray Hair to its Original (J?l*r.

NOTICES.

Consisting

clean.

Binsiuesisi

respectfully

Fancy

A New Washing Machine.—At last we
have a ma hine that does its work thoroughly.
Mr. E. L. Ransom, of Michigan, has brought
out the “The Knuckle Washer,” double action,
which is a most admirable contrivance to make

remove

-'Renewer„
WILL POSITIVELY

Price. 50 cents a box; by mail, 60 cents. Address
WEEKS & POTTER, No. 170 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass. For sale by all Druggists.
September 26. eod&wly

A Wildes. Waldoboro
A K Davis, Cornish
N G Marshall, York
Wm Plaiston, Staadish
G A Fletcher, Anson
Miss Chase, Paris
C Bartlett, Wilton
J N Davis, Sabatiis
C Ladhaum, Casco
A Russell, Belfast
N G Hichborn, Augusta
J M Moulton, Newfield

H. HALL &

Would

gerous.

To

HAIR

to Tn.ini:ns.

diately dispatched to the city for a surgeou;
but in a short time Capt. Sherwood revived so
that he was able to walk about. The wound
on his head is severe, but,
fortunately, not dan-

Hommopathic Medical Society will
Bangor Wednesday, the 20th inst.

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

ABOUT to mabbv
Essays tor Young Men, on the Errors. Abuses, and
Diseases, incident to Youth and Early Manhood,
with the humane view of treatment and cure, sent
by mail in sealed letter envelopes free of charge.
Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, Box P., Philadelphia, Pa.
may 19-d&w3w sn
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hawser drew
taughtening
out a stanchion, and Capt. Sherwood, who was
standing near, was struck violently on the
head with something he coaid not tell what it
was.
His head was cut open and it was feared the skull was fractured. A tug was imme-

annual

trade by the Bale, 100 Bales

Advice to Young Men

ot the

The second

marl2eod&w6msn

R.P. HALL. & GO.. Nashua N.
HP*For sale by all
May 4.

NEVf ADVERTISEMENTS.

iaRcv-

HOLME'S HOLE- Ar 15th, brig Wm Robertson
Reed, Cienfuegos 21 days lor Boston: sells Fred l!
Webb, Greenlfei. from Baltimore lor Portland ; L P
Smith, Bunker. Jamie) for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, sch< Kossuth. Treworgy. Irotu
Ellsworth ; Alromak. Haskell, Rockland ; Mary
Clark. Amesburv, Camden.
C>d 16th. sch* Earl, Wentworth, and Galota, Lovell, Portland, to load lor New York.
Sid 17th, brigs A J Ross, and Moonlight.
Ar 18tli, barques Abd-el Kader, Nickerson, Messina Lawrence, Howes, Madeira.
C'd lMtb. sch Sea Pigeon, Johnson, St George.
SALEM—Ar 17th. tchs Mjry B Beeves. Rogers,
Millbridge; Pennsylvania, Smith. Dennysville
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th, sch Banner, Poor, Boston lor Mane ck.
In port lith. sclis Prelerence,Thurston. Bangor for
Boston; Rainbow, do lor Newport; Republic. Jacksjn, and Lady Ellen, Adams, Wiscasset lor Boston;
Speedwell, Wood, Kastport fordo; Northern Light,
Harper, Calais for Providence; Huntress, Sprague,
Dennvsville lor Lynn; Congress. York, Gardiner tor
New York; Star, Crowell, do for do; C W Dexter,
Hall, Boston for Hallowell; Delaware. Crockett, tui

mar-

MARRIED.

Accident.—In launching the steamer Franconia from the ways at Cape Elizabeth yester-

dirty clothes

in the

MAI I’Q

IT

llai

lor

Rapp'i han nock lor Kennebunki or k
Tarboju Canary, do fi»r Salem; Silver Lake AVeta’
Reed
Bangor lor Philadelphia.

and Mackerel—line ncs.;
grade
the ordinary quality.
AM. NET & TWINE CO., 43 Commercial St.
P^S'»’ON.
a29dlaw3m BN'

HOTEL.

SPECIAL

day.

n«»

HOUSE.

tor AUdiaon-

I in

liuin.

SHERRY

0. RICHARDSON’S

S.

MIDDLE STREET.

Ul0uce»t<'r: SevenSlpTeef’vSrin|lBR.rll!ha
lor lhotnaston;
Ahmizer Far-

Fisheries-Twines.

s. HOTEL.

C F Swasey, Staudish
J W Chatman, Boston
F Chadbourne, do
A Callahan,
do
B F Davis,
do
J R Libby,
do
W D Re lfield, do
M Sargent,
do
H Washburn,
do
W P Faulkner, do
A W Johnson, do
A B Webber, Harpswell
J W Porter,
do

DR.

BITTERS,—the most medicinal

SALE to the

PREBLE HOUSE.

Theatre.—Miss Kate Fisher was so much
indisposed last evening that the play of the
French Spy was substituted for the principal
performance. Notwithstanding her indisposition she rendered her character handsomely.
This evening she will appear in two plays—

the sudden

Billow, Was*, New York
tv
Teel, Virgin!
ty-Six.

F>R
Superfine Cotton Twine, tor Herring, Pohaeen,
above
these twines

A Johnson, Richmond
S H McAlpine, Ohio
Chas F Duran, Boston
do
T P Ellis,
do
do
J C Smith,
John Easter,
do
W A English,PhiladeipliiaH B Hud on,
do
S C Berncoult, Dover NJ TG Proctor,
J Farrar,
do
J W High bower, do
do
F W Bloodgood.ElizabethJ H Langley,
do
L M Robbins, Richmond T Gilman,
Mr Grant, Maine
J A Bedell,
do
do
G C RathesfordjNewfo’nd W W Mills,
A C Chadwick, Gardiner J B Mills,
do
Mrs S A Harding,do
A S Belcher, Auburn
H B Hill.
do
M E Lai son,
do
T W Searle, Manchester C Winchester,
do
John S Torr,
do
W G Bridge, Boston

rangements for holding a State tournament.
Brunswick, May 18,1868.

rla*’-orKana alia llfffl liaa tx

BAXTER,

SORTS.”

OF

Established in 1808.

ket.

Sampson,

the Mohawk B»se Ball Club, of Brunswick,
hereby invite all clubs feeling an interest in
the matter, and not
already represented in the Senior State Association, to send
delegates to a convention .to be held at Brunswick, upon Thursday, May 28th, at 3 o’clock
P. M., with full authority to form a Junior State

Association,

Take
WINE

M W Simpson, Bost.on
A C Mathews, Ma;ne
do
Geo Ratts,
J S Mathews, do
T Partington,
do
H M Naylor, Bangor
F E Weser, Tennessee
R F Wellington, do
J B Gilpatrick, Penn
W H Crane, Saco
do
E E Murcb,
E H Lisk, Chicago
1> M Woster, Manchester
H Foss, Bangor
W H Whitcomb, Norway
Edw Prager, S*co
J W Humphrey, Bangor Luther Fitch, Sebago
J R Hobbs, Ossipee
Miss S A Atwood, do
do
A Jon< s & w, Sweden
Emma Haskell,
Simon Cole, West Milan Mrs Lapping. Brownfield
O C W
Harrison A W Wormwood,Frankfort
Mrs J Hall,
do
J H Jordan, Boston
B F Brackett, Cornish
H Boucolt,
do
G C Gilman, Augusta
A Burns,
do
A W Henry, Pittsburg
Fred Burns,
do
C C Spaulding, Buckfleld
Mrs S Green, do

laying out
petition present-

Base Ball

&

VARNEY
“OUT

COMMERCIAL HOUSE.
W L Warren, Westbrook
C N Enos, New York
E F Beal, Norway
S M Bean, Lewis!on
GOK
I a vac Dver, Is Pond
Cram, Maine
H II Burbank, Limerick
C P French, Belfast
R
S
F A Morrill, Lewiston
Whilehouse,Limerick
do
J S Libby,
W A Lynch, Maine
S I. Warren, Exeter
J F Coie, Limington
B B Farnsworth, Bangor H Hersey^Scarboro
G F Chase, Livermore
W M Herbert, Bristol
W H Haskell & w, Brid’n
M Y B Chase, Augusta
WorcesterD
M
Hale, Hridgton
M
Thompson,
A M Smith, Turner
F A Fenno, Boston
I H Sawyer,SNorridgew’k W H Pottle, Lewiston
F C Leavitt, St John
A C Kimball, Bangor
do
C Marks,
G G Gates, Milan
do
H C Graves, N Gloucester Geo Goutul,
do
C N Carter,
F Stearns, Bartlett
C Jewell, Cl nton
A Ring, Harrison
C F Jelierson,Portsmouth
E T Eiden, Waterville
J H Hussey, Parsonsfleld
do
T K Eiden,
J F Dearborn,
do
tl W Rae, Boothbay
A Mosman, Farmiugton
Jas Bradbury, Maine
E
B
Bethel
J Pike, Strong
Cook,
J N Parkhurst,Montreal
C Esterbrook, Montreal
J F McCall, Quebec
do
E W Manning,
C B Whi lock, New York
RG Lord, Providence
B Sturges,
do
M S Hamilton, Boston
do
do
C R Dougbss,
GT Phillips,
R H Mason, Nashua
A F Pike,
do
S Meserve, Haverhill

the Committee on Streets to have
the rail and Sidewalk on Deering bridge to he

the Market!

any in

to

Everywhere !
Wholesale Agents for New England,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

F E Mayo, Malden
T B Forney, Halifax
P Lind jr,
do
KB Voso. Freedom
D C Emery, Gorham
C E Watson, Troy
u Wbibley, Wilton
F KNewell Sc w, Dover
L H Bicktord, Dresden
W Tarbox. Bangor
A D Lord, Solon
\ Lor », Solon
J J fasten, Gardiner
M P Fuller, Littletown
F Dodge, Sweden
B L Deame, Montreal
H Day, Monmouth
E C Emerson. Dexier
D Pil sbury, Kezar Falls C Blanchard & w,do
J S Brown, Bangor
M F Taylor, Boston
L S Pullen, Grav
do
C B Lancy,
H H Perciv tl, Baugor
do
C Thayer,
N Stover, Harpswell
do
F D rue,
uo
W H Goodwin, Readfteld E Weeks,
do
J H Blanchard, Lewiston D Ware,
J W Eaton,LivermoreFalls A F Bible. Mt Desert
P M Blnchen, Quebec
do
J C Eaton,
C C Downs, Skowhegan
do
A Record,
M B Cbenney & w,Worcester

near

Superior

JSule

May 19-ii3t

P S Carter, Philadelphia
do
S Bf rling,
S L Liscomb, Boston
do
B Irish,
M F Bonney, do
G H Chase, So Paris

in consequence of

an

lvor

mayl6eod&w2w

ilMbBICAN

be

to

_

delightful toilet artiCologne, and at half the

to

COLLAR!

•

Ed W Watson,PortsmouthM M Fogg, Farmington
E P Melclier New York
J H Melclian, Boston
J II Hines, Halifax
do
J 11 Horrie,
W
Westbrook
C K Fuller, C Elizabeth
C
Cutter,
G H Gordan, Boston
T D Bascomb, Lynn
S Durgan, Pownal
A Parker, Gorham
J Gooding, Yarmouth
J Bernsrien, New York
do
J Grant, Maine
C Lasher,
-C H James, Biddet'ord
J L Perrin, Augusta
N Goold. Maine
J P Sands, Biddeiord

directing

offered

Acknowledged by all

ALBION HOUSE.

widening said street; OI William L. Bradley>
2d Assistant Civil Engineer, for an increase of
$70 per year to his salary.
An order offered by Mr. Marr, directing the
Committee on Streets to grade that portion of
Middle street, between Franklin and India
streets, provided the same does not exceed
$2500, was parsed.
An order offered by Mr. King was passed,

Dr. Chadwick

OPERA

Hotel Arrival*.

Hampshire street; Oi James Todd for remuneration for being obliged to build a cellar wall
on

THE

delicate persons.
Magnolia Water.—A

cle—superior
price.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE STAR OF THE SEASON!

One took the Plantation Bitters—the other
They are very beneficial for weak and

TERM—GODDARD, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—No. 85—Joshua E. Jenks vs. Michael
balance of

NEW
_

didn’t.

MAY

a

family.

nights,

PRESIDING.

Monday.—No. 1354—Hannah E. Eaton, libellant,
vs. Dexier W. Eaton.
Libel tor divorce. Cause, desertion. Divorce decreed.
F. M. Drew.
Dane & Bourne,.
No. 1044—Sarah H. Bacon, libellant, vs. John G.
Bacon. Libel for divorce.
Cause, desertion. Divorce decreed.
Dennett & Dennett for libellant. No
appearance for libellee.

Assumpsit to recover

small

uLook on this picture and then on that.”
Here you behold the infirm step.
The pallid cheek, wasting form,
Untasted food, and a social atmosphere
Poisoned with the tales of aches, pains,
and mental despondency.
Sleepless
There, laughing health, sparkling eyes,
Elastic steps, craving appetite, forgotten cares.
Genial thought and ambitious resolves
Show the contrast and mark the picture.

Watch Sale—Savory & Co.
Mother Bailey’s Quieting Syrup.

Walsh.

a

drews, No. 36 Centre street; the periodical depot of Messrs. Fessendeu Brothers, Lancaster Hall, and at the fancy store of W. D. Robinson, Exchange street.

h asli ion takes the lead of all
others, and is
welcome visitor to the parlor circle.

opinion.

Hamlin for Vice President

Troupe.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Opera Collar—Varney & Bax er.
Foreigu Goods—Chas. A. Smi h & Co.
Painter—J. M. Rolst n.
Gaipets-J. Lorejoy & Co.
Cook Wanted—Union Club.
Bound VolumeB Portland Advertiser for Sale.
Hotel for Lease—E. Gillespie.

APRIL TERM—BARROWS, J.,

nice rent lor

a

Periodicals.— Godey’s Lady’s Book and
Putnam’s Monthly for June have been received
at the bookstores of Bailey & Noyes and H.
L. Davis, Exchange street; Short & Loring, !
corner of Free and Centre streets; C. R. Chisholm & Brother, No. 307 Congress street, and
at the Grand Trunk depot. Also at the school
book, music and periodical store of E. C. An-

Advice to Young Men about to Marry.

lowship with

condition into which they had been brought
by the revolutionary conduct of the Republican party, and tickled his ear with some fine

Dr. Lamb has

Vicinity.

New Advertise menu Ibis Day.

be

in connection with the presidential office as
doubfless in his calmer moments he could not
have consented. The country was disturbed
and shocked at the spectacle of an office-seeking Chief Justice. When ha announced a tew

Other offences ot the President, not specified in the articles of impeachment, have been
p:e.«cd by the managers as showing the necsdty for his removal. It might be sufficient
to reply that all such .were long
prior in
danger?
date to those charged in the articles, have
IT is uot alleged that the President did not
been thoroughly investigated by the House of
believe^ what he said on this occasiou to be
Representatives, were at one time decided by
true.
Whether lie did or not is a quesa majority of the
learned Committee on the
tion between him and his coneience.
If
Judiciary in that body to present no sufficient
he did, he had a perfect moral right so to
lor
ground
impeachment, and were finally
If he did not, his offence is against
*rootl morals, and not against any human law. dismissed by the House, as not affording adecause for such a
quate
proceeding, by a vote
There is inmy juJgment nothing in.tkese words
ot nearly, it not quite, two to one. But it is
to prove Urn allegation that
President’s enough to say that
th^
they are not before the
intent in speaking them was to impair and
Senate, and that body has no right to considdestroy the respect ol the people lor the legis- er
them. Against them the President has
lative power of Congress, or the laws by it duhad no
to defend himself, or even
ly and constitutionally enacted, or to set aside to enteropportunity
his denial. To go outside the charges
its rightful authority and powers.
It the
and to convict him because, in our
preferred,
words were designed to bring that particular
he. committed offences for which he
Congress into contempt, and to excite the re- isbelief,
not on trial, would be to disregard every
sentment of the people against it, however
which regulates judicial proceedprinciple
much I may disapprove both words and ina gross wrong in
ings, and would be not
tention, I do not think them an impeachable itself, but a shame andonly
humiliation to those
oftence.
whom
was
it
by
perpetrated.
The renyuks contained in the second and
It has been further intimated by the manathird specifications presents themselves to ray
that public opinion calls with a loud
gers,
mind in the same light.
They, too, contain voice for the conviction and removal of the
severe iefl> ctions upon the Thirty-ninth ConPresident. One manager has even gone so
more.
I
have
not been able to
gress; nothing
far as to threaten with infamy every Senator
discover any menaces or threats against Conwho voted for the, reanl ****<»»»
h* rrtn^
gress, unless they are found in tlie declaration-, -m., mirr1 tuuciiTTTg Tne removal or Mr. Stanton,
aim this, I
that lie would veto their
and who sLa.li now vote for the President’s
i.
-“uvob tt*taken as applying
p:.
acquittal. Omitting to comment upon the
to measures of a certain
character, of which he propriety of this remark, it is sufficient
to
liad been speaking.
The speeches at Clevesay, with regard to myself, that 1 not only did
land and st Louis, though
objection- not vote lor that resolution, but opposed
highly
its
able in style, and unbecoming a President ot
Had I so voted, however,
adoption.
it
United
Stated, afford nothing to justify wjuII a If ud no
for convicting
justification
the allegation that they were
tomenacing
th President, it 1 did not on examination and
wards Congress or the laws of the
country. To
r< flection, lel'.eve him
guilty. A desire to be
•consider their utterance a high misdemeanor
consistent would not excuse a violation of my
within the meaning of the Constitution
would, oath to do “impartial justice.” A vote given
in my view, be
entirely without justifica- in haste and with little
opportunity for contion.
sideration would be a lame apology for <ioSo highly did the
people of this country es
to another, after full explanation
iug
injustice
tim ite fche importance of
liberty of speech to and reflection.
a lree
people, that not finding it to be specificTo the suggestion that popular opinion dein
the
ally guaranteed
Constitution, they pro- mands the conviction of the President on these
vided lor it iu the first amendment of that incharges, L reply that lie is not now on trial be*
strument “Congres> shall make no law”
fore the people, but befoie the Senate. Iu the
*'
*
*
abridging the freedom of words of Lord Eldon, upon the trial of the
speech.” Undoubtedly there are great incon“1 take no
veniences, and perhaps positive evils, arising Queen,because I amnotice what is passing out of
doors,
supposed constitutionally
from the too frequentabu.se of that
freedom;
not to be acquainted with it.” And again, “It
more prehaps, and
greater, from an equally is the duty of those on whom a judicial task is
protected freedom ol the press. But the peo- in posed to meet
reproach and not court popuple of the United States consider both as eslarity.” The people have not heard the evisential to the preservation t)f their
and
rights
dence as we have heard it. The
liberties.
They, therefore have chosen to is not oil them, but upon us. responsibility
They have not
larve both entirely
unrestrained, subjeeting- taken an oaili to do “impartial justice
accordthe abuse ol that liberty ndy to remedies
proing to the Constitution and the laws.” I have
vided by law for individual wrongs. To
deny
taken that oath. 1 cannot render judgment
the President a right* tf) com men i freely
upon
upon tlieir convictions, nor can they transfer
the conduct of coordinate branches of the
govto themselves my punishment if I violate
ernment would not only be
my
deuyinghim a right °wn. And I should
consider myself undesecured to ev ry other citizen of the It
public
the
confidence
of
that
serving
just and intellibut might deprive the people of the benefit ol
gent people who imposed upon me this responhis opinion of pubic a
Hairs, and of his watch- sibility, and unworthy a place
among honorafulness ot their interests and welfare.
That
ble men, if tor any fear of public
under circumstances where lie was called
reprobation,
upand lor the sake ol securing
on by a large body of
popular favor, 1
his fe.low-eitizms to
should disregard the conviction of
address them, and when Lhe was
my judggoaded by ment and my conscience.
contumely and insult, lie permitted him-elf to
The
which may follow either
consequences
transcend the limits of
and
proper
dignified
from conviction or
are not for me,
speech, such as was becoming the dignity of with my convictions, acquittal
to consider. The future
his station, isimattcr of deep regret, and
highly is in the hands of Him who made and governs
censurable. But, in my opinion, it can receive
the universe, and the tear that He will not govno other punishment
than public sentiment
ern it wisely and weli
would not excuse me
alone can inflict.
for vioiaiion of His law.
THE ELEVENTH ABTICLE.
Proscription.—When Gun. Sickles was in
Iflriffh ly understand (he accusation conr
tained in the elevauth article, it is substantialcommand of the second military district he at
this; Tliat on the 18th day ol
August, one time represented to Congress that the civ1866, the President by public speech declared
m substance that the
Thiriv-ninili Congress il administration would be in danger of failing
was not a Congress of the United states aualtogether on account of the difficulty he exthorized to exercise legislative power; thereby
perienced in finding persons to till the differto
intending
deny that the legislation of said
Congress was valid, or obligatory oil him, ex- ent offices who had both the acquirements
cept so far as he saw tit to approve of the same
uecesaary for the jumper discharge of their
and thereby denying and intending to deny
duties and the qualifications as to loyalty prethe power of said Thirty-ninth
Congress to scribed by the acts of Congress, line the appropose amendments to the Constitution, and
in pursuance of said
declaration, the Presi- peal was not answered. Gen. Schofield finds
dent, on the 21st day of February, 1868, at- the same difficulty. He advised the Constitutempted to permit the execution of the act of tional convention lately in session at RichMarch 3,1807. First-by
unlawfully attempting mond against incorporating into the constituto devise me ins to prevent Mr. Stanton from exercising the tun tions of
tion what is known as the “iron-clad oath,” to
of
Secretary
the Senate had refused to concur inWar,alter
his sugho taken previous to entering upon the duties
Pension. Second—by unlawfully attempting
of any office. Yet the Convention disregardto devise means to perinitrthe
execution of the
Appropriation act lor the support of the army ed his wishes. This oath, which is incorporatfor the fiscal year ending June 30,
186.3, and ed into the constitution of Georgia and severthat further, in pursuance of said deela
ration, al other States beside Virginia, at first strikes
he unlawfully attempted to prevent the execution of the so-called Reconstruction
one as unreasonably severe.
Its terms are not
act of
March 2, 1866, whereby lie was
guilty ot a
precisely identical in the different States, hut
in
office on the 21st day of
high misdemeanor
it provides substantially as follows:
February, 1868. I have already stated, in
l do solemnly swear or affirm, that I have
commenting ou the 10th article, that 1 do’not
never
voluntarily borne arms against the
consider file President’s declarations on the
United
States since 1 have been a citizen
18th ol August, 1868, as fairly liable to the construction there put upon it and repeated in thereot; that I have voluntarily given no aid,
countenance, counsel or encouragement to
this article. There were no such words said,
engaged in armed hostility thereto;
nor can they be
fairly implied. The words persons
that 1 have neither
were that it was not a
sought nor accepted, nor
Congress of the Uuiied attempted to exercise
the functions of any ofStates, but only of a part ol the States. Taken fice
whatever, under authority or pretended
literally these words were true; hut a Congress
in
to the United
authority,
m a
hostility
States;
part of the States may be a constitutional
Gongri-ss, cap hie of passing valid laws, and as that 1 have not yielded a voluntary support to
government,
any
pretended
authority,
power
I’ras
dent has uniiormly recognized
<i
mi
tin: United States, hosttie
llurty-iiiiith Congress. 'I lie declaration or constitution within
thereto. And I do further
tile
or inimical
a|i innocent
™.e,!,1.lci8K°*
meaning, it swear, or affirm that to the best of my knowlto ""appose a different one
whh h he
he did not
which
edge or ability, 1 will support and delend the
express. In this view the Constitution of the United States against all
foundation of the artlcl,.
fails. Rut whether
enemies, foreign and domestic; that! will hear
a true allegiance to the same; that I take this
obligation freely without any mental reserva*
W’ in the mam tion or purpose of evasion; and that I will well
and faithfully discharge the duties of the ofupon
upon
General
Grant, dated Feb. 10, 136li. This loiter must fice oil which I am about to enter. So help
be taken as a whole, and not considered by deiqe God.
tached parts. Flow that letter I am satisfied
In some cases the formula is varied by rethat the President expected General Grant
quiring the office to swear that he accepts the
in case the Senate should not concur in the
of all men.
suspension of Mr. Stanton, to resign the ollieu civil and political equality
to him, so that he might have an
To persons who have no vivid idea of the
opportunity
to fill the office before Mr. Stanton resumed
hostile attitude of the late Rebels toward the
the perlormauce ol his duties, with a view of
new
oath seems inspircompelling Mr. Stanton to seek his remedy in ed State governments this
the courts. If the President hud such a deby vindictive hate. But the fact is that the
sign, it^ ould only he carried out legally by
loyal people are compelled to accept the disadremoving Mr. Stanton before he should have vantages incident to it.
They cannot open Ihe
of
functions
of
Secretary
wit irT?5u,'!le l.*‘e
way to official preferment wider than this
in,.,
ii i1'
jesident had a right to remove without
endangering the whole civil fabric
l,y wv remarks upon
*.tbii;k the President had Supported by the federal administration under
r.
V,’The
,.1 Kl{design
a M^bt.
S jc
then if die Pre<iJohnson it has been the deliberate aud avowdent entertained it, waS
unlaw ul
As to
the second specification, ii
ed purpose of the disloyal to attack and overi 1 can
see, any prool to sustain h; and il it had it is
throw at the first opportunity the constitu“Ot quite apparent how m,
to preattempt
tions which they opposed at the polls. 11 unvent the execution of the act for the
sunnort
nicutt says in the “New Nation” that not
of the army can b
considered us proof ol an
V irginia Convention !
intention to violate tlie Civil Tenure act,which
many members of the
seems to be the gravamen of* this article.
No
would have given the test oath their support
evidence wh »tev«*r wan adduced to show that had it
not been for the vindictive spirit mani- I
the President had devised means or in
any tested aud the terrible threats made by ihe \
way attempted, to prevent the execution of the
Conservative
members of Ihe Convention
act to provide for the more efficient
The same considerations moved Congress to
government ol tile rebel States.
ignore the petition of Gen. Sickles.

thffir.t^,?>eY8ee»
tc

permitted

freely used by the Independent and Tribune

I am unwilling to close the consideration of
this remarkable proceeding before adverting
to some other points which have been present *'1 in the argument.
Tl e power of impeachment is conferred by
the Constitution in terms so general as to occasion great diversity of
opinion with regard
to the nature of offences which may be held
constitute
crimes
or misdemeanors within
jo
its intent and meaning. Some contend, and
w ith great force of
argument, both upon principle and authority, that only such crimes and
misdemeanors are intended as are subject to
indictment and punishment as a. violation of
s me known law.
Others contend that anyth ug is a crime or misdemeanor within the
meaning ol tue Constitution winch the appointed jucl.es choose to consider so; and
they argue that the provision was left indefinite from the necessity of the case, as offences
( f public (fHcers, injurious to the
public interest, and for which ilie offender ought to be
cannot
be
defined
beforeremoved,
accurately
hand; that the remedy provided by impeachment is of a political character, and designed
for the prot ction of Hie public against unfaithful and corrupt politicians.
Granting,
lor the-sake of argument, that this latter construction is the true one, it must be conceded
that the power thus con fern d might be liable
to very great abuse, especially in times of high
party excitement when the passions of the
people are inflamed against a perverse and obnoxious public officer. It so it is a power to
be exorcised with extreme caution when you
once get beyond the line of specific criminal
offences. The tenure of public offices, except
those of judges, is so limited in this country,
and tlie ability to change them by popular
suffrage j-o great that it would seem hardly
worth while to resort to so harsh a remedy,except in extreme eases, and then only upon
clear and unquestionable grounds.
In the
case of an elective Ch ef Magistrate of a great
and powerful p ople, living under a written
Constitution, there is much more at stake in
such a proceeding than the fate of the individThe office of President is one of the
ual.
great co-ord nate branches of the {government, having its defined powers, privileges,
and duties; as essential to llie very framework of the government as any other, and to
b*touched w ith as careful a* hand. ^Anything which conduces to weaken its hold
upon the respect of the people, to break dow n
the barriers which surround it, to make it the
sport of temporary majorities, tends to the
great injury of our Government, and inflicts
a wound upon constitutional
liberty. It is evident. then, as it seems to me, that the offence
for which a Chief Magistrate is removed from
office, and the power entrusted to him by the
people transferred to other hands, and especially where the hands which receive it are to
be the same which take it from him, should be
of such a chafacter as to commend itself at
once to the minds ot all
right thinking men
os, beyond all question, an adequate cause.—
I should be free from the taint of party; leave
no reasonable ground of
suspicion upon tlie
motives of those who inflict the penalty, and
address itselt to the country and the civilized
world as a measure justly called for by the
gravity of the crime, a d the necessity liff its
punishment. Anything less than this, especially where the offence is one not defined by
any law', would, in my judgment, not be justified by a calm and considerate public ojiinion
as a cause for the removal of a President ol the
United States. And its inevitable tendency
would be to shake the faith of the friends of
constitutional liberty in the permanency of
our free institutions, and the capacity of man
tor

Mr. Chase has

ed.

THE POLITICAL ASPECT OF THE CASE.

THE

prepared

a
Among the signs of this distressing disorder
delirium accompanied by a loss of the
to be noticsense of propriety is usually first

! tion to remove officers at his pleasure, and to
indefinite periods, but alsuspend officers lor vacated
for indefinite perithus
so to fill offices
ods, a claim which, it admitted, would prac! tically deprive the Senate of all power over
appointments, and leave them in the hands of
the President alone. The President does claim
the power ol removal, and that this includes
the power of suspension. But a careful ex| amination of his an>wer will show that lie
claims no other power than that conferred by
the act of 1795, to fill vacancies in the departments temporarily, aLd lor a period not exceeding six months, not by appointment without the c ms.1 lit of the Senate, but by designain the act—-a power codfertion, as describedand
which can be taken away
ivd by Congress,
it
should
be found injurious to
at any time, if
the public interest.
Even, however, if the claim s>f tbe President did go to the extent alleged, it is not
made a charge against liim in the articles of
And however objectionable
impeachment
and reprehensible any such claim might be, lie
cam ot be convicted of a high misdemeanor
for asserting an unconstitutional doctrine, if
lie has made no attempt to give it a practical
ell* et, especially without a cuarge against him
and a trial upon it.

prehension.
Article eight is disposed of by what lias
been said upon the preceding articles.
Article niue is, in my judgment, not only
without proot to support it but actually disproved by the evidence.

aui not

A Wild-Goose ( base.
Mr. Chase must be given up. He has long
shown symptoms of the presidential fever.

president’s claims.
j
It has been assumed in argument by tbe
j managers that tbe President in bis answer,
claims not only tbe right under the Constituthe

—

-n-■---

___—

a
demeanor. The President is charged with
ihomasto c o
xaisdemeanor by conspiring with
the act ot March
an act made unlawful by
which I
1.867. This is the only interpretation
the
ot
aid
arguments ot the
am able, with the
these articles. Grantmanagers, to place upon
as the foundation
ing the positions assumed
in
tlie-e
articles, they must
lor the charges
which
the
President
act
the
if
proposed to
fail,
do was a lawful act, and he did not propose to
accomplish it by unlawful means. The removal of Mr. Stanton is the means proposed
in order to prevent him from holding his oflice, as charged in the fifth, and to take and
States in
possess the property of the Unitednth article.
n is custody, as charged in the gave
The right to remove him, therefore, disposes ot
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THE CHARGES AGAINST DONNELLY.

Washington, May 18.—A select committee
to inquire" into the charges against
Representative Donnelly contained In the letappointed

of Representative Washburne of Illinois,
have bad two meetings and have adjaurnea
until to-morrow week. The committee"seemed
disposed to ask to be discharged from further
consideration of the subject.
ter

THE

IMPEACHMENT MANAGERS IN

SESSION
The impeachment mauagers are in
session
to-day, preparing their plans for taking testimony in relation to alleged imnroner means
being used to influence the vote mthe Senate
*
P
on the impeachment

question.

WITNESSES

SUMMONED BEFORE THE IMPEACHMENT MANAGERS.
It is understood that Hon. ’Daniel W. Voorhees of Irdiana, Mr.
Perry Fuller of Kansas,
and Gen. Ewing have been summoned as witnesses by the impeachment managers.
NEWS FROM DEMOCRATIC SOURCES.

New York, May 18.—A Washington special
says there is a scheme to pass impeachment by
votes of Senators to be admitted from Southern States.
Another proposition is made to
bring in all the reconstructed States by a concurrent resolution of Congress.
The managers claim to be in possession of
tacts bearing strongly on corruption in the late

vote.

Another dispatch says it is stated that the
Arkansas Senators and those of several SouthStates, will be admitted soon,and emolled
among the Judges in the Cou.t of Impeachment. The expulsion of Senators who voted
for acquittal, on the ground of
corruption, will
also be demanded.
ern

MORE NONSENSE ABOUT MR.

FESSENDEN.

Another dispatch says Mr. Fessenden is
done with ilie Republican party. Ho
says
that he never found out what it was
before,
and is glad now to know its real nature and’

purpose.

FORNEY RECALLED FROM CHICAGO.

It is

reported that at the instigation of Mr.
Cameron a dispatch has been sent to Fornev,
at Chicago, to return to
Washington immediately, to undergo examination on certain

charges.

MR. JOHNSON NOT OUT OF THE WOODS.

The investigation of the
corruption charges
will be energetically pushed by the
managers.
The friends of the President, who were at first
extremely jubilant over the vote on Ihe eleventh article, have quieted down with the reflection that they are not yet
fairly out of the
woods. There is a feeling that Mr. Johnson
may not escape yet and this is so powerful
that prudent men among ilie office holders are
keeping down their enthusiasm to see what

happens.

MR. STANTON NOT TO RESIGN.

Mr. Stanton will not resign until more definite action is taken on impeachment, nor will
the President make any effort to remove him.
although the friends of the President are advising him to do so.
CONSERVATIVE SENATORS REMOVE TO GEORGETOWN.

The

Republican Senators

qutttal have

removed

who voted for actheir lodgings from

Washington to Georgetown.

Alitli UONGkuESS—Seoond Session.

Washington, May 18.—Senate. —Mr. Fespresented the petition of the Board of
Underwriters of Portland, Me., praying that
senden

steps he taken to lessen the efficiency of the
Coast Survey. Referred to the Committee on
Commerce.
At 1 o’clock P. M., the chair announced the
special order to be the act making apprapriano

for the execution of the reconstruction
laws in the Third Military District for the
fiscal year ending June 30th, 1808, which was
taken up and passed.
Mr. Sumner presented a petition of the colored citizens of Washington, D. C.,
praying
for the appointment of School Commissioners.
Referred to the Committee on Education.
Mr. Drake moved as a privileged
question to
reconsider the vote by which the Senate on
Saturday refused to concur in the Douse resolution for adjournment until the 25tli
instant,
and afier some discussion the Douse was requested to return it to the Senate.
The concurrent resolution having been returned from the House, Mr. Trumbull favored
postponing action in order to call up the bill
for the admission of Arkansas.
Mr. Dixou thought it very unadvisable to afford an opportunity for the raising of the
question as to the right of the Arkansas Senators to vote on impeachment.
Mr. Fessenden said it was not conceivable
that Senators be so lost to shame as to permit
these gentlemen to vote on impeachment in
case they were
now admitted, and
advocated
taking up the bill. If that was not done, he
thought other business should be transacted,
and was in any event opposed to adjournment.
The Senate finally refused to take up the
Arkansas bill by a vote of 16 to 24, and agreed
to adjourn from this evening till the 25th inst,.
by 23 to 19.
Mr. Buckalew rose to a privileged
question,
and spoke at considerable length, bitterly commenting on the proceedings of the House in
reference to the Senate.
Mr. Sumner defended the House, and read
an article from the New Fork World
proposing to buy the votes of the Senators on imwho
have
a
but
short
time to serve.
peachment
Mr. Doolittle said that in view of its language the request of the House oould not be
regarded as a mere question of committee.
The debate was continued at great length.
Mr. Sprague moved to adjourn, which was
disagreed to.
Mr. Sumner moved that when the Senate
adjourn it be till Thursday next, which was
tions

agreed

to.

Mr. Doolittle offered a resolution as a substitute, which the Chair decided was not germaine to that under consideration.
Mr. Doolittle modified his resolution, which
was also disagreed to.
The question was then taken on the pending
resolution, to furnish the House with a reoord
of the proceedings of the two last days of the
impeachment trial. No quorum voted—yeas
19, nays 6.
Mr. Conness moved that the Sergeant-atArms be directed to bring in the absentees.
The Sergeant-at-Arms then went in quest of
the absentees.
Mr. Sumner thought there was no use sitting here, a id at 6 o’clock the Senate adjourned
until Thursday.

House.—Bills and resolutions introduced—
By Mr. Poland—For construction of act of
March 18, 1863, for the collection of abandoned
property and for prevention of frauds in insurrectionary districts, which was referred to the

committee on revision of laws.
By Mr. Robinson—A proposition amendatory of the Constitution of the United States
that no person except citizens of the U. S.
shall be eligible to the office of President,
neither shall any person be eligible to that office who shall not have attained the age of 35
years and be 14 years resident within the U. S.
Referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
The object is to make foreigners eligible to the

Presidency.
By Mr. Cobb—To

amend the Constitution
of the United States by declaring vacant the
offices of all judges of Supreme, Circuit and
the District Courts of the U. S. who shall have
held their offices for 8 years, and providing
that the Senate and House of Representatives
in joint convention shall elect all the judges of
the Supreme Court, and that Congress shall
prescribe the mode of electing or appointing
judges of inferior courts. Referred to the Judietary Committee.
By Mr. Donnelly—To amend the Homestead
law by providing that parties who procure cancellation of abandoned homestead entries on
fraudulent preemption entries shall have the tirst.

right to enter lands.
on public lands.

Referred

to

the ill Selves to Becure the conviction of the
President.
Mr. Stevens—Well,sir, I don’t think it would
hurt them much.
Mr. Woodward, alluding to some remarks of
Mr. Stevens, said that the desire seemed to be
to influence the Senate how to vote, and he
characterized such an effort as disgraceful and
indecent.
Mr. Schenck said the word indecent came
with a bad grace from a gentleman who had
said that Congress was of so fragmentary a
nature that it could not properly prefer articles of impeachment, and that the Senate was
not a proper
body to try impeachment.
Mr. Woodward asked leave to
reply, but it
was refused, and the resolution was refused.
At 2.30 P. M. the House went into committee of the whole on the Indian
appropriation
bill.
Mr. Maynard insisted on the reading of the
whole bill at length which the Clerk proceeded to do, but aliortly after a motion was made
to dispense with the further reading.
No quorum voted and the committee rose
and reported the fact to the House. On calling the roll 104 members answered to their
names, and further proceedings under the call
were
dispensed with, and the House again
went into committee, and the reading of the
bill was resumed and continued about half an
hour.
Finally tne committee rose ana 3lr. Loughridge introduced a preamble and joint resolution on the subject of a treaty of purchase with
Russia, which was read and referred to-the
Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Eldridge asked to be and was excused
trom service on the select
committee appointed to-day in reference to a letter to
Senator
Henderson, of Missouri, and Mr. Burr was appointed in bis place.
A message was received from the Senate at
4 o clock announcing that the Senate had
agreed to the concurrent resolution tor a recess,
to take effect Jrom
to-day.
The Speaker stated that the question would
be on agreeing to the amendment of the Senate, striking out Saturday last and inserting

MEXICO.

ing

to-day.
Mr. Ashley, of Ohio, movod that tbo

adjourn.

nillo mines,
Gen. Andrada was shot by Senor Aspirose,
a merchant of Puebla.
Maj. Aguirre, formerly of the Imperialist
army, was executed at San Felippe for acts
contrary to the law of nations, committed by
him during the reign of Maximilliau.
All the plantation property of Miramon having been seized under the confiscation law
government lias disapproved the seizure, declaring that the sentence against Miramon
does not include the confiscation of his pronerty.
The report of the attempted escape of Juarez
turns out to he a canard. It originated from
the removal of some specie in
consequence of
fours of an outbreak by the partizans of Ortega in the capital.
The Nath ual Congress has found the Govenor of the State of Jalizoo
guilty on acharge
of violating the constitution.
Congress has approved the estimates of tho
different Ministers, with some slight excel-Uons, of tho funding plan proposed bv Senor

Major,

NEW GRENADA.

PANAMA.

The

therefore,
Resolved, That the Speaker be instructed

JAPAN.
San Francisco, May 18,-Tbe
steamship
York from China and Japau is now entering the harbor. She took the place of the
Great Republic of the regular mail line. The
latter steamer, on March
23d, when in lat. 30
N., Ion. 150, broke her starboard shaft, and after reaching
Yokohoma, under sail and with
one wheel, reoaai ned
there for repairs. The
steamer New York left Hong
Kong April 19th
and Yokohoma April 28th.
Kenzeaboro, the officer in command of
Prince Bizon s troops, who ordered the
firing
on the
foreigners at "Hiogo, was executed by
order of the Mikado, in presence of one foreigner from each European legation, together
with an equal number of Japanese officials.
The soene was solernu and
impressive. The
oondemned, being of high rank, was permitted
to commit hari kari.
Before his death, he
acknowledged 1 he offence and admitted that
his trial was fair and his sentence
just, and he
advised the Japanese to hereafter treat foreigners with consideration. Foreign representatives requested the government not to
confiscate his estate according to Japanese
law, but permit it to descend to his family.
The request was granted. The next
day the
Ministers received letters of
apology from the

appoint two additional members of said committee of investigation from those members of
the House who voted against impeachmer.t.
The House by yeas 28, nitys 69, refused to
consider the resolution.
Mr. Banks, from the Committee ou Foreign
Affairs, reported a hill making an appropriation of 87,200,000 to carry out the treaty for the
purchase of Alaska.
Mr. Washburne, of Wisconsin, presented a
minority report, signed by himself and Mr.
Morgan, declaring the country alluded to of no
value to the United States, and that it is inexpedient to appropriate money for its purchase.
The bill and reports were ordered to be printed, Mr. Banks giving notice that he would not
ask for any action before the second week in
June
•Mr. Ingersoll made a brief personal explanation relative to certain
paragraphs in the
Washington correspondence to the New York
Tribune and
Herald, to the effect that he (Ingersoll) followed Trumbull and Fowler on the
impeachment question. He said a proposition
was made in the
Illinois
to send a
letter to Trumbull, with delegation
a view of influencing
bis vote for conviction or to his
withholding it
if he could nut vote for
conviction. He (Ingersoll) ob.ected to viewing such action as improper. He voted tor impeachment and I ad
never seen any reason to
change his views
There was absolutely nothing in the stories
Mr. Stevens of Pennsylvania offered a resolution requesting the Senate to send to the
House an official copy of the last two
days’
1
proceedings of the Court of Impeachment.
A very exciting debate sprung up, in the
course of which Mr. Stevens said he had no
accusation to make against Senators, but that
there had been somewhere a deep damnation
no one could
doubt, and he wanted an opportunity to see who was guilty and who was
not.
Mr. Ross—I ask the
gentleman whether
Senators yould have been justified iu perjur-
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a

large supply and light

demand.
bills. Gold

Illinois

770t9i57’S63’9,0i

The Assistant Treasurer
to-day bought $350,000
worth ot7-30s at 107}, all be could
get at that rate.
He sold
worth of Gold, and paid out $2 100
000 3 per oent, certificates and
$62,000 in currency in
redemption ol compound interest notes. The con^"^'8 *or
past three days amount to

IVIarkeu.
New Yoke, May 18.-Flour—sales 6900 bbls.;
Stale and ’Western dull and declining; superfine
State 8 40; round hoop Ohio 9 80 @ 13 0; extra Western 9 45 ® 10 30; White Wheat extra 10 75
@ 13 25;
Southern quiet and easy; sales 460 bbls.; extra 10 00
75; California easier; sales 1500 sucks at 1165
13 50, and 7500 sacks to arrive at 13 25
@ 13 50.—
heat very dull and 1 @ 2c lower;
sales26,000bush.;
Chicago Spring No. 1 at 2 41 @ 2 62; No. 2 at 2 29} <h
2 32. Corn irregular and unset!led;
sales44,000bustn;
new Mixed Western 114 @ 118 afloat; old 116
@ 1 18
in store. Oats dull and declining: sales
41,000 bush.;
Western at 86} @ 87}c In store and afloat. Bee I firm
sales 443 bbls.. Pork a shade firmer; sales 4500bbls.;
new mess 28 70 @ 28 87, closing at 28 80
regular.—
Lard quiet and heavy; sales 5’0 bbls. at 17' @ t9c.
Butter lower; Ohio 28 @ 33c; State 33 @ 35C
Whiskey quiet, cotton quiet and rather heavy; sales 2000
bales; Middling uplands 32c with some sales as low
as31}c. Rice null. Sugar firm but quiet; sales 16J
hhds. Muscovado at 11} @ 12|c; 400 boxes Havana at
12c. Codec quiet and nominal. Molasses
steady and
quiet. Naval Stores dull. Oils quiet. Petroleum
quiet and steady. Freights to Liverpool quiet; Cotton per sail 3-16d and per steamer 5-32d; Wheat
per
sail

4}d;

Corn per steamer

5}d.
New Yobe, May 18.-Wcekly Cattle market.—
Receipts 5831 Beeves, 10,950 Sheep and Lambs. 22,597

Hogs. Beef }c lowor on the week, closing quiet and
notBtrongs sales to-day 2188; quotations, extra 18}c;
prime 18c; fair to good 10} @ 17c; nferior to ordinary 15 @ 16}c. Lambs 12 @ 19c. Hogs depressed;
receipts to-day 8882; prices } @ }c lower and demand
light; corn fed 9} @ 10c; fair to good 9@9}c; light
to common 8} @ 9c.
Buffalo, N. Y„ May 16.—Freights—Wheat t
New York 14c. Flour very dull; city ground Spring
10 75 Wheat—No. 1 Spring 2 30; No. 2 do 2 20.—
Corn 100. Oats 78} @ 78}c.
Chicago, May 18.—Flour dull; Spring extias 9 87
50.
Wheat active and declined 2}@3c; sales
o. 1 at 2 07 @ 2 08; No. 2 at 1
98}@ 1 99. Corn in
good domand and declined lie; sales at 90} @ 91}c
tor No. 1 and 89 @ 90c tor No. 2; new
89}c. Oats
more active at 70jo.
Barley neglected. Provisions
very dull. Pork declined 25c; salee 2775 bbls. Lard
more active at 18c.
Bulk Meats—nothing doing.
Live Hogs dull; common declined
36@5ic. Beer
almost nominal. Freights more active and firmer;
Wheat to Buffalo 4}c and Corn 4c.
Cincinnati, May 118.—Mess Pork in demand at
28 25. Bulk Meats drifter; sales shoulders at
12}c,
held
12} @ 13c; sides held at 14} @ 15c. Bacon
firm and more doing; shoulders 13Jc; clear rib sides
16jc; clear sides 17}c, closing }c lower. Lard held at
18jc and 18}c ottered.
Memphis, May 16.—Cotton 31c for Middling. Mess
Pork 29 00.
Bacon—shoulders 14c; clear sides 16c.
Bulk shoulders 13c; clear sides 17c. Lard 19 ffi 21c.
Oats 85c. Corn 105.
Sx. Louis, Mo., May 16.-Cotton—Middling 30c.
Hemp—undressed 1 50; dressed 2 60. Corn 90 @ 93c.
Oats 80 igj 82}c.
Rye t 85. Mess Pork 28 00.“ Dry
Milt shoul lers. loose, 12}c;
rough sides ll}c, packed.
Bacon shoulders 13} @ 13}c. Lard —19c was refused
lor round lots choice ket le..
Cattle—common to
medium 5 00 @ 0 50; lbir to choice 7 00 @ 8 50, Sheep
3 00 @ 6 50.

tlO

Obleans, May 18.—Col^m quiet
Middling 301c; receipts 208 hales; sales
sugar and Molasses unchanged.
Nfw

THE HAMPTON MURDER.

14kt
800

Arm;

bales!

Foreign Markets.
Liverpool, May 18—Forenoon.—Cotton easier:
sales will not exceed 10,000 bales; prices
unchanged
California Wheat 15s 3d. Pork quiet. Lard dull*
Other articles unchanged.

Frankfort, May 18—Forenoon.—United States

5-20

a 76}.
London, May 18— Evening.—Consols 94} (5) 94} tor
money and 93} @ 934 tor account.
securities— United States 5-20’s 71} @
71}; Illinois Central shares 94}; Erie shares 45}.
—Evening—Cotton quiet; sales
10,000 bales; prices unchanged. Corn heavy. Peas
declined to 46s Cd. Other articles unchanged.

PRIZE FIGHT.

Louis, May 18.—A match for $3000 a
side, made between the Hicken champion of
English light weights and Bussy, of Chicago,
will come off in six weeks trom Wednesday
within fifty miles of St. Louis.
St.

Boston Stock Mat
Sales at the Brokers* Board,

May 18.
American Gold.
Uuited States 7-3(s, June.

WEST INDIES.

139}

BOOTS

r

I07f
107}

July.
United States 5-20s, 18C4.

SALNAVE.

Havana, May 18.—Advices from Hayti to
the 8*h says President Salnavc escaped from
Cape Haytien April 22d and made his way at
all hazards to Onaminthe, whence he managed
to reach Port au IVince. lie and Gen. Delorme
who acts as Secretory of State, the Interior,
War and Navy, had arrested many of the citizens and ordered some to be shot.
Numerous
murders and robberies bad taken place. The
stores of six American merchants had been
robbed by troops. Salnave threatened to seize
the town and burn it to ashes. At the same
time he used violent menaces to foreign consuls. Many Americans has been shot at in
their own windows and were forced to seek
refuge in the American consulate.
It is reported that President Salnave has
taken refuge in Port au Prince, and that he
reached that city with only 150 men, the balance of his army
having deserted.
Latest rumors state that he has been arrest,
ed by his own troops and delivered to CocoasEx-President Cabrial, of St. Domingo, arrived at St. Thomas on the 2d.

ml

1867.
United States Ten-tortie*.
Eastern Railroad.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.

103}
118}
113}
145

whTte^lead,

SHOES

s

Montgomery’s
4 Casco St.

White Lead ground expressly for
warrant each brand to be exactly
expressed as. Our Simon pure lead is admitted by all to be equal in
quality, purity and
wnlteness to any lead manufactured, and we are prepared to furnish any quantity at the very lowest
prices. Dealers, Painters and Consumers will do
well to consult our prices before buying.
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April
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A Card to the Public.
Being desirous of retaining MY SHARE
tail Shoe trade of Portland, 1 offer

goods

same

can

be

there-

and trom

on

date my stoock of goods at prices that
the

of

are

this

lower than

purchased at wholesale in

Boston to day. I cannot promise to duplicate them
but what I have in store to day, I will sell at prices,
of

which the following list is hut

Lady
store

sample.—Auy

a

Gentleman that ha3 purchased goods at my

or

certify

can

years, with great success.
principle diseases for which this Salve is

IS

1

THE
May

18.

d3w

Middle
Am>lv

11 properly
three times

F,^&TTF«?fVpra
Ka8e8,itUast'ured Palsied limbs,
Pfp,,J’lt has been discovered to lo
? 'y. Persons who have been afflicted Ibr years
byn 'i‘w “ppltcatons. OorERYSiPFWAof? ieTi?
ks *un,iorH,
allaying the inflamma-

lii-„„R?"6 ,he Pa,1nnt. For
CHAPPED
ir JJns'?
Let those
Yn'uRYJ*
?ur,e immediately.
with SALI
RHEUMob:aln
this Salve, and
it

apply
and they will find it invaluable.
It is good
in case oi SCROFULA and
TUMORS.—CANCERS
have been cured with it.
The best Salve ever invented tor SWOLLEN BREAST and SOKE NIPPLES. No way injurious, but sure to afford relief
SOKE or WEAk EYES—Rub it on the lids
gently
once or twice a day.
Cures deafness by putting it
iu the ears on a piece ot cotton.
For'PIMPLES
this acts like a charm.
For BURNS and SCALDS
—apply the Saive at once and it gives immediate
reliel. For OLD SORES, apply dice a
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with

Return !

Or The

Coming Woman!

1
OF
and

OUXQ

LADIES

Efir* Both play8 cast to the full strength of the
Portland Amateur Dramatic Club.*’
Tickets 50 cents each. To l>e had a Whittier’s Drug
& Senler’s, E. T. Eldeu & Co.’s, Fred
Store,.Lowell
F. Hale’s, MeI)uflue’s,
Bailey and Noyes’, and Thus,

BEWARE:

THE INJURIOUS EFECTS of Face Powdeis

Washes.

All such reined

es

(i.

the skin, and In a short time
destroy the complexion. If you would have a tresh,
healthy and
youthful appearauco, use Helmbold’s Extract

commence

at 7 3-4

o’clock.

C IT Y

Tliursdiy

Sabsapar lla.

HAL TLt

and

May
All bail

Mammoth Minstrel Troupe!
AND
r

I

*

mankind arise Irom corruption of ihe blood. Hki.miiold's Extract Sarsaparilla is a remedy of the
value.

utmost

PREPARED BY
<*-

MISS C. SAWYER

And Satisfy Yourselves!

AND PUT UP BY

Ladies9

X.

Work !

M.

BOBBINS,

Wholesale aud

lie tail

Band

Combined!

A CARD TO THE PUBLIC.
TN oiganizing this immense
combination of Ethi1. opian latent, there has been
spared no time, capltal, or trouble. This enterprise has been commenced
alter long and careful
consideration, aud with an unwavering determination to present an entertainment
to the public ot the
very first class, combining tlio
best Comedians in the
profession, with Mus cat Artists of true excellence and
legitimate ability. Asa
ol which the
management would respectfully
invite the attention of the amusement
going publi
to the names ol old established
favorite pcrtormer#“
which constitute this sj-i'pendous
okuasizatio.n.
Sir. in. Ain«J«y Mean.
Mr. A. J. Talbot,
Mr. Juatiu tfobinion.
Mt Marry ttobia.on,
Mr. U. W. ftCockfeller,
Mr. Frank
Campbell,
Mr. Walter Neville,
Mr. E. Norton,
Mr. Jas Waiters,
Mr. Jas. Wadsworth,
Mr. A. Heinchclift,
Mr. Geo. Monk,
Mr. E. War len.
Mr. T. Smith,
Mr. J. Bayer.
Mr. R. EyN)*,
Mr. J.J. Hillard.
Mr. T. Brown,
Mr, G. T. Arnold,
Mr. R. Beitram.
Mr. Wm. Reed,
Mr. Ben. Frawley,
Mr. Thos. Warburst.
Mr. Wm. Redlield.
b? the ORIGINAL NICODEr.P?.rsun
MUS JOHNSON, iho best song and dance
man, and
Ethiopian Comedian in the world.

Serge, heeled, Congress Boots,tipped, 1.25, former price 1.50.

Serge,heeled,Balmoral Boots, tipped, 1.15, former price 1.25.
Serge, Congress Boots, D, width,no
heel, 85, former price 1.00.
Serge, Double sole, Polish Balmoral, 2.75, lormer price 3.00.
Serge, Double sole, Polish Balmoral, 2.25, former price, 2.50.
Serge, Double sole, Congress, 1.76,
former price, 2.00.

Grained,Sewed

sole. Polish Balmo-

ral, 1.75, former piice 2,00.

Grained, Pegged sole,

MB. CHARLES PETTENGILL,
Aided by a Full aud Efficient Orchestra.
A Gl and Serenade by the splendid BRASS BAND
ot twelve piece,, will be
given in front ot the Hall in
the evening
Reserved Seats, 50 cts.
S-icents;
CHARLES

Druggist,

Rockland, Maine.

serge, heeled, Congress
Boots, tipped, $1, former price
$1.25.

_.

HELMBOLD’S

EXTRACT

SARSAPARILLA

Miss
Sawyer lives in the city of Rockland, Knox
County, Maine. She has devoted the best yeaig of
her life to nursing the sick, and has had more experience in the cure of obstinate Diseases, old Sores
and Ulcers, and has also been consulted in more
cases of accidents,such as Bums. Scalds and Bruises

than any other person iu New England, professional
or otherwise,
bhe »*as competed successfully with
the most able physicians in the
States, as well as
with nurses and Indian doctors.
From time to
time she has compounded remedies tor the use in
certain diseases in her own practice.
Among other
compounds she has for many years made a Salve
which soon obtained an extensive
Sale, and is
low in great demand
abroad, as well as in private families and among the hundreds of men
engaged at Rockland and
in the hazardous business of quarrying rock and burning
lime, and also
among the seamen along the coast o? Maine. So popular did it become that while it was
only put up in
old mustard bores, without labels or the
help ot advertisements, Miss Sawyer received orders for it
from nearly or quite every State in the Union. The
demand finally became so extensive that she was unable to meet it, and she made an
arrangement with
L. M. ROBBINS, a druggist of
Rockland, to take
cuargeoftlie business aud supply ike trade. The
agent is so well satisfied with the merits ot the Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for
which it is recommended, and anv on who
gives it a
trial according to directions, and is not
satisfied, is
invited to return the box, with half the contend, and
the money will be reluude 1. Full directions with
each box.

former price 2.00.

Serge, Thin sole, Polish Balmoral,
1.75, former price 2.00.
Serge Slippers, Prime, 80,
price 1.

former

Kid Slippers, 90 former price 1.

Kid, Thick sole Slippers 1. former
price 1.20.

19-ri3t_

Free

And others interested are
cordially iuvited to
of Free Let tures by

DR.

C.

12th Lecture Thursday Evening,
at 7$ o’clock, at Library
J
Koorn, Mechan-

May 21st,

ics Hall.
N. B.—Dr B will heal the sick without medicine at
Room No 23 U. S. Hotel, daily from 10 to 12 A M and
2 to 4 PM.
mayddtf

A FULL ASSORTMENT

the

Rev.

E. A. Helmershausen,,
Buck sport, Maine.

MOLASSES.

QUANTITY
tract

Helmbold’s Ex-

Sarsaparilla. The dose is small.

who desire
cine

QUALITY.

Vi.

a

Those

large quantity and large doses of medi-

ERR.

HHDS. 20 Tierces Cienfuegos Molaise*,
brig “Frank Churchill’’ very su-

■j Q()
perior.

cargo of

HHDS.

lOO
30

30

Hierro

44

130 BBLS.

Of the

Including
at

above description !

Shop-Worn and Old Style Goods

many

prices ranging from 50c upwards.

((

Gentlemen's Work.
box-toed Boots

GenVspegged,
3.50, former price
Sewed

4.00.

box-toed Boots

former price

5.00,

5.50.

Sewed, cap toe, steel shank
Boot

,

5.50, former price

300

WHO

DESIRE

COMPLEXION must

purify

BRILLIANCY
and

OF

enrich the blood,

Helmbold’s Concentrated Extract

which

44

JO.

i>
THOSE

of

Sarsaparilla invariably does. Ask for HelmbolcTs.
Take no other.

W.

May 4.

Calf, pegged, welted Boots,
4.00, former price, 4.50.

Calf, pegged,

welted Boots

4.50, former price

5.00.

Calf, pegged, tap sole Boots
4.00, former price 5.00.

Provisions & Groceries
lOO BBLS. AND TIERCES Lard,
mo TUBS Lard.
200 BBLS. Pork.
‘JO© BOXES Cheese, Factory,
a

All the

Split, Kip,

and

and double

drained, Mingle

D.

W.

May

AT A REDUCTION
CORRESPOND

WITH

THE

AB0VE-1N-

CLUDINO

Market

ALL

KINDS.

BEPAIB1 CWCr
»

At the Lowest Prices.

W.

C.

Montgomery,

4r Casco st.
May

C.

eod'2w

Great Blood

Purifier.

C. P.
S. E
L. M.

FESSENDEN,
BENSON,
ROBBINS.

1867.

I can reommend Miss Sawyer’s Salve,
I have never used so good an article.
For healing
purposes it is without an equal.
MOSES B. TIBBETTS.

[From Rev. Nathaniel Butler.]*
It is simply an act oi justice and perhaps it will7
he a tavor to the public to say that l have used
Miss. Sawyer’s Salve tor ten years, and believe it to
be a most valuable
remedy for the puiposes for
which it is recommended.
It is most effective for
animals incases where a Halve is ever used tor them.
It has proved an almost certain cure tor ordinary
scratches in horses.
1867.

We, the undersigned, have been acquainted with
Miss Sawyer for
many years, and believe her to be a
Christian lady and a skilllul nurse, and having used
her salve in our
faipilies, it gives us- great pleasure
in saying it is the best
general medicine we have ever

Capt.

Crocker and wife,Mrs Alex snow,
£?*>t,£^vid Aroes & wiieDr. E. P. Chase and wife,
Wakefield and wife,
v
^Til80n and wife, J.
Wm. Beattie and wi*e,
a c T?.*)eir*
Jacob Shaw and wife,
John S. Case and wife,
rw#
Jf,n\ball,
H. W. Wight and * ite,
w J;' ?IalJ*rd»
W. O. Fuller and wife,
Barrett,
Leander Weeks,
Thomas Colson and wife,
JJeu. Henry
Ingraham and wife.
Joseph Far well (mayor of Rockland) and with,
Andrews (P. M. oi Rockland) and wifo,
ir
l. B. Kimball and wife.
William McLoon.
informal ion, write to anv citizen ot Rockland and
they will take pleasure in rethis Truly Wouderiul Salve.
”•
Phillips & Co Wholesale Agents. Sold at
retail by all Druggists in Portland.

IV.

13

PAINE,
Square,

Market

Trimmings

AND JEWELRY,
Which he wishes the ladles to call
May 13-dlw*

HELMBOLD’S

BAILEY, Auctioneer.

PATTEN Sc

VO., Auctioneers,
OFFICE 14 EXCHANGE STREET

Positive Hale.
Morion street, Monday May 25, at 12$
on the ^premises a lot of Land, being
eighty three feet ou Marion street by about
sixty teet in depth, adjoining Cronau’s land.
Sale positive, witbot regaid to weather.

May

15-dtd

at Auction

at 11 o’clock a. m., on ne
I shall sell Horse

Saturday,
market lot, Market street,
Every
Ac.

Carriages, Harnesses,

Next

Saturday,

ONE DOUBLE HACK, almost new, good style and
in thorough repair.
F. O. BAILEY, Auctioneer.
Apl 29.

O. W.

HOLMES,
AUCTIONEER
300 Congress

Street.

BySales of any kind ot property in the City or viattended to ou tlie most favorable
terms.
October 12. dt

cinity, promptly

Office of Collector ol Internal Revenue.

District of 4tate ofiNainr

Wir*t Collection

Portland, May,

1868.

XT OTIOE is herebv given that, pursuant to the
X1 laws ot the United States relating <o Internal
Revenue, I will, by myself or deputy, attend to the

collection of taxes and special fixes assessed and
enumerated on the annual list lor 1868,and payable in
the County of Cumberland, in said district, at my
office ou Plum Street, in said city, troin Mon lay, tlie
25th day of May, 1868, to Saturday, the 6th
ay ot
June, 1868.
Aud I further give notice, that 1 w ill in like manner attentd to collecting the taxoi and
special taxes
assessed and payable in the County of York, in said
district, at the following designated times and places, viz:
SACO, at the American House, Tuesday, May 26,
1868, Horn 8 o’clock, A. M. to 1 o’clock, P. M.
BIDDEFORD, at the Biddefor-i House, Wednes27, 1868, from l o’clock, P. M. to 6 o’clock,

day^May

KEXNEBUNK,

Hotel kept bv W. A. Hall,
from 9 o’clock, A. M. to 1

at

Thursday, May 28,1868,
o’clock. I*. M.

KITTERY, at Kittcry depot, Friday, May 29, 1868
from 8 o’clock, A. M. to 10 o’clock, A. M.
SOUTH BERWICK,at the Newichawanick House,
May 29, 18G8, from 11 o’clock, A. M. to 4
o’clock, P. M.
Persons in York County,desirous ot so doing,c in pay
their taxes at this office at
any time prior to June 6,
1868, except during the time herein *| eciai'y designated for their collection elsewhere, and tax (papers
in Brunswick, can make payment at First National
Bank of Brunswick, at any time within the present
month.
Special notice -will be mailed to all persons who
neglect to nay as aforesaid, for the issuing and seivice of which a fee ol twenty ceuts will be charged, as
provided bv law.
OTThe Post Master to whom this notice is sent,
will please post this up in some conspicuous place in
his office, as required by lutcrnal Revenue law
above referred to.
NATHANIEL J. MILLER,
Collector.
May 15-d till June 6
OK AGENTS WANTED—Men or Women in
—every Township, Village and City, (or a splendid work, brim full ot*entertainment and instruction
and the best selling book in the field—Baker’h ExPLORA I ION OF THE NILE Tit BC T ARIP 8 OF ABYSSINIA.
The Nile mystery solved; the country, climate, soil, productions, natural sceneiy; habits and
customs oi the people; exciting adventures in hunt-

ing Elephants, Lions, Buffaloes, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, Ac Book Agents everywhere will find it

to their iuterest to examine this work. Specimen
Paoes tarnished. Our Canvassers are having great
Ladies sell it rupidlv and make large wages.
“Au admirable record of scientific exploration, godiscovery, and personal adventure’—A.

Book Agents Wanted
For “PEOPLE'S BOOK OF BIOGRAPHY."
JAMES PARTON, the “Prince o» Biographers,” containing 1 veso' distinguished persons of
all ages and countries. Women as well as Men. A
handsome octavo book ot over 6 >0 pages, illustra t'd
with 12 beauiilul Steel Engravings. No competition.
Agents say it selto taster than any book ihey ever
sold. Terms liberal. Send tor desciiptive circular.
A. S. HALE & CO., Hartford, Conn.
April 23. d&w8w 18

City of

JACOB McLELLAN,
ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
». V. LEAVITT,
JAMES NOYES.
GEO.

Sarsaparilla

and examine.

pairs

Elias Mnuntthrt and 16 others have
petitioned the City Council to lay out a new
Street or Public Way in this city,—beginning on
Fore street near the foot of Chatham Street and
running to Franklin street, and whereas said petition was refcxred by the City Council, May 11th 1868,
to the undersigned, for them to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all persons [interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of ttbe city
Council on laying oul new streets, will meet to hear
the
aud view the proposed way on the twenday of Mav 1*68, at five o’clock in the utternoon, at the foot of Chatham St., and will then and
there proceed to determine and adjudge whether theconvenience requires said street or way to be
aid out.
Given under our hands on this fitteeuth day ot
May A. D. D68.

WHEREAS,

parties
ty-third

fiubllc

DU-

MONDAY, may 18th.
Will be up tor about teu days.
J. PENNELL,

District

To Boot and Shoe Dealers.
received

a

snpoaranco,

PURGING

wise, and is taken by ADULTS and CHILDREN
with perfect SAFETY.
TABLE-SPOONFULLS ot the Extract ot

Sarsaparilla, added lo a pint of water, It equal to tho
Drink, and one bottle is equal to a gallon of the Syrup ol Sarsaparilla, or ihe decoctions as

Lisbon Diet

;de.

INTERESTING LETTER is published in the

Medico-Chirurgical Review,

subject of the

the

on

Extract of Sarsaparilla in certain

jamin Travers,

R. S., <Src.

F.

affections, by BenSpeaking of those

diseases and diseases arising from the excess of
cury, he sta’es that

no

mer-

remedy is equal to the Extract

Of Sarsapanlla; its pouter is extraordinary, more so
than any other drug I am acqu tinted with. It is, in
the strictest sense,

a

tonic

few

with this invaluable atri-

bute, that it is applicable to a state of the system so
sunken, and yet so irstable as renders other substances
Of the tonic class unavailable or injurious.

Middle

mayl5-<llw

CONCKNTBATED

E. B. WADSWORTH,
TAILORENS,
310 Congresg tit, up sluir.s,
OPPOSITE
may 13

MECHA

Pacific Mills
California Flour.
SACKS
oi

halves,

Chemist,

lySold by Druggists everywhere.
Feb

91.95

per

20-eodiSfceowly

bottle,

or

ot Ibis famous brand

O’Hvlou,

Just received and for sale

Pierce &

jgggj&>

0

for

00

50.

)

Way 19th, at 4

P.

I»|.,

lor the choice ot Directors for the ensuing year, and
to acton any other business that may legally come
betorc them.
W. II. STEPHENSON, Clerk.

jld

Portland, May 5,1866.

Notice.

Co.,

lltf

VTOTICE is herebv given to all parties interested,
i-V that I he .Joint Standing Committee ot the Ciiy
Council on streets, will meet on Cumberland st, on
the 19th day of May. 1868, at 3 o’clock p tt, to establish the grade of said street on each sine ot Pearl
Street.

Also will meet
Pore Street, at 4 o’clock
to
Dr. W.R. Johnson,
the grade of said street from Centre to
establish
Cross Street.; and
establish the
Cross Street
on

p. m

on

grade ot said street

DENTIST,

Second House from H. H. Hay's Apothecary Store.
09F~Ether administered when desired and thought
advisable.
jy22eodtt

home.

from Fore

to

Commend .1 Street.

Qrder Committee.
RUSSELL LS.WIS, Chairman.
Portland, May 15, 1868. dtd

Grist Mill tor Sale.
well known Grist Mill situated in Cape Flixa
Also ;;o feet ot
now in running order.
and 20 teetof2incb shading with
For
teinis
and
thrlher
particulars apply
pullies.
No. 40 Danforlli St.
at the Mill, or
Portland, April 24, 1868. eotlrf

THEleth

EUREKA!

leaving

to

Per

O0lce No. 13 Id free Street,

2|Inchshutting

No

drugs used to injure the constitution.
For further information enclose
stamp tor circular
to
MRS. M. E. COX. M. D.,
may!8-dl
Me.

w*__Portland,

the office

Architects, until the itftb
instant, tor the tinishi.ig ot tuejinterior of the First
Baptist Meeting House.
_,*orfurther iuiormation inquire at their office.
First National Bank buildl g.
Portland, May 18, 1868.
,Uw*
~

A Card.
longer in the employment of the Horse
Railroad Company, 1 shall be pleased to see rnv
irfcuds at my Shoe Stork, 132 Middle Street, where
1 shall c ontinue the purchase of Mutilated thirrencu
or it not too badly torn will take it in exchange tor
Bools and Shoes.
M. G. PALMER.
February 4. eodtt

BEING

Office,

Falmouth,}

ou

by

152 Commercial Street,

April 28,1868.

Goods.

Casco Iron Company.
h. reby norpHE Stockholders of Ibis Company arowill
be held
1 liHed tint! heir Annual Meeting
at the office of W. H. Stephenson, Treasurer, No. 34

Flour, which gave such universal

satisfaction last year,

...

Now 6,l,e«,fc

Collector’s
Portland &

of

TIE80 1V

Qrh/"hfh

on

out

Portland, May. 9, 1868.
)
fTUIE following described merchandise having been
1 forfeited (or violation of the Revenue Laws ot the
United States, public notice of said seisuies having
been given, and ne claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at public auction, at the
office of the United States Appraiser, 198 Fore street,
on Wednesday, June 3d. 186*. at 11 o’clock A. M.4 Bottles Brandy, 5 Bottles Brandy, 1 Bottle Rum,
300 Cigars, 400 Cigars, Lot (about 100 lbs) old Juuk,
2 Bbls. Molasses, 3 Bags Nugar. 2 Bottles Brandy,
3 Jugs Cordial, 2600 Cigars, 4700 Cigars, 18 Prs.
Woolen mittens, 1 11 If Bbl. Molasses, 1 Bbl Molasses,
300 Cigars, 375 Cigars. 2 Packages Playing Cards.
ISRAEL WASHBURN. JR., Collector.
dtd
Portland, May 9,1867.

Exchange Street,

cmllrnu*

Proposals.

594 Broadway) 8. T.

Prise

HALL,

Proposals will be received at
S£\LE£
k- Newcomb & Son..

BY

HELMBOLD,

more

ICS’

PORTI.iNl

Established upwards sf 18 yrs.

Druggist and

FAI.MEB.

trouble and expense ol

EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA !

T.

Street.

II

EUREKA!

II.

quality

Wouseu A (Hieted witla IHaplaced I icnin
“Behold I bring you glad tidings of great joy.'*
VOU can be restored to health. Yes, by a simple
A method
you can cure yourselves, and that without the

HELMBOLD’S

PUEPABED

Ladies’ extra

cases

For sale at wholesale, at

tho tvi ettects of mercury and removing all
taints,
the remnants of DISEASES, hereditary or other-

m

..
'»>!■>«

of Forfeited

Chairman Co. Commissioners.

13S

AN

Sale

Extra High Cut Button Boots,

and Skin !

TWO

Comioiltei

May 16 dtd

on

13-d3w

on

oat

New Street..

[

re

May

Ulcerative
of the
nud

the

U*‘"K

JACOB McLELL AN,
1
ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
J V. LEAVITT,
JAMES NOYES,
I
GKO. H. CHADWICK. J

the Couutv Com miss oners, the PortBYland Fore River
Bridge, will be taken up tor

and
Throat, Nose, Eyes, Eyelids, Scalp JUST

disfigure

...

l

Concentrated Fluid Extract

so

~

Committee

H.CHAD\VlCK.

May 16-dtd

Order ot

Which

Cortland.

Wm. H. Strout& al. have petitioned the City Council to lay out and ac. ept
Garden Lane as a Public Street, aud whereas said
petition was re/erred by the city Council, May lltb,
1808, to the undersigned, tor them to consider and
act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all persons interested
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear
the parties and view the proposed way on the twenof May 1868, at four o’clock in the afterty-third
noon, at the corner) of Middle street and Garden
Lane, ami will then and there proceed to determine
and adjudge whether the public convenience requires said street or way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this fifteenth day of
May A. D. 1868.

Notice.

HIGHLY

used:—

Rev. E. F Cutter,
Hon. N. A. Burpee,
Rev, W. o. Holman,
Francis Cobb,
dosePh Bulloch,
John T. Berrv,
J;ev*
Rev. George
Wm. H. Titcoinb,
Pratt,
Gen. J. P.
Cilley and wife,Mrs Charles Snow,
J.

F. O.

«£• M.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

for families and institutions.
For
LOWELL & SENTER.
64 Exchange Street.

use

Dress

usually

[From Moses B. Tibbetts, Jefferson, Me.]

April 29, d3i

CO.

Agent for the Odriwa, Collapsing .Hkirf,
Has just received a splendid assortment of

enwi

We, the undersigned have sold more ot Miss Sawyer’s Salve, within the last six months than any
other kind. Parties who have tried it speak in very
high praise of its excellent virtues.

on

day

Batteries,

AND

A%

[From John G. Dillingham, Freeport, Maine )

^^“fntling

mayUdtd

Philosophical Instruments t

No.

its merits as a healing,
of Salt Rheum or lnfium-

JOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

and Galvanic

may4dt>m

to

This is to certify that I had a tumor on my face.
It was there about throe years
It kept increasing
in size, till 1 was advised to try Miss Sawyer’s
S*1ve. 1 bought a box and carried it with me, and
every time I thought of it I would rub the tumor
with the Salve, aud before 1 used one box the tumor

Ifyoutloaire

TRUE &

Magnetic

ation.

Camden, Nov. 15,

Prices!

!-d3w

the beat in
sale by

EradicaleiEnptire

NATH’L BUTLER.

BOY’S & YOUTHS’ GOODS

is the

can

highly.—

BROGANS & SHOES,

EXTRACT

CONCENTRATED

SARSAPARILLA,

1868.
Miss Saw-

Mole,

BOOTHS,

TO

HELMBOLD’S

[From Rev. W. If. Crawford and wife, East Corinth

REV. W. II. CRAWFORD.
JULIA A CRAWFORD.

Auction

ital Stock of the Second National Hank in this city,
belonging to the estate ot the late Robert Hull.
JOHN T. HULL, Admiinstrator.

Electro Medical Instruments.

[From Mr & Mrs. fVm. 11, Kendall, Freeport, Me.]
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stands pre-emiaent for almost all the aches and pains

Rockland, Oct. 12,

large stock of

For sale at the

used in many cases. I consider it
superior article, and well worthy the confidence of
those requiring such a reined v.
R. RICHARD CLAY, M. D.
Boston, Dec. 10th, 1807.

cheerfully
testimony
soothing Salve iu all cases

Public

WHEREAS,

GROCERIES,

Lowest

ully

entirely disappeared

& CO.

TRUE

d3w

and

a

we

at

BY

Western Extra Floor,
In store and for sale by

CHOICE

[From Dr. R. Richard Clay, Boston, Mass.]
This is to certify that I have known Miss Sawyer’s
Salve tor more than five years, and of its having

beir

be sold

Thursday, May ‘.list, at 12 M, at Merchants’ Exchange in Portland, Twenty-seven shares in the Cap-

HALL’S

This may certify that we have used
yer’s Salve” in our family eight years and

license from the Hon.

a very attractive form, and is as enas a romanc -."—boston Journal.
O. D. CASE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
May UdlwA w3w

other brands) of our own manufacture.
200 BBLS. st. Louis Floor,

qf

the human family are afflicted with. For Rheumatism, Lame Joints, Nervous Headache, it gives instant relief
We have used ir for several years, and
find it an unfailing remed for burns, sciIds, sore
salt
throat,
rheum, swelled joints, &c., &c. We
clieerfullv recommend it to the public as being persafe
ami
good for many more aches than we
fectly
have mentioned.
MR. & MRS. WM. R. KENDALL.
Freeport, March 17, 1867.

a

«or
cause to

tertaining

1300 BBLS. Paris mil Is Floor (Diamond and

Maine.]
East Corinth, Feb. 19,

Calf, pegged, welted Boots,
3.00, former price 3.50.

do.

very

BY-

[ From S. M. Stetson qf' Freeport, Maine]
Freeport, March 20, 18C5.
I hereby testify that M iss Sawyer’s Salve has cured
a swelling on my heel qf several years'
standing. I
gladly recommend it to the public as an invaluable
rome iy lor swelling and lameness ot anv kind.
S. M. STETSON.

6 00.

scriber will

success

d3w

January 25, 1867.

success

Administrator'* Hale.
Judge ot
tbeCouutv of Cumberland, the subPURSUANT
Probate

TRUE & CO. graphical
“It is issued in

W.
4.

superior.

do.
do.
do.

FLOUR.

This certifies that I have used Miss Sawyer's
Salve ami consider it superior to any other. I cheerfully recommend it to all in want ot a good Salve.
E A. HELMERSHAUSEN.

been

very

lu store and for sale by

OF

Misses and Children's

ITIorenn,

Magna Ifluitcovado
Clayed
Triuidad

44

May

now

---9%-

BC

The following are a few selected from the multitude of recommendations in the possession of the

[From

BENNETT,

Mlserieordia Institute,Now Haven,Conn,
healing by laying on hands, aud collateral topics,
scientific, medica1, relig ous, etc, iilustrntou by
a Chart of the Universe.

Yours, &c., ELIZBETH COOMBS.

Kid, Thin edge Slippers, “Prime,”
1.10, former price 1.20.

attend

Director ol

Recommendations.

it to be all and even more than y u recommend it to
be. We have had it in the family 5 or 6 years, and I
have used it for everything and can truly say we
have never found its equal. I use it for weak back
and it nets like a charm. Mr Coombs has had a Fever Sore on his leg for thirty years and would be a
cripple to-day if he had not found a remedy in your
Salve. It keens it healed, ami takes out the inflammation, proud flesli, and swelling, an 1 does for him all
that he can ask. I can recommend it for a
good
many things you have not, lor 1 use it for everything.
I consider it invaluable in a family. If you can
put
this testimony together, and it can bo of serviee to
you, you are welcome.
You can send me large boxes it you please, and a
few little ones. I can dx> better with the large ones.

c.

Sale.

t > a Iteeuae rrom the null
0l
PURSUANT
I
Probate tor tlie eounty ot CuiuberlanJ. Juuee
ibe subTiber will cause to be void at public auction on
We Inesday. May 20th. at thiee o’clock p m at the
Soap and Candle Factory, on Green street,’sundry
goods and chattels belonging to the estate ot Robert
Hull, deceased, as toll >ws: Abou 3:iU0 lbs. Tallow
and Grease, 44 boxes
Candles, Candle Boxe->. Caudle
moulds, old iron, Iron Kettles, Barrels and Boxe-,
Wood, old Carts and .Sleds, Hay, Desk, Chests, sundry articles of Furniture, «&c.. ®c Terms cash.
JOHN T. HULL, Administrator.
F. 0. BAILEY,
M1,.
mayUdtd
Auctioneer.

Friday,

on

D.

Agent.
[From Mr8. Elizabeth Coombs, Brunswick.)
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
Miss Sawyer.—I received
your letter last evening
and was very glad you concluded to let me take vour
Salve. I think I can do well with it, and it will be
quite an accommodation to my husband, as he cannot get along without it. He has tried everything
else and has never tound anything that healed his
leg as that Salve of yours, and we have both found,

Lecture.

a course

M

1.50

May

INVALIDS

vicinity

moral, 1.50, lormer price 1.75.

Grained, Pegged Congress,

....

cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigor of
health into the system, and purges out the humors
that make disease.

Polish Bal-

Grained, Pegged Balmoral, 1,25,to
1.50, former price 1.75.

r*ETTENGILL
Manager.
SCOTT
Director of Amusement,.
WM.D. RICHFIELD
Agent.
Agent.

M. AINSI EY

Who is Miss Sawyer ?

•■hull sell the valuable lot of land
nearly opposite the house known as the Vurnuiu
house,on Pleasant
Street, and running through to Danforth Street.
lot is about twenty leet front on botn
eu» and
win be sold in one or two lots, as desiriu the ceutre of the city wheie
^XM* an Interest as in any portinn ni
clty* leriuK very easy and made known
•itmle
P*
BAILEY, Auct’r.
May 13. dtd

Horses, Carriages, &c.9

0BARLEY PITTENGILUB

NOT A KEW of the worst disorders that affect

great saving is made by taking large box.

Valuable Lot Oi Laud at Auction.
TUESDAY, May 19>h, at 3 o’clock P. M.,1

on

Friday Evenings,

monster Brass

Au0“oue'r-

*

o’clock
LAND
about

At ««, 1HUH.
the coming ofihe
CongmH ofMtar*.
SI

Measure., Meut Block,
PKKKY, Deputy Slierltt.

Portland, May

way18td

of

PUT UP IN BOXES AT

each.

t N.

Luring.

Performance

close up the pqres

day.

$1.00

tnvelope., buttons, Fancy
A1?’
Also
Scales, Store

to

Fob Horses and Cattle.—‘For Sores or bruises
Horsei or Cattle this Salve is invaluable, and
has astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses,
l'his Salve has worked its own wav into
notoriety,
and is a safe and sure
remedy lor all the above ailments.

and

Brconjn, Tub?, Brushes, Nut-

OoSd*
Ooods,
*KC'

applause)

THE SPIRIT OF ’70,

on

CALL & SEE THE GOODS I

*

WM. H. JERttLS.

ast!

Itch, Dealness, BoPs, Ring-worms
acheS’s^reSNl,lni8,!C,8{>CRcel's’ Too«>ache, EarItch ’s?abl ir„N ,PV,,e8’., Pa,dness, Swollen Breasts,
nothing, Chapped Hands, Scalds,
S liRilWY’1
CTOUp’ Cracked Lips, and Sores on
children

A

Cellar Stone for Sale.

to

HYLL,

followed by the highly successful prophetic
drama, (which was receive 1 last week with enthusi-

s

on

*21rHona*Prorerty,
kifar<J1’4

Administrator's

commence

Public

highest bidder, on TUESDAY

A. D. 18tW, at 10 o’clock A. M
at the auction room of F. O.
Bailey, No. 109 Fore Street, in
•'ortlaud, iu said County of Cumberlaud, the followto wit:
Molasses, Kerosene
ou
°“eo fea» Tobaeco, spices. Saleratus,
Pi<
Sauce. ltainiiis, Pork, hard and soft
som»

nrniwrtJf, fltu.ated

PETERS,

Paul’s

writ and will be sold at

\TTACHKIj
Auction,

May 19th,

.t:'® ,Ba‘d

Benefit

To be

«

*

Eyes, Barber

an.
on a
to the

ON

may 19dlt

will
domestic drama ot

charming

re

CORRECT!

i?waJ\3,acJ

stone in the cellar on the corner of
and Franklin Streets will be sold low.

usual.

as

CITY

assistant ot the greatest value.

Rheumatism, Piles,
!=dto bllhl dns,
lever
SoSs UpS. S‘iif «beum, Sprains, Borns,
Fvef rJX, tJ k Pimples, Erysipelas, Sore

25cts, SOcts.

ISLong Wharf, that their

blockaded Miragaone.
CaracaB advices to April 22(1 says the situation is gloomy and threatens the ruin of the
I

an

used
sick, for

the

liearlv twemv
n
1 lie

Reduction in Prices!

OF

|

etc.,

propt

is

By special despatch from Santiago de Cuba I
learn that assistance has been sent trom Jamaica
to Hayti. The British steam gun boat Phccbe
<r?<>03e
had gone to the assistance of the American
Minister at Portau Prince. Later advices from
Port au Prince are to 12th. The whole counProprietors
purchase part
rt> unconnected with store lots,
tV^^a«re8 111
ua*i* ^ Dead
try is reported to be in arms against Salnave, i otherwise
called
the
and merge
Heads,”
b
The revolution in the
Gonaivcs.
same
in
said
wharf.
excepting
North has been successful under lead of Genany ?tlie,r, business appertaining
to said wl art that may
erals Vissage, Sayet and Cacos. The entire
legally come before them at
said meeting.
South is now in arms against the government.
J. H. WEBSTER C,erlc’
Clerk
At Jacmel merchants and shop-keepers are
Portland, May 18,1868. d7t
closing their stores. The National forces

ACTRESS.

CumjucrlAXD,

AT

Sarsaparilla Is

ok

the following

that

CO.,

of Portlind
Annual Meeting will be
held at the Counting Room of D. T. Chase, No. 9 on
said wharf, on Mondav, the first day of June next,
at 2 o’clock P.
M., for the following purposes, viz.:
10
a
Moderator, Clerk, &c., a* also a Standing Wharf Committee, and such other Committees
as may be
requisite to manage the affairs of the
wharl for the
ensuing \ ear.
**
tbe
or all
°J®ee
will

“rices,

Helnbold's Highly

ireely,

Notice.
hereby given to the Proprietors

JAMAICA.

Concentrated Extract

»“•*&

8ft8ct’ «>»»•>"*•

annliai1 "Rnh1!?1110
Cnrewith
P?eunlat,8m
ltub it
well
the band

our

WHOLESALE DRLGG1MTN,
Nos. 46 Ac 49 Middle Street, Donnells Block.

and

SAWYER, who has
i^r?parodb5,MISS
axtensiva treatment of

a sure rem-

us

AMERICAN MINISTER SENDS FOR ASSISTANCE.

change)

a

fl
)

applied,

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.’S
WE Have
and
what it Is

YOUNG

MISS

THE SPRING MONTHS, the system natur-

ally undergoes

Lave a salve combining soothing and
ent
iaJr® Pr°Perlies, with nodangerous Ingredii " h"1!R ''and for the many pains and
bruises to which the flesh Is heir.
Is mmaJ JR
iby aPPlieJ th in many oiher remedies,
ifm

—

Wholesale Drug Store.

IN

JL. V E J

pain^hoviever'fevere?

-AT

Oil,
Paints and Tarnishes.
AT

the Protean Farce
Entitled

The Entertainment

Linseed
—

J aek,

Wednesday Evening, May

106

Bates Manuiacturing Company.
Androscoggin Mills.

Hollister and his attaches had had an intevew with Salnavc and General
Delorme. They
demanded protection but were received defiand
with
their
American
antly,
Minister at once
sent a despatch to Havana for some American
men-of-war to go to his assistance. He also sent
to Jamaica for a British war steamer. There is
intense anxiety here on account of this news.

Republic.

MISS SAWYER’S

-AND

1072

**

trained horse AUUOKA.

Complimentary

Domestic

*14

Evening, May 10th.
ol

lair

$300,000

Exeter, May 18,—Josiali L. Pike was arraigned to-day for the murder of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Browu. Ho pleaded guilty to both
charges. He appeared nervous and downcast.
A large crowd was present.

PROM

8 per cent with

118}@119; Michigan Southern, 86}@8.J;

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

SENT

@

Central, 146} @ 147; Cleveland & Pittsburg, 84} @
84}; Toledo. 103} % 106; Rock Island, 94} ffi 95}; Chicago & North Western, 661 @66}}; do preferred, 77
@77}; Fort Wayne, 107 @ 107}; -Missouri 6’s, 90}.
Mining shares heavy; Gregorv285.
The receipts at the Sub-Treasurv to-day amount1>aj'me“,s ®6.‘J65.£r25; balance $101,-

THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

BRITISH GUN-BOAT

New Vork Stock and Money Market.
New Yoke, May 18—6 P. M.*—Money very easy at

Sterling Exchange quiet at 110 tor prime
Bteady, closing at 139} @ 139}. Governments higher,
closing strong at the advance. Henry Clewes & Co.
tarnish the iollowing 4.30 quotations:—Coupon 6’s
1881, 114} @114}; do 5’s 1802. 109} @109i; do 1864
107} @1071; do 160S, 107} @107}; do n?w, 109} @
103{; do 1867,109} @ 110; 10-40’s 103} @ 103}; 7-30’s,
107} @ 107}.
Stocks heavy and lower. The tallowing are 5.30 tignres:—Canton 90}; Adams’ Express, 57}@57}; Pacific Mad, 90} @90}; N. Y. Central, 128} @ 128};
Erie, 68} @68}; Erie preferred, 74} @73; Hudson,
13i}@137}; Reading, 90} @91; Michigan Contra!,

ILLINOIS.

THE

Tuesday

^e-engagement the elebrated Equestrienne
miSS KATE FISHER

Hr* Miss Kate Fisher in both pieces.
GRAND FAiTIlLl MATINEE MATCH
DAY AFrEH\0«.\.
6=^* Box Sheet open from 10 A. M. till 1PM.

Ladies’

COMMERCIAL.

SALKS.

Sheriff's Sale.

Hall.

...

A«™'.

THE

Mikado’s government.

MISSOURI.

to

has gone to Bogota
council of the prelates of the

New

opeaiter.

VIOLENT CONDUCT OF

Bishop of Panama

to assist at the
L'liurcn.

AUCTION

JOHN MUBKiY
W. R. DRBr'
CHARLE JAWING.

Eques:ri»nDireet >r,

And

»

Late advices from New Grenada
report that
Ouseliaro Rivero had pronounced
Vjen.
the government, and a movement was against
on foot
to revolutionize the province of
Antioquia.

1

Lessee and Manager,

Hands onie

YUCATAN.

The Governor of Yucatan has
pardoned all
persons who took part in the recent rebellion
whose tank was not below the
grade of

Peering

Theatre,

Helhoold’s

o!

use

and her

A sub-pension of §10,000 has been
granted
to the peaceful Indians at Cuahnila.

ESCAPE OF PRISONERS.

BEAUTIFUL

by

Romero.

CALIFORNIA.

entertainments.

Concentbateo Extract Sarsaparilla.
It removes blaek spots, pimples, moth patches,
and all eruptions of the skin.

Legislature of Zacatecas has appropriated §200,000 to aid in working the Pres-

Mr. Ashley then withdrew the motion.
Mr. Butler informed the Chair that ho had a
privileged motion to submit.
The Speaker stated that there was now a
privileged motion before the House ou concurring in the amendment of tho Senate to a resolution for a reoess,
Mr. Butler said he desired to state his reasons why the House should
not concur. He
remarked that in the investigation with whioh
the managers were charged it
might beoome
necessary, and that it was now necessary to
have the action of the House in
compelling
the attendance ot witnesses. For this
reason
it will be quite
necessary that the House should
be in session to enforce its
process. There
have been, I have
authority to say, aots of recursaucy ou the part of witnesses that came
near
making it necessary to have them brought
before the House, and there has been
by one or
two witnesses such a desire to
escape from the
investigation, that I think it ncessary to have
the House in session. I am now instructed
by
tho managers to report a resolution
for the
purpose of bringing before them a witness who
the order of the House.
Mr. Robinson—I rise to a
question of order,
I object to all this. (Cries of
“order.”)
Speaker—The gentleman lW>m New York is
himselt out of order. The gentleman from
Massachusetts has not trausgressed the rule.
He has limited himself to the reason
why the
House should not
adjourn,
Mr. Allison moved that the concurrent resolution be laid on the table.
The motion was agreed to without
division,
and the Senate was notified of the fact.
Mr. Butler then offered a resolution,
reciting
that Chas.
Wolley, of Cincinnati, had been
subpoenaed to appear before the Managers, and
had in contempt of power of the House left
the city, and directing that a warrant be issued
commanding the Sergeaiit-at-Arins to arrest
and bring him to the bar of the House to answer for
of its authority.
contempt
The reading
q1 the subpmua and itsendoisement showed that it was
signed not by the
Speaker and attested by the Clerk of the
House, but was signed by Mr. Bingham, chairman, and attested by the clerk of the Managers; also that it was served on the witness at
Willard’s Hotel at 4 o’clock
yesterday,
Mr. Holman made a point of order on the
fact that the subcepa was not
signed by the

New York, May 18.—The Commercial’s dispatch from Chicago says the New England and
nearly all the Western delegations have reached here, and a very large lobby from New York.
All State delegates so far arrived have held
caucuses and close personal consultations.
There is no question about the nomination of
Grant by acclamation. The chief interest turns
upon the nomination for the Vice Presidency.
A disposition is manifested to
give the Vice
Presidency to Fenton, so
to conciliate that
State and win it hack from
Hemooracy next
fall, There is a division of opinion, however,
among New York Republicans, and a strong
opposition to his nomination from that State
has nipped the Fenton movement, aud the
New York delegates after casting him a complimentary vote will take up a stronger man.
Mr. Colfax’s chances are increasing m consequence of the result of impeachment, which
has demoralised the
supporters of Mr. Wade.
The oontest will probably
rest betweeu him
and Mr. Wilson. The views of Gen. Sickles
are
anxiously looked for us representing the
latest conclusions of party mauagers at Washington. Gen. Sickles will probably be chosen
chairman of the convention. The feeling in
relation to the President's acquittal is verybitter, and the acquitting Republican Senators
severely denounced. The more cautious Republicans are trying to prevent the adoption of
auy impeachment plank in the platfoi m, which
is being urged by the radicals.
Second Dispatch.—A special to the Commercial Advertiser from Ohioago says:
The attendance is
rapidly increasing. Over
5000 strangers have arrived since this morning.
The contest for the Vice Presidency is increasing and is the absorbing topic. Candidates are
also increasing. On the first ballot the contest
will be between Colfax, Wilson, Hamlin aud
Wade, 0. C. Van Zandt, of Rhode Island,
has the best chance for permanent President
of the convention. Gen. Sickles, who had the
inside track, has withdrawn and will preside
over the soldiers’convention to-morrow. There
is a
^reat deal of discussion as to the proprieof passing resolutions to excommunicate
ty
the Republican Senators who voted to acquit
the President, but the more prudent counsels
will probably prevail.

CLEAR SMOOTH SKIN and

COMPLEXION fallows the

The Slate

Committee

Mr. Eggleston offered a resolution providing
for a select committee to investigate the circumstances connected with the recent letter of
the Missouri Representatives to Senator Henderson, and whether it was written to corrupt
or improperly influence his decision. &c. Sir.
Eggleston stated that he introduced the resolution at the request of the Missouri members,
and he desired not to be appointed on the committee.
Mr. Paine moved to table the resolution. Rejected, 15 against 83.
The resolution was then adopted.
The Speaker appointed Messrs. Schofield,
Lawrence of Ohio, Eldridge, Coburn and Ferris on the committee.
Mr. Boyer introduced a resolution that
Whereas, the managers of impeachment
have been by a resolution of the House converted into a committee to investigate whether improper or corrupt influences have
been
made to effect the determination of the Senators upon the articles of
impeachment, and,

A

uarmen Island.

journ,”

The Speaker sustained the point of order,
and said that all subpoenas to be
legal, so that
any person could be brought to the bar of the
House uoder them, had, by the uniform
usage
of the House, to be signed
by the Speaker aud
attested by the Clerk.
After the matter had beeu discussed at considerable length, seriously and facetiously,
by
Messrs. Butler, Robinson, and
others, on the
assurance of Mr. Stewart that the
alleged recusant witness had
really gone to Baltimore,
had returned, was now at Willard’s
Hotel,
and had no intention of
disobeying the subMr. Butler withdrew his resolution.
Mr. Farnsworth, remarking that the
objection to the recess having been removed, he'
would move to suspend the rules so as to take
up again the concurrent resolution fora recess.
The House refused to suspend the
rules, and
at a quarter before 5 o’clock adjourned.

MISCELLANEOUS,

_

the
inst.
The report of the
capture of Gen. NegAitt©
was premature.
The national troops were still
m pursuit of the
rebel leader and the remnant
of his forces.
The diligence between Vera Cruz and Orizaba had bceu stopped by brigands and the
passengers robbed.
Tranquility had been restored inlthe State of
Sinaloa. The pacification of the State of Guemero was still doubtful.
The bandit chieftain Juarez was executed on

A vote on the motion was
being taken, when
Mr. Butler moved across the hall towards Mr.
Ashley's seat saying iu a hurried and anxious
manner: “Withdraw that
motion; don't ad-

San Francisco, May 36.—Forty-five prisontbe guard house at Fort Point,
of the harbor of San Francisco, made their their escape last night without
detection through a port hole in the second
story of tbe fort, by letting themselves down
with ropes which they had manufactured out
of their blankets.
The leading business men of this city have
organized an association for protection against
fraudulent bankruptcy.

MlSCEIjliAHijioUs.

_

Tulancingo.
Velez,
The vomito was raging at Vera Cruz, even
old inhabitants dying.
Havana, May 18.—The steamship Nevada,
from ' era Cruz, has arriveed, on her
way to
rS1*' °he brings Vera Cruz dates of
12th
near

House

ers confined in
at the entrance

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.
New York, May 18.—An Havana special to
the Telegram, dated the 18th, states that advices have heen received from the city of Mex
ico of the 7th, and Vera Cruz of the 10th inst
The anniversary of the victory over the
French was celebrated on the 5th inst, with
considerable pomp.
Several robberies and kidnapping of wealthy
citizens were reported.
Negrette’s forces had again been defeated

Annual

Mesting.

Annunl Meeting ol the Share holders ot ilia
New England Telegraph Co will meet.at the
Western Union Telegraph oflieo in Portland, on
Tuesday the 26 of May 1868, at 10 o'clock A. M.
ISAAC W. EATON. Secretary.
may 8-d2w*

THE

U. ». Receiving »hip Aftoehwny.
»l>u«»LI, Seamen. Firemen. Marines and Boy’
lifted on he Alleghany at Baltimore''•*
valuable
lis bom 1861 to P65. will receive
S. ** allex, .0
or calling on
tion

A

£?"“{**
Inlornia^

by addressing
Court street, Boston,

iiiy 2—sod3w_

no

Notice.
rnHF

-.uiUoiltvo' Ira Winn as Agent lor the uovaaed ou .he tourth day °f July, A.

T denilgned

V■ tseB'

Mayl8 eodlw

EZRA CARTER,

_WANTED_

INSURANCE.

Boarders Wanted.

SYNOPSIS OF RETURN OF THE

TWO

accommodated

be

can
or three een'lctnen
a
with room, and board in
A.
Address
site
rar
site the
me Park.

family
pnjato
P. REED,

Box 1953.

post office

Reference

required.

Ot

maylOtt

Wanted!
May

MAKERS,jat

3FM*St>eet.

office

CONGRESS

351 1-2

Between Oak and

STREET,

Green Street*,

Employers ! Giris ! Men ! Boys!
Agents! Everybody!

AND
we

“W*E STILL L I V li , ”
having spared no pains in advertising, &c.,
have daily arriving by the St John boats,
ot first rate

j

[

I

received lor interest,
Income received fiom other sou:ces,
Fire losses paid the past year,
Marine losses
do.
Dividends paid the p: st year,

o'ftice, including

ot

Premium not

»s

40,000

00

141,014

00

taxes,

Premium received lor Fire K:sks,

108,187 00

Amount required to reinsure all rides,
249,201 00
BS^None of the Capital ot the Company consists
of Stockholder’s Notes
Sam’l Gould, President.
James J. Goodrich,Sec’y.

COX & CO.,
351 1-SJ Congress Street.,
ME.

(

<JUNT«-$75 to $2 0 per
mouth, everv where, male and ft male, to
i ii trod in e the GENUINE IM Ell VIS
COMMON SENS- FAMILY SEWING
MACHINE. This Machine willsnteli,hem
fe 1, iu k"quilt, cord, * ind, braid, and em-

of Massachusetts.

ommon wealth

Suffolk, ss—April

k7. 1868
Peisonally appeared Samuel Gould President, and .las. J. Goodiicli,
Suc’y oi the above Company, and severally made oath
iliat I he above statement by t em subsiribed is in
their belief Irue.
Before me,
•
B. F, White,
[Stamp]
Justice oi the Peace.

WANTED—

Nath’l

F.

Feering, Agent,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
April

30-d3w

expenses,'or

nifty 16-l&wlni

lactnred.

|

j
!

To Let.
SUIT of well furnished rooms
Address P. O. Box No. 1167.

A

W A. TV

may

fino Work

Farm,
1 particulars inquire

at

J
or

Store at Woodfords corner,

see that her Father and
once and secure a
iu the

SHOULD
go at

Mutual Life Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

of tlie Subscriber
J. II. REL'IJ.

Accnniiiliitcd

Immediately.

Ten Energetic Agents,
Sell an article which everybody needs, by which
TOthey can realize from $5 to $10 profit per day.
Address or apply to
N. E. Novelty Co.,
99 Middle ftt.. up
13-dlw

one

fiisht.

Assets

83T* Div.dends fur Twenty Years have averaged
than 50 per cent.

more

B.

PLUMMER & SONS,
General Agents

Pot

Itlninr and the

Office

Boarders Wanted.
genii emeu boarders, and a gentleman

FEW

and
be accommodated at No. 4 Locust St.
d4w*

A'o.

30

British

Provinces,

Street,

Exchange

POHTLAND.

A,,riJ 23.

janlfitl

can

Wanted.
or lour men to do Bra^s Work.
rpHREE
X No. 4
street.

Exchange
Wanted to

Apply

at

ma>9dtf

barter.

«
to

VESSELS
load
“Guano” at
“Sombrero,” “Swan Island,” ‘Rodondo,” and “Orchillsi,” lor Ports North oi
“Hatteras.” Also vessels lor coal from

\_New York to Aspinwal) ami Deals
from st Johns NB, to Ports in the United
Kiugdom.
Apply to
INGRAHAM & WHITCOMB,
Street, Portland, Me.

ap28dtl

85 Commercial

LET.

_TO
of

a

halt story double

a

the city, containing
rooms, g is,
water and good cellar
To be let with the furniture for six months.
GEO. It. DAVIS & CO
Apply to
Dealers in Real Estate, No. 1 Morton Block.
May 15. dlw*
[Argus copy,

Lodging Rooms

to Let.

FEW well furnished Lodging Rooms to let on
reasonable terms. Enquire at 38 Centre street,
ma} ll-d2w*

A

To be Let.
Brick store on Exchange Street, being the second store from the corner oi M .Idle St. Ar»
ply
na'xh’l. f. deering,
at Maine Savings Bank.
May 5. d3w

THE

I ct
FRONT 6'FFI 'E in McCarthy’s Block, over
Storo No. 181 Fore Street, recently occupied by
W. J. McDonald- Enquire of
chari.es McCarthy,
No. 99 Middle street.
apr25dtt_

For Si*le or to Let.
first-class, three-story brick bouse,with freerpHE
Jl stone

trimmings, number 35 lligli stieet.
For particulars inquire al No 30 Exchange
street,
Spanish Consulate's, between 10 A. M. and 3 1\ M.
April 21-dlf

Tenement to Let.
Lafayette st, Mujoy. Enqirc ot H. ROWE
Architect on the piemlses.
iriar24dtf

ON

8’o

PLEASANT
_street^

Let,

LodgiDg Room

to let at 21

rpHE

Bridgton

FOR —»
rLE
Or TO LET.
Store No. 3 Galt Block.
Possession given April 1st.

Enquire

of

^marShlM_fHARLts HliUKV.
TO
LET !
A HALL 43 BY 73

FEET,

"<18 feet

ami

In Tlionaus

lltiihling,

marl2dff__On

For -ale or To Let.
lirst.elass, tli:e. story brick house, with lreestone trimmings, number thin- live
THE
High street.
for particulars
inquire at the house
Iel9dlt
To Let.
with Hoard, tor gentlemen I
Enquire at No. 12 Clapp’s

Rooms,
[JLFASANT
and their wives.

I

B«>ck._

teblTdtf

JOHN G. WIGHT,

North Bridgton, April 18, 1868.

Bankers and
15

iQ-tCNS

(HTT-4,

OFFER FOR SALE

years old tins spring, and can road
au hour.
Hands 14 hands

'twelve miles

...

of

Cor.

May 1-atl

.1. W. McDUPFEE’
Union and Middle St. Portland.

-ALSO-

(xovcrnincnt
ALL

OP

Bonds!

OILS.

OILS,

fro MANUFACTURERS, MACHINISTS, and all
t tliosa using or dealing in Oils, I ofler the annexed
list at the Lom'kt Prices.

use.
any chafed
galled horses. If
any galled
or no pay.
It is superior to tin common collar in every respect
Call and see the testimonials
and examine the Collar at the st -re 01
BAS<ETT & BliAKSE,
No 236 Congress St.
may7tt

To

ahead,

satistseiory.

LARD

AUG.

P.

OILS.

May 5-d&w3mos

cheap

arti-

ST.

Joins Crockett’s

A well

selected stock for

Merchant Tailoring Use!!
consisting of

'each, (ivrmau,
“ml

American Tricots,
Woe.kin and Cnsaimere,

Adapted fi,r the seasm,
make g uds as eoSi
EH. Please

,v

e.

Snarantee to cat.

caK,^^™^.

and

OPEN I

AND-

OBOCKEUY

Sierra Morena

Muscovado

J/O/g./SSES.
Vicrccs, | Mu

mayld3w

kinds,

fSlculew !

cheapest lot

iu

Portland.

Nice Gilt Shades at 75 cts.

Glass, Tin and Wooden Ware!
Hooper
Exchange

rovorto

thing in the hou?e furnishing

Mola..„.

GEO. S. HUNT,
111 Commercial Street.

&

Eaton’s,

Street,

Portland.

u*li paid for sero»d-hand
Carpeting**, Stove**, Arc., Arc.
Aprl3eodtf

81 Free

No.

Furniture

Haying a
article in

and

done at

l'olifthiug
notice, by
P. FREEMAN.

nnd

1VEW

abort

STABLE.

undersigned, formerly Superintendent of the
rpHE
I. Horse Railroad, respectfully informs his friends
anJ the pub i« generally that he lias leased the new
Stable

Fluni Nircet

on

wlie.e lie will
ng Stable.

keep

Also, constantly

a

tor a

term

first-class Boarding

of years
and Bait-

hand good work horses and
driving horses lor sale.
Tenm» lo I^ct.
J. A. MATHEWS.

mSTfSood
mar2ldtt

on

10, 18C8.-tfAt 2d National Bapk.

For Hale—One Mile from Portland.

&

JN

Beater !

will annexed.

May

«

the

as

STOCK

G. W. COBB.
Mar 27-dtl

Druggists*
PRICE

of

rears

No article

L

a

TIMBER,

»

w.

ublic complaced before
posed ol such perfect ingredients for promoting the
growth of the Hair, or tor rendering it beautifully
dark and glossy, causing it to curl or remain in any
dei ired position. It prevents the hair having a harsh,
wirylook. It prevents all irrita'ed, Itching scalp
skin. It affords a beautifully rich lustre, Its effects
will outlast any other preparation.
State

sawed to

Doors,

MJ)YAL.

SPARROW’S
OFFICE
this

l¥o. 73

to

Exchange St.,
-AND-

FOR ANY AMOUNT,
he obtained in

others being represented at this agency.

All persons desiring insurance of this characare respectfully invited to call.
Portland, Feb. 7,18C8. feblldtt

ter,

a

IT.

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

R,

Manufacturer of Leather Belling,
Has removed to
NO.

92 MIDDLE STREET,

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may befcund a
lull assortment ot Leather Belting, as cheap, and
Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale. Belt Leather
Backs and Side9, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Buvs.
jyl9dtf
A.
iffeTr rill,
equal to any in New England.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
144$ Exchange Street, opposite presjuly9dtf

E

V
W.

II,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

at

Solicitor

of

DEALER IN

Has Removed to

(Joiner of Brown and
late

Marshal’s Office, Apr. 30,1868.-'t

RICHARDS &, CO.
Boston, Importers

ot

Gas Fixtures
OF

All

Kinds !

at

done

Piping

short notice*

.1.

Iron, Copper,

New

RECEIVED
New
Crop

Choice

very

Selling Cheap

Japanese

Beg

to inform the

that

they have established an agency

12.15 P. M.

BT“8tagoaconnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Brldgton, Lovell, Uiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson. Limingtoo. Oorniih.Por
itr, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.

At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eaglc
8 )Uth Llmington, Limington, Limerick, Newtlele
Personsfield and Ossip...
At Baoearappa for Booth Windham, Windham BUI
and North Windham, dally.
Bv order ol the President.
mar 25-dtl
Portland, March 19, 1666._

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Tea

Feb

II-

*1.68

Per

H. R.

THE—

The Trade Furnished at Boston Prices.
May 8. dtf

AMERICAN

Button-Hole, Over-Seaming
-AND-

!

Wonderful Invention.

PORTLAND.

great bargains (Or the TRADE in

Goods i

consisting of Ribbon*, from No.
Plain, Roilcil and Watered.

3

Hat

Frames,

and

Hounet

Straw

in

Goods !

IN great variety.

Leading

Styles

French
BONNET

and

Shapes!

Flowers,

SILKS AND

L
S
April 29dtf

Foot !

BROWN.

VELVETS.

New U. s. Custom

SEALED

the best quality

and

entirely satisfactory to

perintendent.
Drawings and specifications mav be

the Su-

had on application at this office. A contract and bond must be
given, and the bund signed by two good sureties, and
payment will be made of ninety per cent, on delivery
of tho amount delivered, (he balance on lultilmcnt ol
contract.
Proposals must be endorsed,‘‘Proposal? for Iron
Castings” and addressed to

may

Q

HENRY

..

KINGSBURY,

8-dtd_Superintendent.

%

<i

“

a

n

Star

rt-

500 Rblfi. Choice White Wheat Flour.
Rouble XX Extra Spring.
2,000 “
<f

Extra
FOR

DAVID

'Wisconsin Flour.
SALE

BY

KEAZER#

No. 80 Commercial Street,

April *28,18G8.

class

Meclica) Notice.

NOVELTY PAPER BOX 00.
MANUFA tnrers and dealers

Ail kinds of Plain and

in

Fancy Boxes.

170 Washington 81., Roston.
Orders respec'fully solicited.
Promptness and Satisfaction Warranted.

E. W, WRIGHT.

furnished

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that Ids old Iriends will droD ■< in
and help him
out.”
He is also prepared to seive
aDd Fa“ille8 Wi‘h
CV"y variely

]n

tbe*^? of*

Confectionery, Fruit,
Ice Cream,

Marhcha^rei8PB«Ce

G. H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote special at
tention to Disea es ol the Eye. No. 301* Congress St
Office hours from 11A.M. to 1 P. M.
t»
May

May ll-dlm

SQUARE,
renovated
and
throughout,
lor a first

Wi"

&c.,

be0pen

0n

&0.
MONDAY next.

BT The subscriber is ha,my to announco
he
has secured the services o! Ma. BENJAMINthat
raw
NETT, the well known
so many years officiated at most of
the Public Parties, Dinners, &c., m this city and

FbekchcS^k whuffs ^

March 21.

dtt

vicinity
‘8AA® «*K1YUM.

Tents.

A

FULL supply of Tents, of all sties for
Kale
store Commercial Street, head o>
Wldeerv’a

wll»r(._
Lmugeb

iereo-qtf*

PARLOU SUITS,
Spring-Bed*

and

Bedding

Manulaotured to order at short notice.
Mn* 31 Free Street.
Mar 21-dtf

any other

Machine.

It also works

a

beautiful

ket.-and is the best to buv
We have est blish d a permanent agency at 135 1-2
Mi d!e street (up stairs) and we are desirous to have
everybody in the city and vicinity call an 1 see these
wonderful Machines. Examine into their merits—
see whatbeautilul work
they will do—and get a sample of the work.
The lady In charge ot the Machines will take pleasure iu showing and
explaining them to all who may
favor her with a call, and we earnestly invite all to
call and see them iu operation before
purchasing. A
Sewing Machine is to last a life time, and hence the
one that wHl do the greatest range of work, and do
it the best, is the one to buy.
We have sold nearly a hundred ot these Machines
in Concord, N. H., and vicinity, and
every one speaks
in the highest praise of them. Call and
get a circular of recom mendatious.
All kinds ot silk and cotton
and the best
thread,
Machine oil tor sale.
Instructions given on the Machine gratuitously to
all who purchase Machines.
All kinds ot plain and
fancy stitching done to or-

der.
Call and

see us.

May 2_

SEND

135

GEO. W. DREW, Agent,
1-2, Middle street, Portland Me.

YOUR

ORDERS

BALLS !

M.

terville,&c., at
Local Train trom South Paris aud intermediate statons, at

2.15 p.

m.

8.00

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that perse ntor at the rate c
al) unless notice is giveu, and
one passenger for every $500 addition a value.

They
They

both for Splint and Card Matches
do not black the wall wl.en rubbed on it.
are pocked in fine shipping order, incases
containing li), 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross packages.
The above named firm are the sole Selling Agents
tor the corporation.
E. P, GERR1SH,
)
J. S. MARRETT,
Directors.
answer

Portland & Kennebec R. R.
Winter Arrangemenl, Nar. 11, 1867.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tot
all stations on this line, and tor Lewi.—
ton and stations on the Androscoggin Road.
Ain
Bangor and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M.
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portiaud at S.15 P
M, for Bath and Angusta.
Trains are due at Portland at MO A. M., and 2.ln

P. M. daily.

through Freight

The

Train with passenger

car

October 1.

MANASSEH SMITH,

Ollioo
0

}

dtt

Furniture
Made to

order by
TIBimS * TENNEY,
Mar 2-dtl
Cor Congress ami Washington ets.

JDR. JOHNSON’S

Sea

Foam

Dentifrice

l

■PreParation is recommended by eminent
X
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being second to none in use, for
cleansing, polishing and
preserving theteeth

ll’H,

13 FREE ST.
Look

Practise,

millinery

x

Mrs. c o Ij h y
her Rooms, No. 4 Cotton Street, a good assortment of

Millinery,

May

12.

dtf

Straw Goods, «®c.

1.30.
|,M
1.33.

....

.73.
1.33

Star,
No. 13,..
No. 13, ........ .40.
No. 34,..
Morocco,..
....

Rubber Balls—all kinds /
BATS from 15c to
May 16-dlw

Gas Fixtures!

Athens and Moose Head Lake at

^3.50.

ness

our

boston.

Summer

ftjP

GOOLD,

The

will

^Leaving

ready

to

a

Wear I

Boys’

make them Into Garments of all kinds,
in the

BEST

STYLE!
AND

At tlie Lowest Prices.
All Garments Warranted.
I3T*CUTTING for others to make done at short

notice.

ALL OLD
and

everybody else

CUSTOMERS

are

invited to call and
NATHAN

..*1.50

Ueclc'....
1.00
taken as usual.
L‘ UILLINUS> AKent.
May 8, 1868-dtt
..

Vreight

Steamboat Notice.
The next trip cf the CITY
OF
RICHMOND to Bangor, will be on
w©unesday evening, the 13th Inst.,
and

thereafter lor the season >he
„ar,v lna^e three trips per wfek
leaving a.
Monday, 4\ edueaday ami Friday evening.

riiay’the

see

Inside Line to
THREE
P^

TRIPS

_S/ramer

dr..

FRlf 7V-TreVery
^yel! lnt? atJ°

of Express 1

and are

now

Orating*, JPumpa, Ac., Ac.,

prepared to thrniBh them as low as thev
be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected from the
latest and most fashionable styles.
We invite persons who intend to
purchase fixlares
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.

PLUMMER,

Western Clover.

ram

WHITNEY.
fe?7d3mis

or Lumber, Cooperage and
Provisions, to any oi the
Ports ot the Island, and their connections
with the
first class Houses ol the Island, make this
a desirable mode toi parties wishing to
ship Goods to that

leave Bangor, every MONDAY
WEDNESDAY, and FRIDAY, morni»gat 6 o’clock
touching at the above named landings.
For particulars enquire of
ROSS & STURDIVANT,
8t.
For,.and

May^T^"’1:9

GREATLY KEUl'l’ID KATES

TO
«*■-—

CALIFORNIA!
raaaage Ticket, tor aale at tlie re0a eaily aPP'ication at

A

11

xjkX the*” la,e’

■

_Uj'

TICKET OFFICE
40 1-9 Exchange Hired, Porllnnd.

W. D. LITTLE ,P CO.,

Mar 13-dtt

Agents.

CHANGE

OF

DAYSZ

For California,
The Steamers for California are
New Yoik onn the 1st, Mb, lGtli and 24th

to sail from
oi April.

Passage Tickets for sale at the Extra Reduced
Rates, by
mar31d3w

W. I). LITTLE «P CO„
Office 49 1>9 Exchange

Stonington
WHEAT

HI.

JL.int;.

REDUCTION IN

F A KI N

BETWEEN

PBaiSSSp

^^^^Bostor

&New York

Cabin 93*
SHORTEST AND MOST DIRECT ROUTE! 4
Inside liine, via Stoniugton!
Connecting with the New ami Elegant Side-Wheel
Steamers

NAEB'1*GANNETT,

STONIJfGTON, and
Capt. Win.

M.

Capt. Geo.

Jones,

B.

Hull.

Passengers will take Steamboat Express Train at
Boston and Providence Rai’road Depot, Pleasant
Stree at O P. VI., connecting at Stoninzlon with
the above splendid steamers in time for an early suparriving in Mi w York the fbUewiag north
per,inand
lime for all the early trains.
mg
N. B.—The steamers o» this line touch at loot of
19th Street. East River, to land passengers for the up
town Hotels, and the Harlem and the Hudson River
Railroad Depots.
Regular Lauding in New York,

RIVER,

PIER NO. 33 NORTH

Railroad.
TICKETS, BERTHS and STATEROOMS secured
at 134 Washington Street; also at Boston ami
Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent.
One Pier above the Erie

May 4.1868

dim

For Waldoboro’. Damariscotta
And Intermediate Landinia
Searner “t ban. Ilongh-

fou.” ALDEN WINCHEN
BACH, Master, will leave
AT LA N'l IC WI1A R F. PortJ
land, every WEDNESDAY
morning, at 7 o'clock for Boothbay. Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every SATURDAY, morning at 7
o’clock tor Boothbay, Hodgdon’s Mill* ami Lamariacotta.

RETURNING will leave Damariscoitaevery Monday. and Waldoboro t-very Friday at 7 o'clock A.
M, tor Portland ami intermediate landings.
CP' Freight received at AtlautK- Whart for Waldoboro every Tuesday, and tor Damariscotta every

Friday.
Enquire

HARRIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
c’Has. McLaughlin & co.

of

or

Apr 18-dtt

International Steamship Co
Calais St. John.

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT.

PEB

WJblEK.

DN and after MONDAY April 13th,
tb® Steamer NEW
BRUNSWICK,
E. B. Winchester, and the steamNEW ENGLAND, Cant. E. Field
will leave kairoad Wharf, foot o! State street every MONDAY and THURSDAY'at 6 o’clock P M
**
tor Eastnort anc St «Tobn.
Returning will leave Si. John and Eastport on

days.

same

Connecting at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BBOWN, for St. Andrews. Kobbinstou and ratals

and with N.B. & C. Railway fur Woodstock
an t
Honltou stations.
Connecting at St. John with E. & N. A Raiiw*
for Sliediac ana intermediate statio s: and
wit
Steamer EMPRESS tor Digby.Wim sor and Halifax
an with Steamer for Fredericton.
Freight received on days oi sailing until 4 o’clk

'Zmu_

A-R-8TUl^t.
BUI H TO L
L

I

A

E

TO

YORK
VIA-

BRISTOL,
Only

One Hour

R. I.
Minutes

Thirty

leave Bom I on mid Previtleucc Bailroad Ntniion daily (Sundays
excepted), at ft.30
P. M„ connecting with the New and Elkoant
Steamers ft*rovi«lcncc, CAPT.SIMMONS,on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Bristol, CAPT.
BRAYTON, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur-

CARS

days.
passengers by this line to PHILADELPHIA
B ALTIMORE anti WASHINGTONcan connect with
the New
Jersey, Camden and Amboy Railroad, linggage checked through.
Tickets, Berths ami State-Rooms secured at the office ot the Company,

NO. 3 OLD STATE
an.l at the
road.
GEO.
Jan

HOUSE,

Station of Boaton and
Frovkknco Kail-

SHIVERICH,
17.18C8.

,ufent'

H. O. BRIGGS,
Oeumi Manager

market,

Portland,

16

Dec. 1867,

dcietf

sale.

EIGHT HORSE POWEl,
Portable Engine.
11,1,IPs,

Commercial St., loot ot Park*St
Portland, Aug 29,-dt

PORTLAND. ME.
Agency for Paying U. S. Pensions

April 28-d&wlm
4E>

and
,WKDNESDAY,
©dock
or on the arrival

BV RAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.

Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds

M. A.

Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Street, Portland. Me
12. dtf

September

from

Boston, touching at Rockland
Camden, Beltast, Searsport, Wmterport and Hanip^

Top.

». H. PH

can

WEEK,
RICHMOND,
wili

CITY OF

|#fS,W,11,aw

t'

Bangor,

PER

I4-1* Dennison, Master,
Railroad Wharf foot ot State St

<3001.D,

Advances made on Goods toHthe
Island ol Cuba.
Mes«s.OHUBOHLL,BBOWNS & MAN80N

0

BAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTEBS,

St

gg8*

MayH

for

150 Bushels Golden Drep Spring Wheat.
50 Bushels Millett.
lOO Bushels Hungarian Seed.
Also a large and select assortment ol
Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and Retail
at
Portland Agricultural
Wurch.u.* and
Meed Store

busi-

1B0N

l5th

ainer
Lkwwtov1'6-,!
LEWISTON
will make two trips per week to
Machl*
leaving luesday and Friday evenings.
* STURDIVANT, Agent,
1868.

as,

NEW

KENDALL db
Portland, Kcb26tti, 1868.

large
Rooiu*.

M, (Sundays excepted.)

SEED!

Pounds Northern and

a

At Ian Uc Wharf, Portlaun ^t7o’clock
Wliart, Boston, every day t7 I’clock, P.

•nd India

themselves.

April...1, 1868, dtt

follows:

season as

TWO TKIF8

FOB

Is

superior *ea-going

Digby,\Vlmlsor & Ilnlil'nx.

First Class Stock ot Cloths I
Men’s and

and

new

up at great expens, with
number of beaut it ul State

the

run

Eastport,

STAIRS,)

Having Just returned from Market with

Arrangement l

JOHN BROOKS, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted

N o. 137 Middle Street

POR

Fittings,

C. M. & H. T.

for

__

merchant Tailor,

of

Steam and Gas

ARRANGEMENT.

NATHAN

Gas Fixtures!

connected GAS FIXTURES with

B.

-Mjggggn On and after Monday, April 15tb,
^^^"^PBkurrent. trains will leave 1’oitlan.l iox
Bangor and all intermediate station on this line, ai
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at
7.40 A. M.
(^“Freight trains lor Watervllleancl all Intermediate stations, leave Portland at8.‘25 A. M,
Train from Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M
in season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.
i
EDWIN NOYES,Supt.
Nov. 1,1866
noddtl
I

ONE
We have

~

lias at

the JPrices!

at

...

hardening

the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in tact it cannot he excelled. It acts not
onlj as a powder, but as
a soap and wash, three in
one.
Contains no injurious grit oi acid.
Try it. For solo by all druggists.
M. D JOHNSON, Dentist.
on
October 30.
d

at

tached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morn
Ins at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Watervtlle,
Kendall's Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston tor Maiue
Ceutral Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Bangor, Newport, Ac., will purchase tickets to Kendall’s Mills only, and after taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the rare the same through (o
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central load.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train li ( n>
Boston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and lor Solon, Anscc,

lOO Sacks Ked

....
Bounding Rock,
Van Horn,
...
....
Diamond,

HENRY COX, Gait's Wbart, Portland.
A“ES’ tkrS8Ji' *• New Y«'*-

9-dtf

paid

8,000

Match.

Thejr

P. u.

2200 BUSHEL* TIMOTHY,

TO

<» IOY K

are fitted np with fine
aceommoda nins lor
passengers, making ihis the
most convenient and comfortable route lor
travelers
between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Cabin Passage
*4.
*
Meals extra.
Goo s forwarded to and from
Mont'eal,
Quebec,
Halilax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send ilieir
height to the Steimers
as early as 4 p. si, on the
days they le ive Portland.
It or freight or pussa e
apply to

follows:—

SEED,

-POE-

offering

to the public tlie Star Match, we claim
tor them the following advantages to the censumer, over any other Match, viz:
Each bunch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The lull count is equals to about six hunches more
In a gross than other matches.
They keep in anv climate.
They have less odor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card

IN

BABNUM

Portland.

d3w

MILLION,

Portland, me.,

»

Cake,

o. B.

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.

0
®

which he has

Match_ Corporation.

w. &

Not ioe.

n0# jt

Prime Yellow.

The subscribers have selected from their Nursery
and others a fine lot ot Firot-Clantt Tic*-* and
Shrubs which they otter for sale at low price*, at
KENDALL, WHITNEY & CO’S.
HERBERT & ALLEN.
apr?5d3w
Rockland, Me.

0

___

Button-Hole Making and Sewing
Machine Combined.

Button-hole. embroiders over the edge of fabrics,
Eye-let holes and makes (lie over-seaming
stitch, by which sfeets and pillow-cases are made as
by hand, feats which no other machine can do, hence
as we (ran do every kind oi sewing all oth-rs can do
and several kinds none others can. ours is unqucstion
ably tar in advauce of any other Machine iu the mar-

j

arriving and in Store, and will be sold at the Saloon Under Lancaster
Hall,
NOW
lowest market price,
MARKET
“

as

8.10 A.

works

May ll-dlm

Corn, High Mixed Western.

THE FIRST AND ONLY

on

)
J

PierTsV R,JNH,,pP#SL*!mn2^
e7“y M0*N1,AY »uJ

checked after time

Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vasfalboro' at Vassalboro’: for Unity at Kendall's Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.
W. HATCH, 8upei intendfnt«
nov12dtt
Augusta, Nov. 5,1867.

ming, Felling, Tucking, Braiding, Quitting, Gathering and Seictng, etc., and all kinds of work done

Proposals will be received al lids office
until 12 o’clock M., Mav 21st 1868, lor furnishing and delivering at siies. filie buildings, ail the iron
castings ol every description which ma. be required
in the construction of the new Post Office and new
Custom House to be erected in Portland, Maine.—
Proposals.’most be made bv the pound for the castings ot every description, and all costings n ust 1 e ol

connected with a large Jobbing House,
nt Canal st in New York, and as we pn-cliase all our
either
at
the large auction sales or direct of
goods
nnp .rters and m.nutaclurers, thus we will be enabled to sell them at the Lowest New York W holesale Prices. Milliners and Mer bants will find It
to their own advantage, l,y purchasing their goods of
us
As we will sell to them by the yard or
any
length of a piece, and by the single Hat at the same
price as j jbbers » ould have ch&rged by the DOZEN
or FULL PIECES.
Remember the place:
New York Hrnnrh. 335 Congress
Mfreet,
Between Casco and Oak sis, Poitland, Me.
F. Latner.
M. M. Kridel.

House,

Portland, Me., May 7, 18,.8.

AS we are

Iluoli.

or

Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris,
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa-

That has made its advent in this or any other coun•
try.
This Machine is warrantel to execute to the highest degree ot perfection all kinds oi Stitching, Hem-

BURROUGHS,

SUPERINTENDENTS OFFICE,

A full line oi blark and colored Velvet Ribbons of
Ihe best brands. Black and colored Dotted Laces
Edgings Ditlo. Plain and Frosted Silk Illusions,<£c.

2,500
18,000
10,000

received

From

Norridgewoek,

S~F IX TUBES

May 8-dtf

Y ork

120,

be

intermediate sta

sBHSBR

Will receive prompt attention.

PORTLAND, ME.

TO

to

can

and

Montreal, Que-

I HMUWW3

LORING,

No. 186 Fore Street, Portland, Me.,

At Reduced Prices !
No. !)6 Federal Street,

1

IDEA I

Millinery

Paris,

Local Train for South
at 5,P. M.

SPRINQ

TABLES,

Stove,

29-dttWM. L. WILSON.

Are ready to cffi-r
the line ol

RAILWATI

TRUNK

Mail Train lor Waterville, Bangor,
bec and the West at 1.10 P. M.

eitizens of Portland and vicinity
in Portland for
the sale of the above gooes.
All orders and enquiries addressed to

Teas,

S3 Federal St.

.*!u^r P*ri60

trains will ruu at follows:
Passenger trains leave Saco Ulver lor Portland at
5.30 aud 9.00 A. M„ and 3.40 P. M. Leave Porllani
tor Saco River 7.15 A. M., 2.0 and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leavt Saco River 6-50. A M.: Portland

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILR Y, Local Superintendent.
dtf
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.

EXTENSION

at the

i~,_iu 1,

Lluc J

alter the 18th inst. the lino
and Franconia, will
ll,rtacr notice, tun as follows:

THURSDAY, at O'.M
The Dirigo and Franconia

May

1RAINE CENTRAL R.

Crop Teas.

°n

e.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter Wedncalay March 28,

Block Tin and Spelter,

■W ALNITT

*.««•

Steamship Company.
NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Co., Agents.

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.

Trains will arrive

Tinners’ Tools & Machines,

KINSMAN,
MTREET,

West,

North

W. 1>. LITTLE &
Dec 14. dtf

No baggage

Sewing Machine

oct22-d&wtf

Maine

above stated.

Yellow Metal and Zinc.

THE
fin*

dealers in

and

Tin Plate and Sheet

AND

ij

and

tions,

Metals, Galvanized Iron,

Congress Streets,

llsf
CHANDELIERS,

(South

I^EBNgQtrains

BROWN'S NF.W BLOCK.dtt

G- Al.

i

ALL point*

GRAND

ALSO

Pateuta,

Bcston and Bangor sicamer at Rockland Sandlord’s
ROSS & SrCRDVIANT, General Agents
179 ^Vernal Street.
Portland, May 13, 1868,

m

Ordinance Against Dogs.

XT”!

Law,

evert

al

Tieli^ls

From Portlaud to

FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one of the linest assortment of
Portsmouth and Boston, at 6.45, 8.40 A. M,
ENGLISH, GERMAN. FRENCH and DOMESTIC Junction,
2.55 and 0.00 P M.
CLOTHS, CASS1ME11ES, &c., that can be found In and
Leave
Boston
lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00
Portland. These goods have been selected with great
and 6.00 P M.
care and especially adapted to the fhshionabie trade.
lor
BMdelord
at 7.30 A. M., returning at
Portland
and at prices that cannot fail to please, and all goodi
5.20 P. M.
< IV
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 aud 10.00 A.M.,
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to friends
and 5 CO and 8.00 P. M.
or past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance o
The train leaving Portsmouth lor Portland at 10.00
the same.
A. M does not stop at intermediate stations.
M. H. REDDY. Proprietor.
jan9dtf
On Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. train to and from Boston will run via Boston
& Maine R. R., stopping only at Saco, Biddetord,
1.—No dog shall be permitted to go at large Kennebunk. South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
or loose, In any street, lane, alley, court or travOn Tuesdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays it will run
eled way, or in any inclcsed or public place in this
only at Saco, Biddecity, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the via Eastern Railroad, stopping
tord, Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portshead ol tin family, or the kee|»er ot the house, store,
Salem
and
Lynn.
shop, office, or other place where such dog is kept on mouth, Newburyport,
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal two
FRANCIS CHASE. Sunt.
dollars tor a license for such dog to go at large.
Portland, April 25,18f8.
apr28 ltt
Sec. 7.—In ca'-e any dog shall be found loose or going at large, contrary to any of the foregoing provisthe
owner
or
or
the
head
ot the
ions,
keeper
family, or keeper ol the house, store, shop, office, or
other place where such dog is kept or harbored, shall
OF CANADA.
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
All persons are hereby notified that I shall cause
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found at large
within the city, in violation ol the above ordinance,
On and alter Monday, Nov. 11, 1867
will run as follows:—
unless the owner or keeper shall have procured a license on or before the 20th
ot
day May.
Express Train lor Lewiston and South Paris at 7.4(
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal.
A. M.

CLIFFORD,

Counsellor
And

A

JonespSt’
'ease Maelnasporl
.Hondnv
RJW'11
7
Tlnir.llny .Horning,
So'elo. k.
■*j|
The Lewiston usually (connects with

Semi. Weekly

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, May 4ib, ISt N.
iniirrr- TTon
Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
)> w^^iiPwSundavB excepted) lor South Berwick

thereof,

II. M .BUM WM

The favorite steamer LEWISTON, Chas. Deering, Master, wll
Ral'road Wharl foot ,.i stato
®v»y Tile.ilny and Friat III oMo, k, or
on arrival .rfvTT
lr°“> Boston, tor Maehil,il. ! .?i
asport tm
at Rockland, Castine Deer Isle
toncnlng
Sedgwick, Mt Desert. MIllbBdge an.l

PORTLAND

REDDY,

MH

First Class Companies, SfcC.

v

Massachusetts.

(^-Prepared only by J. C. HURSELL A CO.,
No5 Chatham Row, Boston.
may 8 ThSTuly

AND

Where Insurance of Every Kind,

no

HAYES,

tor

GENTS'

(BOYD’S BLOCK,)

Only,

S. DANA

Assayer

State

•

Bay Removed

Can

(Signed)

*

INSURANCE AGENCY!
Is

For information apply at 282 Congress st. Grand
Tiunk Ticket Office.
jn3’68d&wly D. II. BLANCUABD, Ageut.

was ever

Assayer's Office, 1
order.
Spruce dimension,
kinds,
20 State st., Boston.
J
Messrs.
Sashes and Blinds / I
Hursell, Wood A Co„
Gentlemen—I have analyzed Hursell’s Purity for
constantly on hand and tor sale by
the Hair and am familiar with the formula with
It. DEERING,
which it is made.
This preparation contains ingredients which give
No. 24,2 Commercial Street, Hobson’s Wharf, foot ol
fcblMtf
to it the desirable characters of a superior hair dressHigh Street.
ing. Is tree flrom Sulphur, Lead, Silver, Acids, Alkalies, and may be used with entire safety.
Respectfully,

R E

TR UNK RAIL H A Y
Tickets at Lsweit Rate*
Via Boston, New York Central, Buffalo and Detroit.

the Brie. Atlantic and Great Western am!
Pennsylvania Central Railways.
For sale at the Lowest Kates at the Ouly Union Ticket Office, No. 40 1-‘J Kxcbange St.,
Portlaud.

cover

all

LESS

By all the principal Routes, via. Bouton nutl
Worcester to Albauy and the New York
Central Kail way to Buffalo or Niagara
Falls; thence by the Cut eat Western or Lake
ftborc Railroads, or via New York City and

xjr.ijifi

South Side of Commercial Street,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

*

Wharf,

On said wharf, 1 am now able to offer to the trade
good assortment of Long and Short

SUM MER A It It AX <JE ME XT.

To Traveleru

BY AlL

75 cents.

And Removed lo the

ST.

Through

Route.

a"m>7r

ALL PAIiTS OF THE

GRAND

West,

tiff buildings

Hobson’s

TUJiOUGH TICKETS

E

Age.,,.

\ leave

AT THE

Removal.
term of

maj5dtl5

W

F0RT*0tJ«'

To Mt. Desert and Machias.

jnS

TO

tlamJ°UK

1818.

?o7Lh. ISILLINOS,
BILLINoS*

v *

or

Inland

G3P* Tickets and information can be obtained at
the Grand Trunk Depot, and 282 Congress Street
Persons wishing to visit Niagara Falls can do so, goor
returning, for $3.50 extra, or $28.00 from Port
land to
Chicago and return via N agara Falls Irom

PURITY FOR THE HAIR!

DI NIX O-ROOM SUITS,
Togel her with
Common GradcN ot Work,
At prices to suit the most economical.
Mar 27-dti'

Head

K. STURDIVANT.

HURSECL’S

LIBRARY, and

a

I.

May 1C,

pU*fCha8ed

Toronto.

clorll H.

o

never

iltliLjiktfifrtfriil ^ban by auy other Route, irom Maine
all Points West, via the

of

name

of hire

,at

§BE5M|to

having entered into copartner-

THE'subscribers
ship under the firm

a

*"
UP l> th« 15th last., and
will be valid for return up to June
5th, 1868 * inclusive.
Tlokets strictly not transferrable.
C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Direc or G. T. Railway.

SO

NOTICE.

PARLOR,
CHAMBER,

leased for
at the
HAVING

ANDERSON,

R. T. WESCOIT.

G.
IF.
COBB <& CO.,
And having purchased the Stark
Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders of every
description of Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharl, foot of Park St. Portland. Me.

First Class Furniture 1

G A

Squnie.

f

S. A.

may4d3w*

OF

EXCHANGE
April M-iItt

REAL GERMAN CANARIES,
splendid singers, can be found at No. 99 Ulnrkct
dim

EXTENSIVE

Country Residence tor Sale.

\Vinship,9 patent, upright

d&“tm'

Accounts settled and
by R. T. Wescott.

Where they are prepared to oiler their friends and
customers an

Laud for Sale.
A
PART of the late Mary S. Lunt’s Estate, near
-*7- Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels to
suit Purchasers. Enquire in
person or by letter ot
JAMES JOHNSON,
Stroudwuter, Westbrook Adm’r of said Estate with

just received.

ALBERT WEBB,
g.chadbournf

SfnSftvJw
S.e“t,at
oflertd to?>roat
the public.
before

.

for

Atlantic W barf,

solved by mutual consent.
THE
business continued

Street,

Building well known

R

and chest
lorm, WaterCoolers Ice Cream Freezers and Moulds.
ALo a large assortment of Tin, Japan and Wo den
Ware.

14.

the

Falmouth, live miles trom Portland. Good two
siory house, with L. Also wood house and barn.
All in good order; excellent water: one and halt
acres land under cultivation; ten minutes walk to
depot. Price $1,800. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
real estate agent.
may2d3w*

refkig ekators
Schooley

In

Suburban Residence for Sale

Sether

CARRIAGES!

assortment

No. 18 Free

HDAT,,,

$44.50

These tickets are not confined todele!?mre 8<>od for any person wish-

Dissolution oi Copartnership.
lirm of Anderson & Wescott is this day dis-

HAVE REMOVED TO

chambers,

public.

large

MANITF ACT UK ERS,

has removed to
ent Post Office.

kitchen, store roo-i*,tive good
with plenty of closet
___.room, cemented cellar and large
brick cistern; being the property known as the
About two acres ot good land, also
Dodge Place
barn, carriage house and wood house.
Upon the place are *0 Apple and Pear Trees, towith Grape Vines, Currant anl Gooseberry
lushes, and and an abundance of hard and soil water.
This is a verv pleasant local! m and one that should
not be overl*>Kei by any gentleman who would like
a country residence within ten minutes ride trom the
business part of the city. For terms, etc., apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, under Lancaster Hall, or to the
subscriber on the premises,
mavl- dtfTHOS L HASKELL.

inayl8d2w

exis
the
is this
All bills
be settled
ADAMS .& TAItBOX.
may6 dlaw-3w*

of Adams «&
mutual consent.
the new firm of
April 21, 1668.

EVKKT 8AT.

Chicago

w.

—-and-

beautiful residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the Macliigonne
Vflla, The grounds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and goosebeiries;
about
n acre ot strawberries—raised 1,600
quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearly tour
acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The buildings—a
fine house with 15 rooms, French root and cupola,
and a piazza round three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price ot $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on the premises, or ot WH1TTEMORE & ST ARB IRD, on
Comm ere'al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ol Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt

room,

At Ifae t uprecedenied
Lot* Fare of
*•
and Return!

SK":,fccr.Ts;s-d.;“i™'"r
name

fflB'Sftitiiifis,or

National Oonventio* to be held
May 20th.

Copartnership.

OVAL!

REMO

On Back Cove Road.
A tine Cottage house, containing
large parlor, sitting room, dining

ever

a

M

IV. 8.
,.The Steamship CARLOTTA, J. W
ih'mi

at Ohkaro

W. H. WHITCOMB

Portland May 18, 1888.

THEMerrill,

easiest

CHILDREN’S

E

Republican

WALTER COREY & CO,,
Dissolution oi Copartnership.
copartnership hitherto
ing under
THE
Purinton,
day dissolvFurniture
Dealers ! ed by
will
by

TWO

best,
cleaned, costs less, works
LATEST
easier, and is the best EGG BEATER
ofler-

Street.

PACKING AND SHIPPING FURNITURE,

Mar 21-dtf

GEORGE HEARN.

COMMON SENSE

the

K

i

Portland, March 25, 1868.-dtf
House Lots.
on Congress near State
Street, and eight
lots on Emery, Lewis and Thomas streets, for
sale by
YV. H. STEPUENSON,

BEFORE PURCHASING ELSWHLRE.
Mar 2-dtf

to

“Ford

THE

Feb

Jr.,

Has removed to No. 24 Exchange at., Thomas BuildaPr 23ing, over Merchants Excbauge.
d6\v

Steal Estate for Sale.

TENNEY,

Egg

the

subscriber otters for sale two new houses,
built in the most substantial manner and in
modern style. These houses are near ilie corner of
Congress and North streets, two s ories high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an untailing supply of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent readily ai large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Corner of Congress and North sts.

the line, a»e otic ring it at a g« eat reduction
trom iormer prices.
Nearly every article is custom made, and warranted to boas good as can be loundin tiie market.
Setces furnished for Hall and Vestries at short
nonce
Reparing and upholstering in all its branches
faithfully ami promptly done. Call and examine

Spiral

as

mar3ldtt_

Congress Sc Washington Streets,
large stoc of Furniture, embracing every

Cor. of

1,500

Upholstering, Furniture, Kepairing
Vai‘iii«hiug

laett.

&

property known

three acr. s land, in Fatmouth, (lore side), seven
miles trom Portion 1—is
ifiiHKi
ethodist Meeting House.
Buildings
all in complete repair, having been
painted
l.cently
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay.
Plenty
of wood and water.
This is one ot the most pleasant places in this vicinity. It commands a fine view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay
upon the
other, and is on the main stage road to Yarmouth.—
Will be sold low to a cash customer. Applv to
WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agsut.

Reduced Prices S
TIBBETTS

THOMAS,

Under

Corn and Flour.

ALSO,

IF.
^

For sale by

WAKE!

CARPETINGS

PMCES LOW-

®®»
2s Marki
maySd2m
---e-Market
bquare, Portland. Me.

Portland,

Sale.
A good 1} story dwelling House and lorty-

-AT

All

FURNITURE

1HO

«•»

AND

line at

E. LEVEEN & CO.

Irani

__mar3t-dtf
j Seaside country Residence ior

Branch I
E. LATNEIt d; CO.,

FULLER,

FORE

208

Hall.

V

The

v

FUBMTIIBE

—AT

and

OI Ia SO A I*, a superior and
/or woolen manuiaeturers’ use.

Tn /act every nameable

Opposite Deering

milro

mile trom Grand Trunk

a

settlement,******1
PonL.u'WP1'.
Portland,
May 1, 1888.

ate

Milliners, Hr ess Makers and
Country Merchants,
LANCASTER HALL.

(o

a8an •etive or silent partno? L,,?,oill,mil'''V.’.eilllcr
Nn imr°iv ™»°i've ,lc c"nfer with the undersigned.
y unl,8s 1 Hey mean business and
h»v?“miymcn,n a!,p go
and 1 think such in-

Bargain,

'Y Stand.” consisting of a large 2 story
fllTYhouse, recently put in complete re?,a'r a,K* mai^e convenient tor twe
tenements; good porch and ban
and a large shop suitable tor anv l ii d of a mechanic.
Cistern on the ) remises of 75 hogsheads; line
yard
in front and very tine garden.
A. W, ANDERSON.
Gray, March 28, 1868.

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all
Ladies, wbt
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific anr
certain 01 producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of otatructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing ir
the least injurious to the health, and may be taker
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full direction#,
by addressing
DR. HUGHES,
tanl.l86Sd&w.
No. U Preble Street, Portland.

IVe"vv

ALSO,

Window

go into the Hack and
Vt'r-V kuslncs under tho most advantageous
anceB. anil with a most decided certainty

a

For Sale at Gray Corner.

There are many men of the age of thirty who ar<
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will otten b*
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficult}
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons ?/ho cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain
manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next doot to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
fOt“ Send a Stamp for Circular.

OFFERED

SPERM,
WHA LE,

the

hing

wi

to

w.

JOHN C. PROCTER.

INanil three-lourlbs ot

I

or no

Embracing

of

Farm tor Sale at
Falmouth, (our and a halt

troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit it
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes Lut we are consulted by one 01
more young men with the above
disease, some o
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hat
the consumption, and by their friends are supjioscd tc
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and onh
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arV
made to rejoice in perfect health.

iRttldlc-Aged!

W.

SALE.

April 28-d3w

Inducements!

MACHINERY,

of all

person

Inquire

men

NEV_
Great

ELAINE,
SPINDLE,

Horseiaieu!

Partner Wanted!

JTonng

A

LUBRICATING,

AT

general

m

IN SEASON.

Hsw Kuy Thenaeuds Can Testify

satisfactory

on

House and lot No 6 Ctishman St. Lot 40 by
105 feet
House new; arranged lor tenements.

kino,

any

l>o not wait lor ihe consummation that is sure to fo
low; do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, tor IxjssoI Beauty
and Complexion.

Soaue

Teamsters and Uorse Owners!
130 Excising e Street.
attention is idled to the Patent
RubberLined Horse .Col lar, which is last coming into
YOUR
It has
lulled

or

01

public

business he hopes to
patronage. All work warcharge.
may 15-dow
to

Halifax,

GREAT REDUCTION OF FARE!

and have taken t»ie store and stand

No, 8 Market Street,
occupied by H. H. HATCH.
persons
indebted to or holding demands
V,1
are ie<*ue8tea ,0 make

Commercial.

near

DIRECT

Mail Steamship Line
TO

HO FOB CHICAGO!

WHITCOMB,

transaction of a General Produce Commission

Business,

REMOVAL.

apr!8dttReal Esralo Agent.

excess

AH ANTIDOTE

JUST

ll-dlm

AttAIIV

horse,

low and

on

FOR

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervour
Prostration that may ioliow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.

On the Most Favorable Term*.

May

OLDEST PLACE OF BUSINESS

never
«o cure
s warrauled to cure

SKKK FOR

ranted

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Inquire or
May 9th, 1*68. d3w93 Exchange St.

so

an

shaie of

for the

TO

d*

STEAMERS.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

style of

HATCH

Ship-Smith.

BI^By carelul attention
merit a

l

have this day formed a co-partundersigned
under the firm name and

THE
nership

—..'-A

RAILROAl>8^

KIND!).

Exchanged for 5.30$

IMPORTAN T
TO

acres

Paid farm consists ot about
and cure-alls, purporting to he the b**.st in the world,<4 Depit in Falmouth.
one hundred and twenty acres of
which are not only useless, but always injurious
land, thir»y ot
which is heavily wooded, and the balance convenThe untoriunat* should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet mcontrovert;iently divided into pasturage and tillage. The buildble tact, that many syphilitic patients are made misings are a good otd fashioned two story liou-e, the
frame of which is white oak.
A good bam eighty
erable with ruined constitutions by maltreurmtnf
feet long, with cellar and other necessary outbuildfrom inexperienced physicians in general practice; 101
The
location
is
ings
very
conceded
the
best svpuilogn.jtisa point generally
desirable, anil the sol. as
by
as any iu the County,
a pari or t'. e whole will
dbers, that tlie study an*.' management of these com# good
bs sold at a bargain. For particulars enquire ot
diaims should engross the whole time ot those who
DR. E. N. TUKESBURY,
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practiapr?9dlm*
Near the premises.
tioner, having neither opportunity nor time to niakhiinself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
Land tor Sale.
pursues one system ol treatment, in most cases thawvaluable lot of laud on Middle Street, bounded by Franklin and Fore Streets, being the
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.
southerly corner. It will be sold on favorable terms.
WM. H. JERRIS.
Apply to

•d

35,000 PortVdbu tiding loan Bonds
“
25,000 Portland Municipal
25.000 Portland aid of JR. Rd. “
“
20 000 Town of Dexter
20.000 Chicago 7 pr.ct. school “
10,000 St. Louis Currency 6s “

No. 13

—AjBJ»liigh; weighs about nine hundred and tjity. Color, Sorrel. A very handsome and proud
Enquire

Brokers,

Exchange Street,

suitably rewarded.

good Gentleman's driving Ilorse.

veil

may9 d&w3w

SWAN & BARRETT,

cle
A

JfIKAO, Secretary.

BA ARAB FINE,

Horse for Sale*

Grove street, and will be sold
favorable terms.

AT THE

II.

A

<A

Principal.

SaT* Text Books turnished by the Principal at
Portland prices.
53sr* Board in the vicinity at reaionable rates.

Lost !

Johnson’s, Demist,

uated

ikePeblio.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
hat remedies handed out lor general use should bav*
filer efficacy established by well tested experience is
the hands ol a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him lor all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with |»oor nostrum#
Caatloc

Jere-

ol
10

of laud, together with ihe Mansion House, Stable,
Carriage House, &c. This property is pleasantly sit-

the terrible vfee of sell-abuse.
that particular brauch of
feels warranted in CJoarANTEKINU A CUttE IN ALL CASES, whether of
long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing tl e
dregs of disease from the system, and malting a peifect ami permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earnsd reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and sue0388.
or

Devoting his entire time to
the medical profession, he

departments.

LETTEH direc ed to Airs. Bovina B. Eaton, was
l '8t about dark last evening, between 25
Spring
Street and 18 High Street
containing about twelve
dollars in money and a package of medicine. If the

fiod.T will I *avc it at Dr.
Free Street-, they shall be
May 10.. d3t*

M.

Competent Assistants secured for tbe various

LOST AND FOUND.

Money

are

YOUNG,

ARCADE)

valuable and desirable Residence
THE
miah Dow, Esq, of this city, with about

M. to 9 P. M.

those who

And

For Sale.

suffering under the
riyate diseases, whether arising from

And continue ten weeks.

to

W. THOMAS, JR.,
the premises

W.

driver.

Hr. H. addresses
affliction of i
impure connection

Tuesday, May 26, 1868,

EXCHANGE STREET,
«VER K1EKCIIANTV tlXCIIANGC.

particulars, &c, apply

Academy.

THE 8U.flM E It TERM OF THIS INN'JTTFTIPN will commence

Brown

mar23dlw*thentt

Middle street.

Summer term of this Institution will com■1
mencc May 25, and con*inne 10 weeks.
Particular attention given to each Student.
Th evening school, connected with ihe above, will
l»e open May 18, when instruction will be given in
Book-keeping, Writing &c., Terms ct evening
school $2.00 per lnoiuh. For further particulars,
address
P. J. LARRABEE, A. B. Priu.
Box 933.
May 13 dlw then codtf

Jo

A

new

can

Electic Medical Injirwarfi,
TO THE LADIES.

Academy.

No. !it A 5tl

two and
house in the western part ol
ONE-HALF
ten
hard and soft

•

he

SCHOOLS.

Portland

To Kent,

For

be consulted privately, and[wlt>
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
WHERE
hours
and from 8 A.

Copartnership

Blacksmith, Horse-Shoer, Jobber,

ANEW

the Preble U.iw,

A L

LAWYER,

story and half wooden house No. 51 Clark
Street, with a lot of land 32 by 80 teet. For particulars enquire at No. 12 Maple Street.
May 12 dlw*

No. 14 Prebit Street,
Near

geo. r. Davis <b co.,
Real Es:ate, No. 1 v or tun Block.
[Argus copy.

House and Lot for Sale,

ROOMS

by Unhappy Experience!

One of the Oldest, Largest and most Reliable Companies In the country.

Over $1^,000 000 00.

Wanted

wife,
May 12.

Brother*

Policy

May 13-dlw*

A

PRIVATE MEDICAL

whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maiurvr year?,

1>

Season. For further
ENNING & NASON’S

SOUND AT HI,

BE

All who have committed

SISTER

14-dtw*

for the

on a

EVERY

CONNECTICUT

E

T

.—

SHEPARD

No t ( oilou Mt,,

French Roof House, near the
Park, containing seventeen nicely’ flrish°d
rooms, hot amicdd water, and all the modern iui| rovements,
together with a good
stable and fine garden spot.
No pains or
expense has been spared in the getting up
ol this house, cither in workmanship or materials.—
The lot contains about 6000 square feet.
It will be
sold on very easy terms of payment
Apply lo
W. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent, Portland.
mayl3 dtt*
A

OH. J. B. HUGHES
OAK

dlw

10.

O V

HA8 REMOVED

First Class House for Sale.

leave Lake

■

REM

NOTICES.*

COPARTNERSHIP

on

Dealers in Real Estate.
[Argus copy.

Dealers in
May 16. dlw

leave Portland & Rochester R. R.
A. H. DAVIS,
Driver.
i—-■

half story cottage house

A

Hare tonfideace.

BrowSfstreot.

ou

T WOME1N,

May

Returning:, will
Depot, at 2 P. M.
May ll-d2w*

a

For Sale!
VALUABLE piece ol property situated on York
Street, near Park, consisting of a two story
house containing fourteen rooms, anauged lor three
families, with a lot 74x132. Apply to

W. H. MUKCH * CO.,
April 24. dim*
PROPRIETORS.

one

FROM

May

The Lake House is situated in Standish, fifteen
miles from Portland, and is one of flic most healthful and deliglnful summer resorts in New England.
Particular aituition is attached to this locality, being the o wain of the great water works, now being
construc ted to water tlie city of Portland.
Surrounded bv a variegated landscape, of beautiful natuial scenery, it offers particular attractions to
persons, or parties, wish ng to visit the country.
Pleasure parties visiting us will receive our prompt
attention, and be provided with riding, sailing, and
fishing accommodations.

Z-ir DAILEY STARES, will
House lor Portland, at 7 A. M.

and

THE

Wanted Immediately!
to four rooms in a g- od part ol the city,
ui per hal< preferred. The rooms to be in a house
with a good small family.
Also one good roon to
store goods in.
W. H. rTERRIS,
Applv to
maylfdlw*
Beal Estate Agent.

May 4th, 1868,

daily,

for Marine Ris.is undeter-

mined,

J.

broider in a m st superior manner.
Fr ee
onl\ §18
Fully warranted for live years.
We will pay §1000 for any machine that
will sew a'stronger, more beautiful, or
more elastic team than ours
It makes tin.
“Elastic la), k Stitch.” E\cry second siiteli
can i*e cut,
and still tie cloth cannot be pul In* 1
We pay Agents from §75
apart without tearing it.
to $'00 per montu and
a com mission
from which twice that amount can be made. Address SECOMB <Sr CO., PI LTSBURG, Pa., or BOSTON, MASS.
CAUTION.—Do not be imposed upon bv oilier
part ies palming off worth'oss cast-iron machines u iher ibe same name or otherwhe. Ours is the on'y
genuine and really practical cheap machine manu-

146,950 00
66.467 00
6,427 00
50,248 00
176,17100

Cash

Expenses

Old General Agency and Employment OJ]lce.
igp-Be sure you find the right place. Enquire for

PORTLAND,

90,0 0 00
13-,900 00
33,000 00
67,000 00
7,*00 00
25,976 00
50,615 00

Risks,

50 Gi»l» Wauled every day ! *200 Agcut
Wanted to canvass lor new articles.
The best place in New England to apply for held
oraftuations is at the

May 16-dtf

91.800 00

1,036,140 00

Summer Houses and Hotels
Everywhere with good, RELIABLE HELP.
Men for all situations supplied lo Employ* rs gratis!

A.

186,226 00
345,124 00

Losses estimated and unpaid,
113,000 00
Cash Premiums received tor Fire Risks,
142,240 00
Cash Premiums received for Marine Risks, 184,234 00
Notes received for Premiums on Marine

from all quarters, large numbers
Provincial and A me lean Girls, ami ai c confident
that we can apply a 1 persons wanting Girls lor any
resneetabl-j employment.
We have the custom now ol more than 1500 Famines. 100 Hotels, Arc., in tills city and throughout
New England a i<1 guarantee satisfaction.
Particular attention paid to supplying
and

do.

ASSETS.
United States Bonds, market value,
Bank Stocks,
Railroad Bonds,
Real Estate in Boston,
Loans on Collateral,
Loans on Mortgage of Real Estate,
Sharis in Wharf and other property,
Marine Notes on risks terminated,
Cash on hand and in Bank,
Loans on Personal Security,

Immediately
and tried

At the old stand

11

MA

undersigned, having leased, thoroughly repaired, and newly furnished the above
named house, hereby inform their friends,
and the puolic that they will open the same

...

Fire Biska
marine Biaka

16-dtf_

Wanted

Incorporated ra 1822.
$400,000 OO
Ont-Maudiug, 1 l;»OO.i*OS.

Capital,

Up one flight
Also a partner with 200 or $300 capital. iuavl6tt

piKST

Boston.

dcw one

Franklin Street, iustbelowOxIord. Contains
seven finished rooms, ail in
comple e order.
U od cellar, cistern and well of
water, and a splendid lot 40 by 00. This property musi be sold within
a week, as the owner ie to leave the State.
Apply
to
GEO. It. DAVIS & CO.,

The

Company

Wanted.

CLASS COAT

Co.,

REMOVALS.

For $2,800

House.

Lake

Jan. 1.1868.

smart salesmen; salary liber 1. Apply at
N. E. NOVELTY Co., till Middle St,

TWO

Ins.

Manufacturers’

oppo-

REAL ESTATE.

HOTELS.

BLANCHARD,

Pension Agent,

Saddles and Bridles !
The subscribers offer

600 Black Leather

tor

sale

Cavalry Saddles

Bridle with Curb Bit, and
price lor complete set,

Complete with

Leather

Haller;
Saddle, Bridle anil

Halter $IO.
As these are all in prime condition and tuitable tor
private use. ami are offered nr about one third their
opportunity is offered to every
original cost, a rare
Farmer, or io any one owning a horse.
A discount will be made to dealers purchasing a
quantity.
WILLIAM READ a SONS,
13
mar

21-eod2m

Fauueil Hall fquare,
llonton, Haw,

